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Comment.
Ms Jane Wordsworth (83066)Consultee

janeandgeoff@xnet.co.nzEmail Address

7 Patricia PlaceAddress
Hahei
RD 1, Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ms Jane Wordsworth (83066)Comment by

PC_200Comment ID

09/09/18 05:10Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I do not want to accept either proposal. I don't want the community to be rushed into this. I do not
want any changes to be made to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Lesley Morrison (79436)Consultee

lesleyamorrison@gmail.comEmail Address

86 Captain Cook RdAddress
Cooks beach
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Lesley Morrison (79436)Comment by

PC_201Comment ID

09/09/18 05:29Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I have owned a property at Cooks Beach for 30 years and for the past 10 have lived here permanently.

The Hahei Parking Amendment is an issue that affects me as I am only 15 minutes drive from Hahei
beach and love to visit this beautiful spot regularly and proudly show off iconic Cathedral Cove to our
holiday visitors .

I am not in favour of either of the two proposals you have put forward for a number of reasons which
I will outline-

Both these proposals will mark the end of the laid back, iconic Kiwi Summers that we all so enjoy.
Both proposals, if implemented, will send a clear message to those visiting the Mercury Bay that they
are not welcome here. Tourism is our life blood -we should be encouraging tourism not putting obstacles
in the way that will effectively minimise visitors experiences and lead to frayed tempers and ill will.

I also feel the proposed 1 October - 30 April annual implementation period is far too long. Covering
the 4 week period covering Christmas & New year are the most inconvenient for Hahei residents to
handle and is often the only time the vocal non-resident ratepayers are using their holiday homes.

I would not be adverse to parking restriction being implemented in Grange Road but I do not condone
any form in the remainder of Hahei.

I feel there must be a more equitable solution available.

The 1 km distance beachgoers would have to lug their gear from the parking paddock to the beach is
simply not practical. The car park charges of $15 day plus the bus charges from there to the top of
Grange Road for those wishing to visit Cathedral Cove for a family will be prohibitive.
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It seems ridiculous that if residents had family and friends coming to stay over the holidays and have
no off street parking, that their guests would have to leave their cars in the paid carpark, transport all
their luggage to their stay and pay the daily $15 carpark fee for each day of their extended stay.

Option 1 -Residents parking only

To propose one parking permit per rateable property seems to have little to commend it.

The time and expense would be prohibitive to design & print a pass, to research postal addresses of
those property owners eligible to receive one & send out permits, research and set up parameters on
permit use to prevent abuse, employ & supply a vehicle person to police the parking, to back up
punishment claims for transgressors in the way of wheel clamping/tow away, determining names of
registered vehicle owners and their address to send fine letters, postage, follow up fine collection and
staff to receive and document.

Properties sell, ownership changes hand, permits get lost & need replacing. There would need to be
a staff member paid to update the database as changes occurred.

Tiny little Hahei Beach does not warrant the proposal of such extreme measures, this is not Miami
Beach in Florida.

The proposal has been blown out of all proportion.

I would not agree to my hard earned rates going to fund this.

There is huge scope to avoid prosecution and for property owners, with a bit of imagination, to abuse
this system which I'm sure would happen in time if implemented.

Option 2 - no on street parking for anyone- no exemptions.

I would imagine this option will be even less palatable to ratepayers in Hahei than the first. It has
many of the associated time and cost factors the first option has in the way of policing, fining, revenue
gathering. Being more extreme, it disadvantages everyone -not just visitors but also residents and
ratepayers.

In conclusion, I agree that Hahei does have a parking problem and it's centred around everyones'
desire to visit Cathedral Cove.

We encourage tourists to come here so we need to find an answer.

I feel DOC as the owners and guardians of Cathedral Cove need to take ownership of this problem.

If, as I believe, they own the land surrounding the current CC carpark at the top of Grange Road -
why can't they be the ones to install and fund a large car park in the unproductive, gorse covered land
adjoining?

DOC wants to encourage NZers and visitors to our beautiful region so they need to take ownership
by creating adequate facilities for them to do so.

Answers do need to be found but I feel the 2 options put forward by TCDC are not the correct ones
and that more thought needs to go into a fair and equitable solution that is going to meet with general
approval.

Signed - Lesley Morrison

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://haveyoursay-tcdc.objective.com/consult/editRepresentation.jsp?representationId=185741
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Comment.
Mr Mark Flower (83094)Consultee

flower@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

15a Clifton RoadAddress
Hauraki
Hauraki
0622

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Mark Flower (83094)Comment by

PC_202Comment ID

09/09/18 05:48Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I oppose both Option 1 (Resident Parking Only) and Option 2 (No Stopping Lines).

I believe the problem can be minimised by other methods as follows:-

- At peak time use cones to delineate a walk way to the beach on the northern side of Hahei Beach
Road as was done during last Christmas holidays.

- Ensure that a consent condition be applied to all new business such as shops, restaurants,
equipment hire and commercial accommodation units, stipulating that on-site parking must be provided
for all their customers/patrons.

- Have sufficient patrols to enforce the current bylaws.

The inconvenience caused to the residents/ratepayers by either Option 1 or 2 would be greater than
the problems caused by the current situation.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Rod Aitken (83097)Consultee

watsonengthames@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

27 DAWN AveAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Rod Aitken (83097)Comment by

PC_203Comment ID

09/09/18 06:30Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am against residents parking only being introduced

Metered or timed parking in beach car park is a good idea . Possibly drop off zone and park and ride
bus to large car park

There is a need for residents parking permits .If no parking on street is introduced

But Who owns road side ? is this not council land that can be used for parking by visitors ?

Using the park and ride bus to Cathedral Cove to provide park and ride to beach from the large car
park . Would be a good way of providing option to park

Also other area at beach front could be developed further to provide more parking

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Bruce taylor (83098)Consultee

bruce@ashworthtaylor.co.nzEmail Address

22 Haheibeach RoadAddress
Hahei
Auckand
1640

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Bruce taylor (83098)Comment by

PC_204Comment ID

09/09/18 07:35Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We oppose options 1&2. Hahei is a holiday destination and should remain thus.

Parking infrastructure must be controlled though..

We propose that large clear signage must be erected prior to entering Hahei stating "restricted Parking
in Hahei. Visitor must park in the visitor parking area and use bus transport or walking.

No campervans or tour buses in Hahei. ban bus parking in Hahei. Ban all freedom parking within Hahei.

Parking in the 500 park to be free to encourage visitors to stop there. Charge for transfer bus use.

New foot path from the shops to the beach on HB Rd replicating the temporary path form 2017-2018
season.

promote a walking Hahei

Parallel parking only in Hahei

We support paid and timed parking at Hahei Beach carpark

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Dr Charles Small (83056)Consultee

chas.rob.small@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

24Address
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Dr Charles Small (83056)Comment by

PC_205Comment ID

09/09/18 08:12Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Good morning Our names are Robyne and Charles Small. We have been holidaying at Hahei beach
for almost 60 years, from the time when it was possible to camp under the long gone pine trees to the
present with its large influx of visitors and increasing numbers of resident living some distance from
the beach. It was from the simplicity and relaxed nature of holidays here that determined Hahei as
the site for our Holiday home. If we wanted roads channelled kerbs parking restrictions and footpaths
we would have gone to Pauani. Sadly over the years much of the simplicity and friendliness has been
eroded. While we realise we cannot put the clock back or slow down "progress" we seek to keep
Hahei as natural as possible. The more restrictions we apply the more is lost of our heritage.

1: Resident only parking.

We are not in favour of this solution
One of the attributes of Hahei that makes it a desirable holiday destination, or place for a day at the
beach is that it is reasonably accessible particularly for families. Preventing access to all, except some
locals who can't bother to walk, is both unfair and contrary to our Kiwi lifestyle. Free access should be
available for all.

Parking on the road berms is not a real problem for most residents, and rarely do parked cars intrude
onto the roadway apart from Pah road which has a kerb and footpath on one side. Indeed the temporary
footpath set up last year between the shops and the beach worked very well and provided a safe path
for pedestrians and keept the road clear for cars. We would like to see this set up again and possibly
extended this year (but spraying to prevent the growth of Onehunga weed would be a help).

There will always be a small vocal minority that want Hahei for themselves and to have cars parked
outide their property offends their sense of entitelment. In any case Hahei is only really busy during
the Christmas break. At other times the so called parking issues don't exist.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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2: No Stopping lines:

Strongly oppose
This is simply appears tobe a revenue gathering exercise. All this option would do is to force all users
into the council car parks where they would be a captive group and could be charged for the priveledge.
or to park illegally.

Prohibiting parking on grass berms is a draconian use of council power. The majority of roads near
the beach do not have footpaths and hence have a wide grass berm that is ideal for parking. Most
motorists respect the owners right of access and do not often park across access ways. Does this
prohibition mean that any property owner without a consented driveway would not have vehicle access
to their property? There is adequate space to park and for pedestrian access on the grass berms
particularly in Hahei beach road , Dawn and Harsant avenues.

Summary:

If the safety of pedestrians is seen as a priority ( I really wonder how many accidents there have been
) the obvious solution is to reduce the speed limit from the village entrance for the whole of Hahei to
30km per hour. This would have the obvious side affect of making the area safer for cyclists.

Please keep Hahei as uncluttered with rules and regulations as possible.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Brian Green (78535)Consultee

bm.green43@gmail.comEmail Address

6Address
Grierson close
RD 1 Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Brian Green (78535)Comment by

PC_206Comment ID

09/09/18 08:22Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Although I am not in favour of the two options presented as I believe they are both a step too far I
strongly believe in the concept of Hahei village being a pedestrian friendly location. I believe that the
current parking restrictions applied to Grange Road could be extended further into the village where
there are pressure points including the car park at end of Hahei Beach Rd. Buses and larger vehicles
should be strongly encouraged to park in the new car park. I would support establishing clearly defined,
aesthetic, walkways within the village particularly leading from the new car park to the beach. Last
summer a temporary walkway was formed on Hahei Beach Road and I believe that it would be great
to see a formalized walkway on that road. That roadway (as with all the roads within Hahei) is generously
wide and a beautiful pedestrian avenue could be installed there which would be a great way for all
pedestrians to arrive at the beach.

Brian Green

Grierson close

Hahei.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Gary Hinds (83068)Consultee

hindzy@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

Hot Water Beach Lifeguard Service IncorporatedCompany / Organisation

131 Boat Harbour RoadAddress
Whenuakite
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Hot Water Beach Lifeguard Service Incorporated ( Gary
Hinds - 83068)

Comment by

PC_207Comment ID

09/09/18 08:40Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Hot Water Beach Lifeguard Service provides an emergency service to Hahei and Cathedral Cove in
addition to providing active lifeguard duties at both places also. In a call-out situation (after hours
rescues, missing persons, assisting Coast Guard & St John, Senior Guards will respond in their private
vehicles and will meet guards that are driving the Can-Am vehicle/s and towing an IRB and or jetski.
These all need to be able to park with out penalty. During the busy summer period lifeguards are on
duty at Hahei Beach and will need somewhere to park their vehicles. Our lifeguards also run a holiday
programme at Hahei which caters for up to 100 children teaching water safety. These guards tow a
trailer equipped with gear needed to deliver the water safety programme.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

0274550097Telephone

hindzy@xtra.co.nzEmail

I am submitting on behalf of an organisation/company
which is based in the Thames-Coromandel District

Please select the option that best describes
you.
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Comment.
Mr Nicholas Cashmore (79570)Consultee

nick.cashmore@gmail.comEmail Address

1 Harsant AveAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Nicholas Cashmore (79570)Comment by

PC_208Comment ID

09/09/18 09:10Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Hahei Parking Submission
Please accept this submission from the Cashmore family. We own two properties at 1 Harsant Ave
and 14 Hahei Beach Rd. Our properties are among the most pressured by traffic problems.

I broadly support Option One – Resident Parking Only with some modifications.

I do not support option two or the total ban of roadside parking.

By way of background, we have owned property in Hahei since 1973. Hahei has a relaxed coastal
village atmosphere. More recently, however, it has become a carpark for visitors to Cathedral Cove.
And, in our view, the magnitude of the traffic over summer is becoming a concern. We are not
anti-tourism; we enjoy the popularity of a lively village, especially over summer. However, our preference
is to see families walking safely around the streets of Hahei, not dodging traffic.

Over summer we regularly have backpacker buses parking outside our property. These buses dominate
the grass berm making it difficult for guests to visit us and for beach goers to pass, forcing families
and children to walk on the road. We would like to see all buses park back in the entrance carpark.

As the council is well aware, Cathedral Cove has become an international tourism destination. Visitors
grew 17% last summer and at the current rate of growth it is highly likely that Hahei/Cathedral Cove
will see half a million visitors within a few years.

Unless there is change, we believe growing numbers of tourist visitors to Hahei will ultimately detriment
the overall experience for both residents and visitors alike.

For this reason, I support paid carparking because ratepayers should not pay for the growing
demand for tourist infrastructure.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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In light of this I support option one with some modifications.

1 I believe the council should first expand the entrance carpark to 500 spaces to increase parking
capacity.

2 Space should be set aside at the Hahei Beach carpark for pickup and drop off. This will allow
families to drop off at the beach saving for children and the infirm to walk from the entrance
carpark. Ideally the beach carpark should be drop off and pick up only otherwise it will only
encourage traffic in search of a carpark.

3 Hahei ratepayers should be allocated two car parking stickers per household. Many residents
have multiple families visiting over the summer period in more than one car.

4 The council should also support the opening of Lees Rd carpark to help alleviate traffic issues
within Hahei.

5 The parking permit proposal should also be reviewed and if necessary modified yearly to examine
what is working and what is not.

6 Emergency services vehicles should be exempt.
7 The beach reserve with an entrance off Harsant Ave should be set aside for resident permit

parking so those not within walking distance can visit the beach.
8 Moreover, if carparks are pay and display, residents should not have to pay provided they display

a local sticker. Otherwise ratepayers and residents essentially end up paying for that service
twice.

I also strongly oppose creating additional footpaths around Hahei village because:

1 It will detract from the relaxed and informal nature of the village, which is what attracts owners
and visitors to Hahei in the first place.

2 The council should be slowing traffic around the village not attempting to control pedestrian flow.
3 It will encourage water run off into properties downhill such as ours.
Last, because most tourist visit both Cathedral Cove and Hot Water Beach we would like to see the
council supporting a shuttle service between the two villages to encourage people to drive less, walk
more thereby reducing traffic volume.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Darryl Ward (83100)Consultee

darryl.ward@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

60 Blackbridge RoadAddress
RD1
Papakura
2580

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Darryl Ward (83100)Comment by

PC_209Comment ID

09/09/18 09:18Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Hahei Parking Proposal

We would formally like to reject both parking option 1 and 2 that have been proposed for the Hahei
village.

As property owners in Hahei for then past 4 years and longer term visitors before that, we are aware
of the increased volume of traffic in the village. We are however extremely concerned that these two
options have been the only ones put forward and that a change in bylaw will allow the Thames District
Re: Council the unfettered ability to introduce these types of restrictions at any point.

In recent publicity mayor Goudie states “parking charges will not be applied to any other part of the
district without going through a full public consultation process as it has to be driven by the
community”. This is not reflected in the bylaw which allows changes to be made via council resolution
only and does not state any local community input is required. Based on the two options which imposed
huge restrictions on the local community and visitors, it does not seem prudent to allow this size
of control to be vested in the council. We would therefore also reject the proposed bylaw as it does
not require community involvement which clearly is required.

The councils communication states the need for the changes has come about from the local
community’s concern over unrestricted parking. This also says that the problem
is particularly problematic over the peak holiday period and long weekends. This in reality is only a
few days a year. The two proposals put forward to restrict parking are completely excessive to the
issue that has been identified. Option 1 puts restrictions in place for 6 mths and Option 2 for the entire
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year. Any proposed solutions should be commensurate to the issue raised. At a recent meeting of the
Hahei Residents and Rate Payers Association their was overwelling opposition to both proposals with
a number of speakers stating the need for appropriate parking controls and not blanket bans.

Hahei has a number of roads and large grass berms suitable for parking safely on and which locals
and visitors should be allowed to do so. As the front beach carpark is small and fills up quickly, both
options will effectively force people to park in the Pa Road carpark which is a significant walk to the
beach. It will also require those people visiting residents, that can’t park in the residents property, to
also park in the carpark. Going to the beach should be a positive experience and forcing people to
effectively pay for a beaches use is not the image we have for this country.

In addition to the administration and enforcement, the restrictions would require extensive signage
throughout the village which would have a significant negative impact on the environment.

We would recommend that the Council, in conjunction with local groups, review the issue again to
come up with an effective but sensible plan on how to manage the parking issues at the ‘peak' times.
A full range of parking restrictions should be looked at and introduced only where appropriate in making
Hahei safe but still ensure people have unrestricted assess to the beach. These could include but not
be limited to:

1 restricting camper vans to designated parking for safety
2 parking time limits around shops
3 yellow lines on areas of roads where parking causes excessive congestion or safety issues
4 establishment of footpaths in high traffic zones
5 greater enforcement and towing of cars parked illegally over driveways

In order to encourage people that are visiting Cathedral Cove to park in the Pa Road carpark this should
remain free and bus fares set to recover costs, not run to make a profit.

Thank you for considering this submission and we look forward to these two proposals been set aside
and appropriate measures being discussed and incrementally introduced after full consultation.

Regards

Darryl & Jo Ward

Owners 20 Robyn Crescent

Hahei

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)
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SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Thank you for opportunity to provide comment on the Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment

My initial reaction is the information provided to consider the implications of this Bylaw are seriously
lacking. In assessing each of the 2 options I find myself with questions rather than an obvious preference

An initial question (irrespective of the option) is what options will be available to residents who
(legitimately) have more cars at their property than space available to park them. Do they need to be
parked at the Council owned Village Entrance carpark (i.e. beside the Church Restaurant) or are there
other car parks? If the only option is the Village Entrance carpark, will there be a charge for this? If so,
how much? And if cars are to be parked there for days at a time what considerations are being made
for a) multi day parking arrangements (including rates if the park is not free) and b) for the security of
the cars parked there. Currently, (in our case) there is occasionally a family car parked outside our
property on Hahei Beach Road but being a busy road with plenty of pedestrians walking by there have
never been any issues (day or night) with anyone tampering with or breaking into any car. I would
expect this could be a concern if the car was left for days on end in a car park on the outskirts of town

It also remains unclear how short term visitors to Hahei (for example friends from Cooks Beach) would
have to do if they were to visit for an evening meal. If there was no room at our property, is it anticipated
that guests would need to park at the Village Entrance Car Park and be picked up and dropped back
to their cars at the end of the night? This does not sound overly enticing for visitors to come to Hahei

Further, what is anticipated with the beach side car parks at the end of Hahei Beach Road? I’d assume
these will all become Pay and Display carparks as is in place at Hot Water Beach but if this is the case,
will there be any way of advising visitors to Hahei that there are spare car park spaces there (or not?).
And will there be time limits on these parks? Given the distance between the beach and the Village
Entrance Car park, I’d anticipate that most visitors to Hahei (who are familiar with the village) will drive
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straight past the Village Entrance Car park to “check” if they might get lucky and find a space at the
beach car park. Of course most will not so will either have to turn around and drive back out or will
double park to wait for a space to open up causing further congestion. (At least now, many of the cars
that drive into the Village find parks on any number of Streets/Avenues/Roads so don’t all end up in
a single congestion point at the beach parking area at the end of Hahei Beach Road.

As a 45 year Hahei property owner, I’ve certainly seen the town grow in popularity over the years but
I fail to see why the proposed parking restrictions need to be implemented for such a long period of
time.

The real issues (frommy experience) only exist for a 6 week timeframe from the weekend before Xmas
through to the end of Auckland Anniversary weekend. I see no reason for the 1 October to 30 April
timeframe at all. (I do however accept that these dates trigger certain changes in rules for the Cathedral
Cover Car park but I don’t believe they are relevant for visitors parking within the Hahei Village).

I also have some concerns about how will this program will be administered, managed and policed?
i.e. Roaming wardens or via digital/electronic systems (i.e. number plate recognition with GPS
connectivity). The latter is obviously easier to manage for authorities but thought will need to be given
to how any permit system is going to work to ensure permits can be used for multiple number plates.
Given the need for this, care will need to taken to ensure permit theft is not encouraged.

In terms of the specifics of the options:

Option 1. The provision a single parking permit per rating unit is clear in the proposal but this is not
sufficient. I strongly feel that if all visitor parking is going to be prohibited on the streets then residents
should be allocated 3 permits per rating unit as this would be adequately catered for (by the amount
of available berm parking) and would also free up spaces in the Council car parks which will otherwise
have to cater for the spill over of cars owned by residents/holiday makers.

Option 2: The detail on this option is very confusing. Under option B the statement is made that parking
on the berm will remain prohibited under this option but some streets may only have restrictions on
one side of the road….. Thinking about Hahei Beach Road, (at least from the Village shopping complex
to the beach), Harsant Ave, Dawn Ave and John Spear Ave, there is no parking anywhere on these
Roads/Avenues other than berm parking! So how can this option be implemented in these areas?

Is it anticipated that the whole area is void or cars?

Conclusion:

As a ratepaying resident, I would prefer the option of being provided (at least some) preferential access
to be able to park on the street adjacent (or at least nearby) to my property. Therefore Option 1 as
amended in accordance with my comments above is my preference. However, there remain a series
of questions and details that require thought and consideration if this proposal is to be successful.

As a final thought, whatever the outcome, I strongly suggest the business opportunity that restrictions
on parking in Hahei will create for many young kids should not be prohibited. I can just imagine the
entrepreneurial young minds coaxing their parents into jamming their own cars into as small an area
as possible on their own property so as a few visitors car parks can be sold at exorbitant rates to fund
the daily icecream trip to the diary/Ice Cream Shop etc. Revenue recycling into the local economy –
everyone wins!

James Flexman - 4 Hahei Beach Road

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)
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SubmittedStatus
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We live in Hahei and this would affect me because when we have people to stay they would potentially
have nowhere to park. I feel that most of the year the traffic and parking is not an issue but for 4-6
weeks over xmas/new years I think definitely the main road is an issue but there are plenty of other
side roads for people to spread the parking out on to (like ours and they do) as well as the park & ride
at entrance to village which is well utilised. If there is a safety issue on the main roads then this needs
to be addressed but I don’t think this needs to be applied to the whole of Hahei.

I think that neither of these two options are suitable and I do not support either one of them. I think the
idea of permits creates a degree of admin and inconvenience that is unnecessary and does not take
into consideration the neighbouring communities of Cooks Beach, Whenuakite etc. And there are
already broken yellow lines along most of grange road which I don’t think are effective most of the time
and having them throughout Hahei will affect the relaxed vibe in Hahei and leave visitors with a negative
feeling.

There are no details provided of how Parking Permits will work, nor the boundary of the area to be
given parking permits and requires such a massive change that I do not support either option 1 or 2.

Regards

Bob Fisher

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?
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I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We would like to make comments on both options for the Hahei Parking proposal.

Option 1 : We would agree to no stopping lines to remain in Grange Road (as well as policing onsite
parking where private landowners are charging $10 per vehicle offering visitors ready access to the
Cove) in addition to placing no stopping lines in Hahei Beach Road and Harsant Avenue as these are
main access roads to the beach and camping ground. All other streets should not have any restrictions.

The proposed time period of 1 October to 30 April is too long. In our experience it appears the high
traffic volumes are from 22 December through to the end of February. To suggest a 6 month period
of restriction is excessive and affects the residents/ratepayers needlessly. It also impacts on Hahei
businesses as it is unreasonable to expect visitors and residents alike to walk from a car park based
at the entrance of the village to amenities based within the central village.

Option 2: We don't agree to any of the proposed berm restrictions.

Further comments: We believe Council should proceed and fully support the proposed car park in
Lees Road as this seems the most effective solution to the Hahei tourist parking problem. If this is
effectively signposted on Hahei Beach Road giving tourists the option to park either in Hahei Village
or Lees Road this would lessen traffic congestion in the village. We live and operate our business in
Lees Road and have many tourists calling on us asking how they can get to Cathedral Cove. Often
they are guided by 'online maps' indicating Lees Road has access to the Cove. Given there is work
underway to provide such parking it seems logical to support this secondary access to Cathedral Cove.
In developing the Lees Road park it would save the projected fees in extending the Hahei entrance
car park. This would future proof the carparking requirements for Cathedral Cove given the projected
visitor numbers for the area.
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YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

078671221Telephone

dougjhahei@gmail.comEmail

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

335 Lees Road, RD 1
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Richard Wilson (83050)Comment by
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
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SubmittedStatus
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Hahei is a very special place that many people want to visit. Frommy observations as one who travels
the country widely there are many other places like this round New Zealand. Nowhere that I am aware
of attempts to restrict visitors in the way this proposed Bylaw would. As an example Mt Maunganui is
every bit as special and has huge visitor numbers but has not attempted to block visitors from parking
near the beach or attractions round the Mount itself. Neither does it impose parking charges. It is simply
a matter of finding a parking spot on a first in first served basis.

Hahei is no different! In fact from my observations as a visitor over many years there is seldom a
significant problem, apart maybe for the peak 3 weeks. I have not observed people people parking
inconsiderately or inconveniencing local residents to any great extent. These residents knew they were
buying into a popular holiday spot. They must have expected some minor inconvenience at times but
presumably accepted this was part of the deal in living there.

I accept Grange Road leading up to the Cathedral Cove carpark is an exception and is a place where
parking restrictions were needed. The existing carpark at the entrance to the village with a shuttle bus
service is an excellent solution for those wishing to walk from the upper DOC carpark down to Cathedral
Cove.

As an elderly resident of Mercury Bay I love being able to drive to Hahei, find a park and spend time
on the beach. I would find it physically impossible to walk, as proposed, from the out of village carpark,
with gear, then back after time on the beach. I most certainly would object to paying a significant parking
fee to do this.

Many of the streets in Hahei have very wide berms. Surely a better solution would be to use some of
this berm space to provide proper kerbs and mark the roads for angle parking.

My response to the options is:
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Option 1 - totally unacceptable.

Option 2 - Not necessary. What really is wrong with parking on the berms? It happens in many places.

Hahei, as envisaged with this proposal, is not the Coromandel as I want to see it. It would become a
place where property owners, in effect, would have greater rights than visitors. Many people have
chosen to live on the peninsula because of the relaxed lifestyle it offers. An over regulated place simply
does not fit into the spirit of our area.

Maybe it is time to stop promoting Cathedral Cove so vigorously in council and tourist publications.
Why not take a more general approach - the Coromandel has so much to offer that it seems pointless
to keep encouraging people to come to 2 main destinations, Hahei and Hot Water Beach.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

8671254Telephone

waireka.wilson@gmail.comEmail

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Auckland
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr John Fryer (59640)Comment by
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SubmittedStatus
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

i have several areas of concern about both proposals.

I believe we as rate payers who fund the council, we should have free parking at all beaches, not
restricted to Local residents,we all pay more than enough now,not to be taxed further..

I see proposal one indicates residents and ratepayers would not be charged , so perhaps we ratepayers
are being included???

As a disable person would like to see exemptions from any restrictions for disable persons, perhaps
restricted to 240 minutes to allow easy access for 2 hours either side of low water.

As a motor home owner and disable some parks large enough to take a motor home,these can legally
be up to roughly 12 metres.... depending on ,if they have or have not a tow bar.

My motor home is 8.1m and i find it difficult to travel around and find disable parks big enough.

Could not find a park to call into Thames office of TCDC ,when making a submission, and had to park
around corner with kind permission of Cruz Inn

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Intro:
I am a member of the Hahei Residents and Ratepayers committee and I was personally in favour of
submitting, as a committee, a simple statement to the effect that we as the HR&RA oppose the bylaw
change and consequently support neither option.

My opinion comes from my engagement with the local, (and slightly younger), community, my
observation and understanding of Hahei throughout the year, and the following resolution that was
passed at a public meeting in Hahei on the 26th August 2018: “That the HR&RA reject all or any
proposed change to the bylaw Reg 2014 and both options 1 and 2.as proposed and will submit to
TCDC simply on those terms..”

The submission from the HR&RA makes no mention of a public meeting on the 26th August where
60+ people voted unanimously against the bylaw and the concept of Village Wide Parking Permits in
general. At no point during that meeting did anyone mention any type of concession or scenario which
would encourage them to vote for, or believe in, Village Wide Residents Only Parking Permits.

My views were not shared by the whole committee, therefore the HR&RA submission still includes a
discussion of the adjustments and concessions which some of the committee believe will make this
bylaw acceptable to the community. I believe they are out of touch with the community as a whole if
they think that it would only take a few adjustments to make this concept acceptable to the majority.
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Who is driving this?
“The Hahei Residents and Ratepayers Association has been working alongside the Mercury Bay
TCDC staff, Mercury Bay Community Board members and Councillors to arrive at a plan that will
manage traffic flows within the village and provide a safe environment for both local inhabitants and
visitors.” This is a comment from the HR&RA explaining where the concept of the bylaw change came
from; i.e. from the HR&RA. They have for many years been working with Council to do as they say
above. Now that the time has come to implement ideas that will actually have marked consequences
on people’s daily lives, it becomes apparent they do not represent the majority views of the community.
This may not be their fault, because, as a wise man once said “apathy is the enemy of local

government”, so even if you believe in the process so far, and find no fault in their method, I think you
would have to agree that this is not the solution, to this problem, in this village.

Even the Mayor Sandra Goudie said "It has to be driven by the community.”, and that ultimately, the
council's decision would come down to the submissions made by Hahei locals. Although in the same
breath she is quick to criticise Hahei for not seeing eye-to-eye as a community. "I'm picking that there
is going to be a pretty wide range of views, and they tend to get fairly polarised at Hahei on matters.”
It’s true, we do get polarised, but it’s mostly because we are made up of 80% non-residents and 20%
residents, so it’s not surprising our views differ. Our individual experiences, usage, and expectations
of Hahei will vary greatly, for many reasons. However, the information received by council from the
HR&RA has been driving this process, and we need to make sure it is the correct information,
representing as much of the community as possible.

The information distributed by council to inform people of this bylaw change failed on so many levels,
to properly outline to the public, the options available to them in responding. It is disingenuous and
misleading to provide only two options for comment, as if the third option of “Neither” was not up for
discussion. Many people are not regularly engaged with local government politics and the presentation
of this issue with such a self-selecting bias towards those two options only is completely dishonest,
and could easily provide a skewed result. We hope that the efforts we have all made to inform people
of their rights in replying will have had some effect.

Who makes the decisions?
Ultimately, TCDC planners make the decisions about planning in Hahei, but without sufficient data to
show the exact length and breadth of the Traffic Issues faced by Hahei I do not believe TCDC can,
with clear conscience, continue on their current path with this bylaw change.

The TCDC Area Manager North admits Council do not have data showing exact vehicle numbers
parked on Hahei streets during the peak of summer, nor do they have data on the capacity of the
village to handle traffic volumes, and therefore neither do they have the data required to understand
if the Village Entry Carpark would need an extension if this bylaw does not pass. Based on the lack
of public support, and the absence of data pointing to the need for this bylaw change, I submit against
any change to the bylaw and reject both options 1 and 2.

Regards,

Anna Bartlett.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I don’t support either of the two proposed options relating to parking on the berm in Hahei, both options
would unfairly penalise residents and holiday home owners/renters who often need to use the berms
for extended family and visitors.

Restricted use of the berms could also unfairly penalise other local area residents who wish to park
near the beach when the car park is full during the busy season.

Perhaps formalising parking at the beach by marking parking lines and creating angle parking along
one side of Hahei Beach Road from the beach to the shop (with an accompanying footpath) would
result in more efficient use of space. Keeping the village entry car park free is also important to
encourage parking there rather than all over the show.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Hahei Parking proposalsFiles

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am against both amendments to the parking by laws in relation to Hahei.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.

Hahei Parking proposalsUpload your attachment here (file limit 4MB)
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Submission is in response to the consultation Proposed
Hahei Parking Changes

Files

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

This submission is in response to the consultation Proposed Hahei Parking Changes

This submission is Opposed to the introduction of widespread parking controls in the Hahei area
including Opposed to the Options 1 and 2 provided with the consultation form.

The Parking Control Bylaw 2014 Statement of Proposal document attached to this consultation refers
to only 2 options of the report by Thames Coromandel District Council in the council officer’s report:
Amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 – Hahei, 6 June 2018.
This report surfaces the perceived issue in section 3) Issue and evaluates this in detail the section 4)
Discussion, inclusive of presenting options for consideration. Each option is evaluated with probable
outcome and implications.

This report identifies the perceived issue as presented by the Hahei Residents and Ratepayers
Association (HRRA) as Congestion and Safety however these issues are not quantified or otherwise
substantiated. TheHRRA has provided anecdotal impressions and a non-scientific survey of membership
as input.

The report discusses possible options with reference to usage of these options in other situations. In
paragraph 3 of page 3 the report identifies that Resident Only parking is used in few other cities in
New Zealand. All of the identified cases are for areas of inadequate off-street parking and offer regular
year-round public transport alternatives, elements that Hahei does not have.
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This report also identifies in paragraph 2 of page 3 and elsewhere that the HRRA proposals amount
to privatizing a public amenity, that is the public roads that service the public beaches and parks. The
council officers report identifies the HRRA proposal is ‘disproportionate to the issue being addressed’.

This report identifies in the section Compliance Implications of parking permit system on page 4, the
onus of setup costs, compliance monitoring and costs of ongoing operation to the council and therefore
all Thames Coromandel district ratepayers.

The report concludes in section 5 page 6:

2) Determines that option 1 'do nothing' is the most appropriate response at this time to

the Hahei visitor parking issues which have been raised by HRRA.

The group calling themselves the Hahei Residents and Ratepayers Association (HRRA) are a
non-elected body that comprises a small subset of the residents and visitors to Hahei. The HRRA has
surfaced concerns with:

1 parking Congestion at seasonal ‘peak’ times without defining the duration of this peak time
2 perceived Safety issue related to this seasonal peak time without providing any evidence of safety

issues that have occurred
With regard to Congestion, experience would indicate that Hahei is busy with some peak congestion
over the Christmas, New Year and summer school holiday period consistent with that experienced at
other beach holiday hotspots. There is also some congestion on summer holiday weekends as kiwi
families from adjacent settlements and other parts of the district (and country) enjoy the usual family
beach holiday experience. This peak is short, very seasonal and certainly not 24/7 from 1st October
thru 30th April.

The beach, parks, DOC and council areas are public amenity for general enjoyment and not the
preserve of a minority of residents. Just as these few residents (titled the HRRA) may well enjoy public
amenity in other regions of New Zealand they must accept that the public areas of Hahei should be
accessible and not made unnecessarily difficult to access. Making Hahei village resident permit only
from 1st October thru 30th April (Option 1) and/or the extensive year-round No Parking (option 2) is
to practically exclude people from beyond Hahei village from using this public amenity. It is not practical
to access Hahei other than by vehicle and the village entrance Hahei visitor carpark designed for the
seasonal Cathedral Cove shuttle service is of insufficient size and remote (over a kilometre) from the
beach for families with children and beach equipment.

With regard to the HRRA perceived Safety concern there is a mix of vehicles and many pedestrians
with no evidence of safety issues identified. The unscientific, non-representative and statistically dubious
survey provided by the HRRA does not substantiate Safety as an issue. Indeed, drivers in the area
during the peak summer holiday weekends are very cognisant of the mix of people around and courtesy
should continue to be encouraged rather than alienated.

This submission agrees with the council report Amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 –
Hahei, 6 June 2018 conclusion that the best current option is ‘do nothing’ as an appropriate response
to the very seasonal Congestion issue and the undefined Safety issue.

Thank you for accepting my submission.

Lawrence Thoms

18b Kentigern Close

Pakuranga 2010

Mobile: 021 488 057

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

021488057Telephone
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lawrence.thoms@gmail.comEmail

I am a visitor to the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

Submission is in response to the consultation Proposed
Hahei Parking Changes

Upload your attachment here (file limit 4MB)

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554736.pdf http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554735.pdf
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submission is in response to the consultation Proposed Hahei Parking Changes  

 

This submission is Opposed to the introduction of widespread parking controls in the Hahei area 
including Opposed to the Options 1 and 2 provided with the consultation form. 

The Parking Control Bylaw 2014 Statement of Proposal document attached to this consultation 
refers to only 2 options of the report by Thames Coromandel District Council in the council officer’s 
report:  Amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 – Hahei, 6 June 2018. 

This report surfaces the perceived issue in section 3) Issue and evaluates this in detail the section 4) 
Discussion, inclusive of presenting options for consideration.  Each option is evaluated with probable 
outcome and implications.  

This report identifies the perceived issue as presented by the Hahei Residents and Ratepayers 
Association (HRRA) as Congestion and Safety however these issues are not quantified or otherwise 
substantiated. The HRRA has provided anecdotal impressions and a non-scientific survey of 
membership as input. 

The report discusses possible options with reference to usage of these options in other situations. In 
paragraph 3 of page 3 the report identifies that Resident Only parking is used in few other cities in 
New Zealand.  All of the identified cases are for areas of inadequate off-street parking and offer 
regular year-round public transport alternatives, elements that Hahei does not have. 

This report also identifies in paragraph 2 of page 3 and elsewhere that the HRRA proposals amount 
to privatizing a public amenity, that is the public roads that service the public beaches and parks. The 
council officers report identifies the HRRA proposal is ‘disproportionate to the issue being 
addressed’. 

This report identifies in the section Compliance Implications of parking permit system on page 4, the 
onus of setup costs, compliance monitoring and costs of ongoing operation to the council and 
therefore all Thames Coromandel district ratepayers. 

The report concludes in section 5 page 6:  

2) Determines that option 1 'do nothing' is the most appropriate response at this time to 
the Hahei visitor parking issues which have been raised by HRRA.   

The group calling themselves the Hahei Residents and Ratepayers Association (HRRA) are a non-
elected body that comprises a small subset of the residents and visitors to Hahei. The HRRA has 
surfaced concerns with:  

a) parking Congestion at seasonal ‘peak’ times without defining the duration of this peak time  
b) perceived Safety issue related to this seasonal peak time without providing any evidence of 

safety issues that have occurred 

With regard to Congestion, experience would indicate that Hahei is busy with some peak congestion 
over the Christmas, New Year and summer school holiday period consistent with that experienced at 
other beach holiday hotspots. There is also some congestion on summer holiday weekends as kiwi 
families from adjacent settlements and other parts of the district (and country) enjoy the usual 
family beach holiday experience. This peak is short, very seasonal and certainly not 24/7 from 1st 
October thru 30th April. 
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The beach, parks, DOC and council areas are public amenity for general enjoyment and not the 
preserve of a minority of residents. Just as these few residents (titled the HRRA) may well enjoy 
public amenity in other regions of New Zealand they must accept that the public areas of Hahei 
should be accessible and not made unnecessarily difficult to access. Making Hahei village resident 
permit only from 1st October thru 30th April (Option 1) and/or the extensive year-round No Parking 
(option 2) is to practically exclude people from beyond Hahei village from using this public amenity. 
It is not practical to access Hahei other than by vehicle and the village entrance Hahei visitor carpark 
designed for the seasonal Cathedral Cove shuttle service is of insufficient size and remote (over a 
kilometre) from the beach for families with children and beach equipment.  

With regard to the HRRA perceived Safety concern there is a mix of vehicles and many pedestrians 
with no evidence of safety issues identified. The unscientific, non-representative and statistically 
dubious survey provided by the HRRA does not substantiate Safety as an issue. Indeed, drivers in the 
area during the peak summer holiday weekends are very cognisant of the mix of people around and 
courtesy should continue to be encouraged rather than alienated.     

This submission agrees with the council report Amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 – 
Hahei, 6 June 2018 conclusion that the best current option is ‘do nothing’ as an appropriate 
response to the very seasonal Congestion issue and the undefined Safety issue.  

Thank you for accepting my submission. 

Lawrence Thoms 
18b Kentigern Close 
Pakuranga 2010 
Mobile: 021 488 057 
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Comment.
Laraine Marshall (83111)Consultee

larainemarshall@icloud.comEmail Address

113 Tony AveAddress
Thames
3500

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Laraine Marshall (83111)Comment by

PC_219Comment ID

28/08/18 21:36Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We have owned a property on Dawn Ave,Hahei for 50 years. We are totally AGAINST your restrictions
on parking on berms outside your property. The cost of permits is ridiculous and why shouldn’t our
beautiful beach be used by all without all this parking Issue to satisfy a few selfish people .After all
visitors are more than welcome on our free beaches so why should they have to pay to park.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5545772.pdf

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Comment.
Mr Anthony Hamilton (83109)Consultee

a.hamiltons@xnet.co.nzEmail Address

1307 S.H.25Address
Whenuakite
Whitianfa
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Anthony Hamilton (83109)Comment by

PC_220Comment ID

09/09/18 21:39Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am a lifelong resident of Whenuakite and thus Hahei is my local beach which I enjoy using frequently.

I am a local ratepayer and therefore own TCDC land(roads,berms and reserves)as much as any Hahei
landowner.

Both proposals restrict my access to the public beach. As I age a walk of a mile to the beach may not
be feasible. The slogan "Coromandel good for your soul" applies to local ratepayers as much as
tourists

The proposals put forward effectively privatise public land.This clandestine creation of a gated community
steals my right as a local of many generations to freely access and use a natural feature.

A large proportion of the parking problem in Hahei is due to visitors to Cathedral Cove so if the Lees
road carpark was built much of the problem would not exist.

My submission is that the third option (which was not offered in TCDC publications) that is the status
quo should remain

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Alastair Sims (70778)Consultee

alastairsims@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

38 Orchard RdAddress
Hahei
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Alastair Sims (70778)Comment by

PC_221Comment ID

28/08/18 21:40Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

The Problem Defined.

Some years ago, the then Mayor, Glenn Leach sought the support of the people of the Hahei area for
the initial part of the “Great Walk” or what was later described as the Coastal Walk. As it was such a
great idea everyone supported the concept but some folk in the village became fixated with the idea
that the support for the Great Walk could be used to leverage benefits from the Council. The refrain
became, we support the walk but we must have all the gold-plated infrastructure in place as a condition
of and before any work can begin on the walk.

As the likelihood of the implementation of the Coastal Walk recedes, we are left with these residual
demands and the excited expectations that the TCDC ought still to confer these benefits on Hahei.

Parking demands are not the only issue.

Village Traffic Control as but one of these residual demands.

There is no doubt that traffic volumes fluctuate greatly over the year and these traffic volumes reach
a peak on New Year’s Eve. (It’s as dead as heaven on a Saturday night for seven months of the year.)
Data from the Council’s own Peak Population Study can shed some light on the situation. After
discussions with Scott Summerfield from the Council over the validity of this data it is accepted that
there is probably some error in the quantum, that is to say, the actual of number of people counted on
any given day. However, the data, which is the only real data we have, is still of use to describe trends,
if not actual total numbers.

What we can say with some degree of confidence is the following;
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1 The population in Hahei peaks on New Year’s Eve/Day.
2 The population doubles from Christmas Day to New Year’s Day.
3 By the 9 January it roughly halves again.
4 The significant problem time is the 16 days from Christmas Day until 9 January.
5 88% of the visitors to Hahei on New Year’s Eve night 2017 stayed the night.
6 Conversely 12% were day visitors. This implies that a large proportion of the cars parked in the

streets and on the berms of Hahei over this period are staying at properties in the village.
7 15% of visitors on 1 Jan 2017 were overseas guests; we are not being overrun by Johnny

foreigner.
8 Advocates for the draconian measure of parking restrictions claim, without evidence, that the

problem is huge, months long and requiring dramatic responses from the Council. They can
produce no evidence for this other than their personal opinion that what they are looking at is
traffic chaos when in fact it is business as usual at a beach village over Christmas.

9 Various Council reports confirm the current parking compliance state as normal. There were 72
parking patrols by bylaws’ officers over the period 26 December to 9 February this year which
produced no evidence of problems. There were only 33 parking infringements issued and these
infringements can be issued for inconsiderate parking and parking over driveways.

10 There is no health & safety issue. This is the familiar use of the tired trope of health&safety to
justify an untenable position by proponents of the parking restrictions. There has never been an
accident or incident attributed to excessive traffic at Christmas in Hahei.

It is respectfully submitted that the evidence clearly shows themajor yearly disruption to village
life due to traffic volume is about 16 days long. It is also submitted that this disruption is in fact
welcomed by some unknown (but I suspect large) proportion of the village population who are
here at that particular time. We can conclude that at least a significant number of people like
to be here at this time of the year by their actual presence. I believe it is called the Christmas
Holidays and has been feature of our holiday calendar for some time now.
The Peak Population Study also shows there is no significant difference in the population
fluctuation in Hahei over this period from any other East Coast beach settlement. It’s the same
everywhere. Having imposed this parking measure here in Hahei there would be no reason to
deny representations for similar treatment at all seaside villages on the Coromandel. Huge
sealed carparks outside all villages on the Peninsula is an awful vision to contemplate.
Unsurprisingly, lots of people come to the Peninsula for their holidays and the proposal for
village wide parking prohibition is an unjustifiable imposition of parking restrictions for seven
months of the year to attempt to alleviate a problem of about 16 days duration. The Council’s
own evidence is that there is no compliance issue with parking, outside the normal.

At the earnest bidding of three members of the Committee of the Hahei Residents & Ratepayers
Association, the Community Board and the Area Manager – North have taken a position that appears
to be that the Council are going to try to extract as much revenue from the area as possible with little
thought to the “well-being” of the village.

I have to acknowledge that I have some sympathy for this position. Given, I believe the Council was
“blackmailed” into extending and sealing the carpark unnecessarily and spending some $800k of
ratepayer’s money, it is understandable the Council officers are attempting to recover some of this.

However, it is submitted that notwithstanding the historic expenditure of a considerable sum
of money on the existing carpark, totally out of all proportion to that required, the mistake is
not rectified by a continuation of the same idea. The car park is there, sealed and expensive.
Also, I understand why the Community Board and the Area Manager – North, when
contemplating the demands of The Rate Payers Association for another 350 (the number varies
from document to document) carparks and the need to recover the cost of this, would
contemplate restricted parking in the village in order to maximise the recovery of some $2.5
million of expenditure on a $5 million piece of real estate.
It is a classic “chicken & egg” scenario. Some few members of the Rate Payer’s Association
Committee, in pursuit of a dream of at least a decade, of a huge Hahei carpark, to fix a problem
that, if it is a problem at all, is only really for two weeks of the year, now require the Council to
commit so much funding that they have to propose to restrict parking in the village in order to
generate the users to pay for the bloody thing. The matter would be rectified if everyone took
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a breath, stepped back and said, “what a pity the existing facility was built, but there you go,
we can’t do anything about it. And if we don’t have parking restrictions in the village we don’t
need to extend the carpark”!

Car Park Extensions precedent to the imposition of the bylaw

It is asserted in a number of places that the contemplated and necessary extensions to the carpark
already have Resource Consent. With some small experience in this area I respectfully suggest this
is not the case. In the RC application for the existing car park, there is mention of a second stage of
a further two hundred and fifty carparks. There is scant detail of what this second stage involves and
I do not believe the agreement of the effected neighbours covered the second stage. It could not have
been the case, as there were no practical details supplied, so what was it that they could give their
consent to?

There is in the body of the application a detailed plan and some 40 pages of drawings of the first stage
on which there is a single line rectangle with the title, “future development”, nothing else. However,
this indication of a second stage was not present on the documents sent to affected parties for their
approval.

Significantly, this area of “future development” is predominantly on the bunded area for stormwater
disposal from the adjacent sewage plant. This is an area that was carefully rebuilt and then “deer
fenced” as part of the first stage. Clearly at the time it was being maintained for it’s intended purpose
and a large sum of money was spent. It cannot be that the intention was, a year later to simply bulldoze
this work. Anecdotal evidence from those associated with running the sewage plant confirm that the
bunded area is essential to the running of the plant as it is the disposal pond to contain contaminated
stormwater in extremeweather events, rather than sending it downWigmore Stream to the consternation
of all.

In any event like all good ponds it is considerably lower than the surrounding area, some 2 meters,
and is always a swamp. Spokesmen for the Rate Payer’s Association confidently assert it would cost
little to convert into parking, a figure approaching $185k is mentioned. This is not true. The first stage
was sealed to avoid among other things a dust nuisance so close to the neighbours in particular and
the village in general. The carpark was also sealed to avoid the problems associated with unsealed
carparks in inclement weather. The sewage pond will need to be raised the two meters to avoid a
significant drainage issue, a matter that can be rectified, but always at considerable expense. If the
first stage cost is in the order of $800K for 200 parks, at that rate the total cost would run to some $2.5
million.

It is submitted that;
1 The extension to the carpark will have significant Resource Consent issues that will be

difficult, expensive and divisive to resolve.
2 The area of land designated to contain a second stage is already committed to sewage

disposal and stormwater overflow, it is why it was built and subsequently maintained!
3 That land is not currently suitable for use as a full-time carpark without very large

expenditure.
4 The extension to the car park is not needed in these circumstances.

The purpose of the Parking Control Bylaw is set out below;

1 SCOPE AND PURPOSE
3.1. The purpose of the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 is to set requirements for the control of parking
in respect of roads, public places and parking areas owned or controlled by the Council in order to:

1 enhance road safety;
2 manage traffic flows effectively;
3 achieve an appropriate allocation of parking spaces between competing uses;
4 and provide for the needs of special user groups.
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Nowhere in the scope and purpose of the bylaw does it allow the Council to use the bylaw to maximise
revenue at a Council owned carpark or create a private benefit for a few property owners.

Referring the bullet points above,

1 There is no issue of road safety, there has never been an accident or injury and assertions that
this is a safety matter is an argument unsupported by any evidence. The health & safety argument
is advanced simply to sound as though there is an issue when there is not. It is in fact possible
to argue that greatly decreasing the number of vehicles in Hahei and thus the possibility of
increasing the average speed that cars can travel in conjunction with increased pedestrians
creates the possibility of actually increasing the number of accidents.

2 To manage traffic flows effectively might arguably be an issue for two weeks from the 26 of
December until about 9 January in any given year. See Council’s own data from the Peak
Population Study. To impose parking restrictions from 1 October to 30 April is a disproportionate
imposition that is unfair, unjustifiable and probably ultra vires.

3 To attempt to achieve an appropriate allocation of parking spaces between competing users by
expelling all, other than the property owners in Hahei, does not achieve the appropriate allocation
of parking spaces and monopolises parking in the village for the benefit and financial enrichment
of village property owners at the expense of all others;

4 There appears to be no account made for the needs of special user groups, disabled, elderly,
young children, services workers, trades people, myself or any other of a number that fall into
the definition of special user groups.

It is submitted that perhaps apart from a two-week period around Christmas the amended bylaw,
designed to implement Option 1 or 2 is totally outside the Scope and Purpose of the bylaw in
that it achieves none of the stated ends. It is further submitted that the necessity of creating a
multitude of exceptions, in the end to satisfy no one, implies that the idea of village wide public
parking restrictions is in itself deeply flawed from the very start.

My perceptions of Community Support or otherwise for the proposed parking restrictions.

At a Committee meeting of the Rate Payer’s Association held on Sunday 26 August in the local hall,
the Committee were greatly surprised when in excess of 50 very concerned residents of the area
showed up to voice their concerns about the situation they unexpectantly found themselves in. The
sentiment from the floor was unanimous and evidenced by a show of hands and expressed total
rejection of the whole idea of a bylaw change and consequently a rejection of either options one or
two that are offered as part of this consultation. The 50 odd irate residents did not think this was
something to be fixed by a negotiation of what particular privileges could be extended to the property
owners in order to placate them. The meeting applauded speakers who expressed sentiments such
as;

1 Free access to the beach is an ordinary New Zealand expectation and right.
2 You don’t pay for parking and have to walk a kilometre in Mission Bay or Takapuna
3 Two gentlemen, residents of lower Hahei Beach Road, the most affected area, refuted the

assertion that the cars parked on “their” berm in order for the occupants to walk to Cathedral
Cove. They both reported most often watching, with approval and satisfaction, as families got
out of their cars, with children, beach umbrellas, flutter boards and picnic baskets and headed
to the beach. It is New Zealand on holiday.

4 These two gentlemen and the general sentiment of the meeting was that the intense period of
traffic problems was very short. 19 days to one month, depending on your definition of intense.

5 This is not something that can be remedied simply by a parking permit or two or some other
concession, which would only exacerbate the inequity.

6 The Council planner’s reports on the matter anticipate the need to issue a permit to a particular
address and a particular number plate to avoid the sale of the unused permits to supply
advantaged parking to those who could pay.

7 Residents are concerned that restricted parking would immediately encourage the development
of informal but intense parking facilities on properties closer to the beach as happened in Grange
Rd when parking was banned there.

8 There was agreement that the number of camper vans and their size are an issue, but no one
could conceive of a sensible solution as it is recognised they are legitimate licenced vehicles
rightfully on New Zealand roads. It was suggested from the floor, with approval, that signage to
encourage, c.f. compel, camper vans to enter and remain in the car park might help.
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9 Timed parking in some areas, 120 mins say, could be a sensible solution over the very intense
period.

10 The temporary use of traffic cones over the intense period to create a defined pedestrian path
was an adequate, effective and useful solution.

11 Any assessment of parking in Hahei village and the expenditure of large sums of money must
be dependent on whatever happens with the Lees Rd Carpark. A matter no one has any idea
about, other than speculation and rumour.

The members of the Committee were instructed from the floor to make a submission on behalf of
residents strongly resisting the passing of the bylaw and consequentially rejecting either option offered.
They also did not support any compromise position on what parking restrictions might be satisfactory,
save some incidental timed parking around the commercial area and shifting a bus stop etc.

It is submitted that for the above reasons, the proposed bylaw is neither necessary nor I believe
supported by the community of Hahei. If implemented in any form it would create a significant
private benefit for a few property owners at the detriment of many ratepayers of the Coromandel
Peninsula in particular and the taxpayer of New Zealand in general. It would create the precedent
for irresistible demand from other vocal minorities in the seaside settlements on the Peninsula
for similar treatment to the ultimate detriment of the traditional values we have here on the
Coromandel.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

021544720Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5545774.pdf
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Comment.
Mr Barry Hishon (83107)Consultee

Barryhishon@gmail.comEmail Address

PO Box 27001Address
Garnett ave
Hamilton
3257

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Barry Hishon (83107)Comment by

PC_222Comment ID

09/09/18 21:46Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I oppose BOTH options.

Reasons and alternative suggestions:

Proposed changes to parking and the use of roads within the Hahei beach area DO NOT address the
need to improve pedestrian safety.

After seeing first-hand the safety improvements to Grange Road through the use of formed all-purpose
footpaths and crossings, I would suggest instead that Council consider:

Hahei Beach Road
Extend footpaths down the Eastern side of Hahei Beach road from Dawn Ave to the beach.

Widen the carriageway one and a half metres (1 1/2m) on the same side, to make this a "no stopping"
area.

Widen the carriageway on the western side of Hahei Beach Road, from Grange road corner to the
beach carpark, and form parallel marked carparks.

Widening the Hahei Beach road would return it to a two-lane road.

Parking at the Hahei beachfront reserve
Pipe the beachfront toilet up to and connect into the Council wastewater system. This would allow for
the removal of the septic tank and beds.

Widen the carpark exit to form a proper 'IN' and 'out' (entry and exit) route.

Harsant ave to the camp gate
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Harsant ave could also be widened and have a formed footpath along the southern side plus parking
along the northern side.

Dawn Ave
Dawn Ave could warrant a footpath down the southern side to the camp back gate.

Conclusion:
With the promotion of the Coromandel Peninsula as a visitor area to locals, domestic and overseas
tourists, the pedestrian infrastructure needs to be made safer and more accessible. especially for the
young, elderly and those with mobility issues.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Phyll Pascoe (83110)Consultee

phyllpascoe@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

410 Lees RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Phyll Pascoe (83110)Comment by

PC_223Comment ID

09/09/18 21:47Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I do not support either Option 1 or Option 2.

Option 1 Resident parking only - this is not appropriate or sustainable for stakeholders. Most properties
have at least 2 family members with a car each. Many have more. The Council should be looking after
stakeholders and their families before tourists. In summer in particular stakeholders welcome their
families to their homes. Having to park in a carpark during their stay would be totally unfair. Also, Lees
Road does not seem to be included in this option and Lees Road is a part of Hahei.

Option 2 - No Stopping Lines. This option just turns it into a closed village. Once again, Council should
be looking after their stakeholders before tourists. When stakeholders have visitors or family members
to stay they should be able to park outside on the berm or the road.

I believe that would should happen is limiting the number of tourists coming into Hahei.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
mr Henk Roling (82729)Consultee

henkbarbroling@gmail.comEmail Address

9 Dawn AvenueAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

mr Henk Roling (82729)Comment by

PC_224Comment ID

28/08/18 21:57Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

My name is Henk Roling and I am a property owner and currently reside full-time in Hahei. My address
is 9 Dawn avenue. I am in receipt of a letter dated 10th August 2018 re the above subject. I would
like to make a submission regarding this letter and proposal. My view is that I am against the Proposed
Change to the parking control Bylaw 2014 and neither of the two options proposed are acceptable to
me. In fact I don’t regard Option 2 as an option at all as it represents a ridiculous suggestion and a
complete overkill for addressing parking issues in Hahei. With regard to option 1 I am against the
idea of residents only parking in Hahei streets. I have no issue with visitors parking on my berm in
front of the property and welcome visitors to our beautiful spot during the short duration period that it
impacts on me and my family. I do believe that the carpark at the entrance to the town is necessary
and works well in any peak period. I would suggest that this facility could be enhanced in the way it is
managed re opening times, shuttle frequencies and a village shuttle stop however I would hate to see
restricted parking in the rest of the village. I am also against any form of charging for parking in the
village other than in the village entrance carpark. There has been much discussion about congestion
in the village but we live one street back from the beach and very rarely do we have visitors parking
on the berm outside our property. I believe a lot of the rhetoric is an overkill and overstates parking
issues in the town.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546511.pdf
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Comment.
Mr Laurie Mellsop (83112)Consultee

mellsops@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

P O Box 6643Address
Wellesley St
Auckland
1141

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Laurie Mellsop (83112)Comment by

PC_225Comment ID

09/09/18 22:04Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

TCDCProposed Change to Parking Control Bylaw 2014.pdfFiles

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in
support of your submission?

I am submitting on behalf of an organisation/company which
is based in the Thames-Coromandel District

Please select the option that best describes
you.

TCDCProposed Change to Parking Control Bylaw 2014.pdfUpload your attachment here (file limit 4MB)
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TCDC Proposed Change to Parking Control Bylaw 2014 
 

This submission is made by Laurie Mellsop. I am involved in two properties in Hahei, 3 John 
Spear Ave and 103 Orchard Road and have been enjoying Hahei for the past 46 years. 
 
I do not support either Option 1 or Option 2 proposed by Council to address parking 
congestion in the Hahei Beach settlement during the peak holiday period and holiday 
weekends. 
 
Both proposals unfairly constrain the freedom of enjoyment of Hahei Beach by property 
owners both within the Hahei Beach community and the wider South Mercury Bay 
community.  
 
It should be recognised: 

1. that all property owners in the South Mercury Bay area, and their guests, have 
enjoyed unrestricted access to Hahei Beach and they should be entitled to continue 
to do so. It would be unfair to constrain that enjoyment; 

2. the parking congestion issues have arisen solely as a result of the rapid increase in 
day visitors to Hahei Beach and not as a result of actions by property owners and 
their guests; and   

3. the congestion is only a significant problem for Hahei Beach Road and adjacent 
carpark and the western end of Harsant Ave and Dawn Ave, from 24 December to 
31 January and for the long weekends of Waitangi day and Easter.  

4. Camper vans are problematic for a longer period – from 1 November to 30 April. 
 
Options 1 and 2 are not acceptable for the following reasons: 

5. Property owners within the Hahei Beach community would be adversely impacted 
by restricting verge/berm parking permits to one per property. There should be no 
restriction or, if absolutely necessary, a possible maximum of 5 per property. 
Restricting permits to one per property will directly impact property owners having 
multiple guests from out of the village, including day visitors, at their property as 
and when they wish to. 

6. With only one permit per property, occupants (both owners and their guests) of the 
property could not undertake two or more separate visits to different areas within 
Hahei at the same time – i.e.  to the beach or to another property. This would be 
particularly the case for property owners more remote from the centre of Hahei 
such as the upper end of Grange Road and Orchard Road.  These property owners 
should not be constrained from parking close to the beach. 

7. The proposed restriction period is excessive and not required for the vast majority 
of the 7 month period with the exception of campervans. 

8. Prohibiting parking on the berms anywhere in Hahei as proposed in Option 2 is 
wholly unnecessary. 

 
Possible compromise solution: 
 
Recognising that some action needs to be taken for the busiest periods as highlighted in 3 
above the following is suggested: 
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9. Ban campervan and caravan parking within the entire Hahei Beach Settlement area 
and push those vehicles to the Village Entry car park, for the period 1 November to 
30 April. 

10. ‘Permit only’ berm parking for the period noted in 3 above. Allow up to 5 permits 
for all property owners in the South Mercury Bay area 

11. Establish 30 minute parking restrictions outside the General Store (both within the 
store area and on Hahei Beach and Grange roads, outside the store). 

12. The Beach Road car park should be pay and display. 
13. The Village Entry car park should be wholly funded by the Tourism Infrastructure 

Fund on the basis that it is the popularity of Cathedral Cove that is attracting rapidly 
increasing numbers of foreign tourists, a substantial number of which arrive in 
camper vans. 
 
 

Laurie Mellsop 
103 Orchard Road 
Hahei 
 
Phone: 021 638 758 
10 September 2018 
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Comment.
Mrs Anna Laing (83113)Consultee

morale@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

119 Laing RdAddress
Karaka
PAPAKURA
2580

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Anna Laing (83113)Comment by

PC_226Comment ID

09/09/18 22:08Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

If the parking laws are to be changed in Hahei, I/we would consider paying a fee (presumably the
$8-10) as stated in the Coastal News, to park at the Beach for a couple of hours. We will not be going
to Hahei again, if the Council wishes to herd us all into the carpark at the beginning of the town, and
then we have to make our way to the Beach with small children for only a couple of hours. The task
is hard enough when you are able to park within walking distance of the water with towels, umbrellas,
buckets & spades etc, blistering hot sun and unpredictable children.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Comment.
Kenneth Graeme MacCormick (83114)Consultee

gjmac@pl.netEmail Address

1/28 Asquith AvenueAddress
Auckland
1025

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Kenneth Graeme MacCormick (83114)Comment by

PC_227Comment ID

29/08/18 22:11Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I favour option 1 but with two car park permits per residence. If there were two car parking permits per
residence this would provide cover in the event of one being mislaid or lost, pending the issue of a
new permit, which could involve some delay particularly over the holiday period. We also sometimes
have three families staying over the School holidays when it would be very helpful to have two permits
when different families wish to avail themselves of a permit at the same time. Second email: I should
have added that I don’t consider that two permits would be frequently used at the same time and that
I doubt the issue of two permits per residence would overload residential parking areas.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546520.pdf http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546559.pdf
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Comment.
Mrs Sherree Masset-Glencross (82733)Consultee

sherree@mgl.nzEmail Address

56 Pleasant StreetAddress
Auckland
1061

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Sherree Masset-Glencross (82733)Comment by

PC_228Comment ID

29/08/18 22:24Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We have a property at 93 Grange Road, Hahei.

In respects to the options available to choose from-:

Option 1, is our preferred option allowing resident parking only to all Hahei streets.

We object however to 1(ONE) only permit for each rate paying unit. The permits should be increased
to include rate-payers family stays etc. After all the rate-payers should be able to benefit more as we
are the one’s most inconvenienced by the influx of tourists into our area. Surely we should have some
benefits over and above a tourist who swoops into town, using the facilities and leaving rubbish behind.
Our rates help pay for the services required to keep Hahei looking good.

Also I fail to see how all this will be policed? Will there be wardens permanently on patrol giving out
fines to tourists or for that matter we rate-payers who don’t happen to have a 2nd permit?

If adequate parking were made available at Lees road which hopefully is still a plan given the great
walks idea yet to develop, we could have shuttles ferrying tourists into Hahei, Hot Water Beach etc to
enjoy what we have to offer. A WALKING VILLAGE would be better scenario and one we could be
really excited about.

Our major concern is Council moving forward with the walks before the infrastructure is available to
absorb the extra people attracted into our area which is predicted to happen.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546523.pdf

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 2
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Comment.
Allan Jay (83115)Consultee

allanjay@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

10 Northgrove AveAddress
Takapuna
Auckland
0627

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Allan Jay (83115)Comment by

PC_229Comment ID

30/08/18 22:35Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We support option No 1.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546633.pdf
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Comment.
Mary Bowers (83116)Consultee

Mary.Bowers@outlook.comEmail Address

1B John Spear AveAddress
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mary Bowers (83116)Comment by

PC_230Comment ID

04/09/18 22:37Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

This is New Zealand where every citizen owns the beaches and expect free and easy access to them.
Residents of those beaches do not own then exclusively and neither do TCDC

.

I find it appalling that you are trying to keep New Zealanders and others away from our lovely safe
beach by limiting them to the outskirts with a long walk to the beach and then charging punitive parking
fees. Overseas when I have had to go to a Park and Ride it has been totally free as ours should be –
as should the carpark on the beach front.

Very few residents object to cars parking on the berms in fact most I speak to actually enjoy having
them there – me included.

I think the changes suggested in Option 1 and Option 2 will both alter the welcoming, festive atmosphere
of Hahei Beach from an area for happy family days out to an over-governed ghost town.

I object to both options

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?
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I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550103.pdf

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 2
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Comment.
Rob and Margie Kydd (83117)Consultee

r.kydd@auckland.ac.nzEmail Address

122B Hahei Beach RoadAddress
Hahei
Whitianga RD1
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Rob and Margie Kydd (83117)Comment by

PC_231Comment ID

05/09/18 22:42Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We are strongly opposed to both of the options put forward by council. In line with the ethos of the
Coromandel we would like Hahei to stay as much of a welcoming village as possible. The proposed
changes restrict this and markedly limit the ability of residents and visitors to enjoy local amenities.
Hence, we strongly support the status quo, with the proviso that perhaps some time limited parking

adjacent to local businesses during peak season might be appropriate.

The reasons given supporting any amendment to the parking control bylaw are not justified because

1) The assumption that there is widespread support within the Hahei community for changes is
incorrect. Our understanding is that at a meeting of the Ratepayers association on 26th August that
the idea of a by-law change was rejected. We were not in Hahei at the time but are fully supportive
of that rejection and would contend that submissions to the contrary reflect the view of a limited number
of residents. The questionnaire distributed to members of the Hahei Resident and Ratepayers
Association was subject to a number of biases that make interpretation problematic (technically -
conceptual bias, selection bias, instrument bias and interpretation bias) and so can not be taken to
reflect the views of the community.

2) There is no evidence that there are safety issues for residents and other road users. What did the
HRRA use to make its assessment of this? Have there been any accidents recorded by NZTA or
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health authorities? If so what is their frequency and the damage caused? Contrary to the views
expressed it can be argued that congestion slows traffic and causes drivers to be more alert and
careful. This is evident in many tourist sites in Europe where a combination of heavy foot traffic and
appropriate speed limits make accidents less likely.

3) The parking problems that are alluded to in the proposal are present for a very limited time period.
Christmas- New year and possibly extending for week or two into January and holiday weekends.
For the rest of the year parking is not a particular problem. The current car park in Hahei beach road
is at full capacity for a very limited time period, we can observe it from our house. The proposals seem
to be taking a sledgehammer to crack a walnut.

4) The proposed parking charges, as outlined in what we understand to be the most recent document,
prepared by Allan Tiplady, area manager north dated 24th October 2017 refers to problems – insufficient
parking at beachfront car park, parking on streets of Hahei – that apply only for a very limited time, as
noted in point 3 above. The proposal for a flat charge for parking of $15.00 for a vehicle with a 4 hour
time limit for the beach front car park and 4.00 per hour from 1 May to 30 September are similar rates
to that one might pay in parking buildings in Auckland. This is at odds with the expressed mission of
TCDC which states in part “We will deliver quality, affordable services and facilities to ratepayers,
residents and visitors to the Coromandel…. ..” .

5) The idea of resident parking permits to deal with problems restricted to a limited time is a needless
complication. Some time limits for parking around the small commercial sector are appropriate and
the use of cones to control traffic flows during peak times is all that is required.

6) Cathedral Cove and Hot water Beach are the major draw cards for visitors to the Coromandel,
evidenced by their use in advertising, including on the TCDCwebsite. The visitors attracted undoubtedly
visit and spend money in other parts of the Coromandel including Whitianga and Thames. Residents
within Hahei and its environs should not have to pay for themselves or families to use the facilities
which are often the very reason they have decided to live in that location.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550101.pdf
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Comment.
Russell and Michelle Stanners (83118)Consultee

stannersfamily@gmail.comEmail Address

19 Maungakiekie AvenueAddress
Auckland
1051

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Russell and Michelle Stanners (83118)Comment by

PC_232Comment ID

05/09/18 22:50Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am writing to respond to your letter regarding options to the parking situation in Hahei . My husband
and I have been residents since 1986. What we have seen in Hahei over the years is an increasing
number of international tourists. Like most people our holidays involve having family and friends to
stay which has always lead to increased vehicle numbers in and around people’s properties. Imposing
residential parking permits and or no stopping lines will only create further parking problems We
vehemently oppose options one and two ! Neither is a suitable solution.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550099.pdf
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Comment.
Ingred, Tim, Shane and Katey Donovan (83119)Consultee

tim.ingreddonovan@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

83 Orchard RoadAddress
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ingred, Tim, Shane and Katey Donovan (83119)Comment by

PC_233Comment ID

05/09/18 22:56Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I wish to express my extreme dissatisfaction with the Parking Proposals that have been put forward.
From the photos submitted, the main issue is oversized vehicles parking so pedestrians are unable
to not walk on the grass berm, and people are unable to see around them, and idiots that park in front
of residents driveways so they are unable to leave or enter. I am a permanent resident in Hahei and
the beach is just a wee bit too far to walk to and from. This proposal as I understand will mean I will
have to pay to park in the carpark and then pay to catch the bus to the beach – ridiculous. As is that
with all our parking issues the council allowed the St John Building to be built on half the Kotare Reserve
Carpark meaning even less public parking area. This proposal will mean that if you wish to utilise
Kotare Reserve, you will have to pay and park in the Main carpark and walk once there are half a
dozen vehicles there for any sports fixtures. A lot of tourists are used to paying to park and see the
Cathedral Cove Carpark sign as they enter the village and don’t know any different so are happy to
park and walk, and pay.

Please don’t let either of these options proceed any further.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550095.pdf
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Comment.
Dr Jean-Paul Thull (83120)Consultee

jean-paul@thull.co.nzEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Dr Jean-Paul Thull (83120)Comment by

PC_234Comment ID

05/09/18 23:00Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I came across your submission by coincidence and would like to make a few points in my capacity as
urban & transport planner and researcher.

I would agree that traffic gets heavy over summer but this is of course a sine qua non effect of marketing
and advertising the area world-wide. Personally I have been annoyed with some of your regulations
for over a decade, being a responsible dog owner (with restricting dog at all times by having on leach)
but somehow your policy makers have not travelled much, realising that it is possible to control pets
overseas. Luckily, this restricts a lot of people visiting the area on a regular basis.

In regard to traffic for places like Hahei, it is probably similar to many other ‘famous’ places on the
Coromandel, they have never been designed for this amount of traffic and whatever you are going to
do, you are going to annoy the residents or tourists. While traffic can be perceived as annoying, it also
contributes to the buzz of a place and small businesses to thrive, especially locals coming with caravans
and selling local stuff/food. A city without traffic dies quickly and becomes like a satellite town. As chair
of the pedestrian advocacy group BOP, I would argue that safety of pedestrians could be at higher
risk with all the traffic. I would presume that most properties in Hahei provide access to off- street
parking and most areas do not have a safe footpath.

My proposal to you would be to consider grabbing into the new GPS fund for ‘walking’, banning all
vehicle parking on main corridors and access corridors to the beach, painting a 3m green strip along
the road for safe walking/cycling and creating a car park outside the residential area on council land,
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charging $2-3 per vehicle with a security guard over summer (you can justify the $3 having security,
preventing from break-ins) and thus encouraging people to walk safely and get them to exercise….

To generate other income, create space for food stalls that will enhance the experience and for God’s
sake allow dog on a leach as dogs that travel in vehicles well are usually those well behaved and under
control. The number of pets will increase in the future as the new generation is not into having large
families anymore and by discouraging pets, you will lose out on many people coming along and
consuming, boosting small businesses. This is an approach you will find in many small French villages
of historic value, attracting many people. The councils there restrict access to non-residents, just
allowing visitors staying overnight to stay in private parking areas or have local residents picking up
the luggage of visitors.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550085.pdf
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Comment.
Reece Burgess (83121)Consultee

reece@jsf.co.nzEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Reece Burgess (83121)Comment by

PC_235Comment ID

05/09/18 23:06Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I have visited the beach. I am a countryman

I am against any such charge for something that should be provided and paid for in a standard economic
way with the taxes made from the influx of people.

This is robbery plain and simple

What of the bus service on top of the parking fee? Who will you sell that right of service to and what
more will this cost us. $25? Should be nill.

You closed some 20 available parks because of possible congestions? Not helping. If locals don’t like
it then they can leave, I pay my rates also so they have no point and should be as outraged as
everyone else. No preferential treatment, no racism (same thing), equal rights for all no matter where
you are from in this country.

I propose – put in a free park (and a few shops perhaps if you're interested in the money, go earn it)
or leave it as it is over any fee’s.

You're not selling us our country so don’t try and don’t use the unproven and false idea of safety (or
congestion…..we all have that, every day)

If I can't visit without extortion then no one can. Plain and simple, do not impede on our rights for a
money making exercise. You already have your taxes. Carparks are cheap and effectively paid for by
the tourism.
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This is a national body issue if there is a true cost not covered by the economic situation created. I
say you're overstepping the line a fair way here & I will not respect nor adhere to it if this goes ahead.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550083.pdf
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Comment.
Warren Gillespie (83122)Consultee

cooksbeachplumbing@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

421 Purangi RoadAddress
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Warren Gillespie (83122)Comment by

PC_236Comment ID

05/09/18 23:14Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Re the parking proposals that we have in effect to contribute before 10/9/18

I came to this area 40 years ago,well to be precise , The PURANGI , so for the uninformed sitting in
your chairs behind ratepayer funded fancy desks making daisy chains out of paper clips,........ its prob
about 5kms away.

I came here for many reasons & have contributed to the community in many ways. I was involved in
the tarsealing , as a boy of the Hahei Rd, & Link road, when it was all METAL, .... part of Hahei Business
ass, Fire brigades in Cooks Beach & Whitianga, & local business & as an essential 24 hr Plumbing
business that been around for years.

My kids & grandkids have grown up & live here.

I know the area, Hahei is HOME & I care about it.

To give me two options, both unacceptable, that I can no longer park as I have done all these years,
to go to the beach {swimming club etc} & that I will need to walk from the car park as Im not in the
"area of benefit" to receive an exemption for parking, is an absolute discrimination of my rights.

There are many farmers & landowners around Hahei who under your proposal dont qualify for
exemption. Impossible to segregate. Hows that going to work ????

What about the likes of essential services called out at peak times to service breakdowns, have you
thought about those ?? Where are we going to park??

What about families with beach umbrellas & buckets & spades etc walking from car park with young
children ?
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Have you ever thought about charging the visitors ??, why should we be providing FREE access to
our beaches, FREE use of our toilets, FREE parking, at our expense .

Have you the "enlightened bunch" ever made the pilgrimage to the area in congested times to see
how abused it is from the tourists, been caught behind pathetic drivers of oversized camper vans who
cant drive or park & then we open up our arms because we are generous kind Kiwis & say take what
you want... They dont contribute.

Where else in the world do you get so much for so little ????????????????

Come on Councillors, show some leadership. Pull your head out of the sand. You that make the final
decisions wether you really ever listen to the locals anyway who would know. General consensus is
you dont live here, its not your problem .

How much is it going to cost to establish permits (one per houshold ...joke ) , monitor, & police
..$500,000 + , or to desecrate our roading with yellow no parking lines, in clean green Hahei...really......
try putting that outside your place.

I think you are grasping at straws & looking for a quick fix. You have no long term insight.

What about investigating park & display, in fragile congested area where the problem is , where its
fair for all & keep ALL camper vans out of the village & designated to the new carpark only.

Have a turn around & DROP OFF the whanu area, past the beach front toilets then drive to the free
car park......

Whatever the outcome, the two options at the moment are ridiculous, absurd & short sighted & not in
favour of any of the locals to whom I have spoken to

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550072.pdf
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Comment.
Russell Stanners (83123)Consultee

stannersfamily@gmail.comEmail Address

19 Maungakiekie AvenueAddress
Auckland
1051

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Russell Stanners (83123)Comment by

PC_237Comment ID

05/09/18 23:16Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I have owned two properties in Hahei for many years now. we have experienced an increasing number
of visitors to our area over the past few years . they come primarily to walk to cathedral cove. there is
a perception that we have a 'parking problem' where in fact this is not the case. we do experience
heavy volumes over the peak period but only for a short time. since the designated parking area on
hahei beach road has been in operation along with the shuttle that runs up to the walks entrance
congestion has been minimised. I am strongly opposed to both options 1 and 2. All this will do is
make it more difficult for friends and family who come to stay find somewhere to park their vehicles. I
do not believe we need to do anything with regards to parking but we do need to consider managing
visitor demand. Kind regards Russell Stanners

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550068.pdf
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Comment.
Mrs Nicola Lucas (82556)Consultee

nicola@apgarchitects.comEmail Address

1 Dingwall Court, RototunaAddress
Rototuna
Hamilton
3210

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Nicola Lucas (82556)Comment by

PC_238Comment ID

10/09/18 00:01Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I object to the proposed parking options for Hahei and propose that they remain the same as they
currently are.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.
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Comment.
Mr Stephen LeFebvre (79697)Consultee

steve@malarin.comEmail Address

Hot Water Beach ratepayers AssociationCompany / Organisation

44 Radar RdAddress
Hot Water Beach
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Hot Water Beach ratepayers Association (Mr Stephen
LeFebvre - 79697)

Comment by

PC_239Comment ID

10/09/18 00:18Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

• Reject both proposals –I submit that I reject any change to the Hahei Parking Control bylaw as neither
proposal is acceptable. • Delegate leadership to Mercury Bay Community Board – I recommend that
the Council support the Mercury Bay Community Board and delegate responsibility to them to continue
their development of the Hahei Traffic Management plan. Parking restrictions are only one aspect of
a complex visitor management challenge in Hahei. Changes should be implemented cautiously with
careful analysis and feedback of their effects. Most importantly, we need the flexibility to make
appropriate changes as visitor numbers increase. Our local Community Board is well aware of the
complexities of Hahei parking.

• As a resident of Hot Water Beach I do not wish to have to pay to shop at the only close grocery outlet
in our area, nor have to pay if I have to work there.

• Council also needs to address the long term parking issues for both communities, Hot Water Beach
and Hahei as visitors and traffic will continue to increase year.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?
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I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Reece Burgess (83121)Consultee

reece@jsf.co.nzEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Reece Burgess (83121)Comment by

PC_241Comment ID

10/09/18 00:27Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Support for option 2 but with notes that even this is not good enough.

Primarily if you are a countryman then you have an equal right to park in the area if its possible. if
residents don't like it then move out as I will buy the property as they have not purchased any rights
above anyone else. end of story.

The council should be paying for the parking from its increased economic wealth created by the influx
of people. These visitors all pay taxes and GST so this regions greedy approach to creating a "no
parking area" so it can sell us all our own country is just greedy and I wont stand for it. this Council has
already been paid. Milford sounds is 10 times better that Cathedral cove and parking has been provided
as it should be and I paid for that with the money I spent in the region.

What of the bus service to fairy folks from the park, who will the council sell this service too and at
what cost to extort the created disposition of so many. one man told me the bus service was charging
$25 per person!

Rather than speak to those who seem to think its "ok" to essentially try to sell us our country I will seek
a national governing bodies advise to put the clamps on this. This council trying to "force" folks into a
paid carparks by eliminating free parks is shocking and greedy and a corrupt way to try and charge
for the view of what is and must remain free to ALL New Zealanders.

PARKS SHOULD BE PROVIDED FREE
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Regards

Reece Burgess

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I am a visitor to the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Stephen and Barbara Holehouse (66054)Consultee

holehouse@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

29 Grierson CloseAddress
RD 1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Stephen and Barbara Holehouse (66054)Comment by

PC_242Comment ID

06/09/18 00:34Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We have owned a property at Hahei since 1986 and have now lived here permanently since 2015.
Until around year 2000 with our 3 children, for most of the Xmas/New Year / January period our
occupancy level was 5. Since 2000 our peak period occupancy level now with partners and
grandchildren, has grown from the original 5 to 12 and will continue to grow.

This scenario will apply to most property owners.

Hahei is a no exit village with limited parking, beach, accommodation and infrastructure capacity. Its
infrastructure will barely cope with the increased peak season demands placed on it by property owners
and their growing families let alone cater for hundreds of thousands of day visitors.

It has been disheartening to experience the progressive loss of amenity from the massive influx of
tourists and visitors, in particular over the past 10 years. Yet Tourism NZ, TCDC and commercial
enterprises continue to promote Hahei and Cathedral Cove with complete disregard to the wishes or
quality of life of the majority of property owners. The tourism load needs to be spread and the creation
of overloaded hotspots avoided.

We therefore support TCDC’s proposal to implement resident only parking in the streets of
Hahei. The double yellow lines/ no berm parking proposal is too restrictive outside of the absolute
peak season and could lead to revenue harvesting by TCDC.
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The proposed charges for the carpark and its expansion are excessive. This will force many budget
conscious visitors to try and park on any free patch in the village. Last year, even with the carpark free
of charge the village was congested over the peak season.

We support any initiative to keep campervans over 5m (ie anything bigger than a Hiace van) and the
massive coaches out of the village and the Cathedral Cove carpark.

The shuttle bus should also go to the beach. We and other residents have also been stopped from
using the Cathedral Cove carpark we have used for over 30

years. This in itself is not only unfair but has increased pressure on parking in the village. Residents
should therefore be able travel free on the shuttle bus.

The beachfront car parks should remain free of charge to residents/ratepayers so that residents can
easily use them outside of the peak season.

In terms of parking permits for residents we agree with Council that one per property is adequate.

We support the Community Board’s objective to seek parking fees and other revenues from tourists
and not residents/ratepayers of Mercury Bay.

In terms of the limited scope of this specific consultation we support the option of resident/ratepayer
only parking within Hahei Village.

We hope our other comments are noted.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550062.pdf
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Comment.
Andrew Pickford (83125)Consultee

clodah@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Andrew Pickford (83125)Comment by

PC_243Comment ID

06/09/18 00:37Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

The TCDC needs to look at the big picture here, not engage in money grabbing!The big picture is the
amount of money that visitors inject into the local economy.The council car park should be viewed as
part of the infrastructure that makes it a pleasure to visit Hahei, and spend time and money in the
area.Free car parking!The cost of the car park will be offset by the benefit to the economy of the
coromandel.

Permitted berm parking for residents is the best option to alleviate village congestion.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550060.pdf
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Comment.
Mrs Susan Shrubb (83010)Consultee

susan.shrubb@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

234a Old Titirangi RdAddress
Titirangi
Auckland
0604

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Susan Shrubb (83010)Comment by

PC_244Comment ID

06/09/18 00:39Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I believe you are encouraging feedback on the above proposals.

We have a property at 15 Harsant Ave, Hahei and would like to strongly appose both parking proposals
that have been suggested. There surely must be other alternatives not so extreme and of detriment
to Hahei visitors and residents.

I would way rather put up with the current traffic issues in Hahei than have either of these proposals
implemented.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550059.pdf
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Comment.
David Leakey (83126)Consultee

leakey.family@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

112 Moa RoadAddress
Auckland
1022

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

David Leakey (83126)Comment by

PC_245Comment ID

06/09/18 00:43Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I write this submission as a joint property owner in the Hahei area.We have owned our property at 7
Cathedral Court in Hahei since 1997. In the last 21 years we have seen the gradual growth in visitors
to this special part of NZ. This inevitable increase does not bother us or detract the attractiveness of
the area.Whilst we are aware that this increase in volume of visitors causes certain headaches and of
course stretches the resources of this quiet little coastal village, we are however disappointed in the
two proposals that are being considered.Neither one or a combination of the two will in our view fix
the issues. It seems to be an overkill that will drastically change Hahei forever.

Last summer we were embarrassed to see that the Cathedral Cove walk car park was fenced off and
completely unused. Surely the x number of parks up there would have helped to cope with the demand?
It is not a very welcoming look to anyone. We don’t see the need to completely remove the parks for
the whole summer?

So point by point our opposition to the two proposals:-

1/ The October 1st to 30th April period for the restrictions is far too long.The main busy period is two
to three weeks from Xmas.

2/ The park and ride currently works well and suggest that this is enhanced , fine tuned and grown.

3/ yellow lines on all streets in Hahei not fair to locals and their visitors. An over kill of an idea.

4/ 1 parking permit per house hold is totally unreasonable and unworkable.We have two families
involved with our property and a total of 9 owners via our family trusts who all drive and at times are
staying in Hahei. We currently have no issues with parking in or near our property.( mostly on the berm
by the road. It is not possible to park all the vehicles on our property.
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5/ Parking on the berms in Hahei should not be made illegal. This is part of the fabric of Hahei and
most sea side villages on the Coromandel and probably NZ wide. The berm parking is the only way
that Hahei can cope with the extra volume of mostly property owners visitors during the busy time .
Removing this would cause more problems.

When looking to solve the perceived parking / traffic problems of Hahei we believe that it very important
not to disadvantage those who have an investment in the area. You need to ensure that ,firstly those
who reside full time in Hahei are looked after and satisfied,then secondly those who have a holiday
home needs are met.Then thirdly the needs of the visitors to the area.And lastly the needs of the
tourist. ( where to park them?)

I.e where do they park the camper vans and buses.

The two proposals totally disadvantage the local property owners and their visitors. This is unacceptable
as we have chosen to invest in property in this area, pay rates to be here and if either of the proposals
go ahead we will be limited/ compromised in the way that we chose to spend our time in Hahei.

In our view the congestion in Hahei is not as big an issue as being made out. The village is very very
full for Two to three weeks of the summer and then it slowly tapers off. During our holiday stay in Hahei
we have learnt to share this time and make certain arrangements to cope . Our kids actually enjoy this
busy time of the summer.

So how can we improve things?

Increase the size of the carparks. Allow more parking on the grass areas by the beach parking during
the busy times to accomodate more cars.

Disallow buses and campers vans down to the beach front areas.

No parking on the street up to the cove carpark . Already in place.

Allow berm parking

Install a footpath on one side of Hahei beach road . Suggest extending the footpath on the left hand
side all the way to the beach.

Limit the time allowed to park by the shops. Park one hour?

Erect sensible signage for the summer as you drive into Hahei advising visitors of the options and
available parking. And directing certain vehicles such as buses only to the parking area.

Look at the concessions granted and get those who are benefiting to contribute to the movements
within Hahei. I.e the water taxi to Cathedral Cove and the Kayaking ( currently with the water taxi
people park close to the beach and then disappear to the Cove on the water taxi......this encourages
people to drive to the beach). They need to work in with the bus shuttle service.

All small campervans should stay only in a designated area or within the campgrounds

We look forward to the Council’s consideration of the opposition to the two proposals and a sensible
outcome that doesn’t disadvantage those with a vested interest.It is really only a problem for a small
part of the year........please don’t over react to try to fix this.........

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550057.pdf
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Comment.
Mrs rachel Campbell (83124)Consultee

peakshape@hotmail.comEmail Address

Clementine Way, Crofton DownsAddress
Wellington
6035

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs rachel Campbell (83124)Comment by

PC_246Comment ID

10/09/18 00:46Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

The purpose of changing the by law seems to be around safety. Therefore there are some aspects
that could be improved for both options to meet this requirement.

Option 1: Resident only parking.

Why restrict to only one permit per rate unit? What is the reasoning behind this? Many units are
co-shared and have more than one family staying at a time. Two permits per rate unit would be more
realistic. The option of applying for an additional disabled parking permit should also be allowed.

Restricting to one permit will increase traffic on the road and turning into/out of driveways as residents
will resort to a 'drop off' system at residential properties or 'changing' cars which I see as increasing
the danger of driveway accidents with cars being moved more to accommodate this law.

An option of including some recommendations from Option 2 could help limit car numbers on certain
areas of roads/ certain roads by having one side with yellow lines so permit holders can only use one
side of the road in high traffic pedestrian route areas.

Option 2.

I do not see this addressing the safety issue. No stopping lines and no parking on the berm will again
increase cars dropping off and pulling in and out of driveways at peak times which is more dangerous,
especially to high risk individuals such as children who are often below easy visual height for reversing
cars.

By allowing only road parking and not berm parking this also adds to risk for cyclists (again often
children) with cars further out on the road (so cyclists are also needing to be further out on the road)
and car doors have more potential of being opened onto unsuspecting cyclists.
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NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

None of these options describe mePlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Edward (83127)Consultee

edwahoopinyel@hotmail.comEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Edward (83127)Comment by

PC_247Comment ID

06/09/18 00:48Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

The Hahei parking concern is causing a lot of discussion at the moment and I can completely understand
why you would like to do something over the peak times from late December to early March. But can
I suggest a practical solution to help with the problem and add significant value to the Coromandel
area at the same time. With new parking going in Leas road I think it will already lesson pressure and
I believe the following would do so significantly as well. Most visitors are going to Hahei to visit
Cathedral Cove so why not build a pedestrian and cycle-friendly bridge across the Purangi and complete
the path from Hahei to Hot Water Beach. This would mean that it is realistic for tourists from the Hot
Water Beach, Whitianga, and Cooks Beach area to visit cathedral cove by foot or on bike if appropriate
paths developed. In turn significantly reducing the number of people going into Hahei township which
is currently the only gateway to Cathedral Cove. Also it would have the added benefit of leaving a
legacy of one of the greatest costal walks in the world. Imagine being able to wonder from Whitianga
along to Front Beach, Lonely Bay, Cooks Beach, Cathedral Cove, Hahei, up past the pa, over the top
of the blow hole, and around to Hot Water Beach or vice versa. It would be a huge asset in the
Coromandel's tourism portfolio that I could easily see rated as the best coastal walk in the world. Some
food for thought that would help reduce the problem and see coromandel tourism benefit at the same
time. One day this could even be extended to a multi-day walk that extends the Eastern side of the
Coromandel. NOTE: See original submission for attachment.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.
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If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550055.pdf
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Comment.
Ms Geraldine Welford (83096)Consultee

geriinparadise@gmail.comEmail Address

13 Albert StreetAddress
Whitianga
3510

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ms Geraldine Welford (83096)Comment by

PC_248Comment ID

10/09/18 00:51Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am apossed to banning access to vechiles to get to Hahei Beach. It is rediculous to expect families
to have to carry all there stuff for a day at the beach. Also if you are an older person with difficulties
walking that distance it is inappropriate. Residents have guests so where are they going to park when
they visit. Park and walk.? What is happening to beautiful Hahei when all these restrictions are in
place. To deal with the Cathdral Cove parking problem, why not open more land at the top of the
entrance and charge there, not beach goers, or residents guests or the elderly. This problem is only
for a short season so we all have to put up with it as many other holiday places.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Cherie and Kevin Burton (82353)Consultee

kev.cherie@yahoo.co.nzEmail Address

39 Harsant AveAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Cherie and Kevin Burton (82353)Comment by

PC_249Comment ID

06/09/18 00:59Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We are residents of Hahei.We fully support Option 2- the implementation of No Stopping lines on every
street in Hahei Village

We have taken into consideration the following..1. Pedestrian and road user safety2. Suggestions that
Hahei become a walking village3. Consideration of the increasing growth in visitor numbers to Hahei4.
Retaining the family orientated village atmosphere5. Possibility of Hahei being the centre of the proposed
“great coastal walk”6. Potential cost of constructing boardwalks and footpaths in Hahei 7. Cost of
administration and enforcement costs of implementing resident only parking permits8. Potential for
revenue raised from parking charges, redistributed back into the community to assist with infrastructure
costs to manage the increased visitor numbers9. That Grange Rd already has broken yellow lines and
the residents on Grange Rdmanage their off street parking-somemore than adequately-the no stopping
lineshave created a lucrative source of cash income for some residents10. That the possible construction
of a car park in Lee’s Rd would helpalleviate the pressure on the car parking issue in Hahei village11.
It’s not just the peak holiday period and weekends to consider, tourists arevisiting Hahei for Cathedral
Cove all year round12. Traffic flow restrictions in Hahei village streets due to the congestion createdby
cars looking to park and the inconsiderate parking13. Using no stopping yellow lines is easier to
implement, police and enforce14. We are of the opinion that Camper vans are large, take up a lot of
space when parked and often stay all day at the Hahei beach front car park and should be only allowed
to park at the Hahei village entrance car park 15. The majority of Hahei properties have more than
adequate space inside their property for off street parking for boats, family and friends visiting

IN SUMMARYNo Stopping lines and No parking on grass berms in Hahei would create ample green
space for visitors residents and ratepayers to walk to and from the beach and around the village relative
safety- all year round.We would also agree to a reduction in the speed limit in Hahei village to 30 km
to further assist with safety and enhance the village like atmosphere.
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NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550036.pdf
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Comment.
Mr David Evans (83104)Consultee

david.evans@dairynz.co.nzEmail Address

344Address
Scotsman Valley rd
Morrinsville
3371

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr David Evans (83104)Comment by

PC_250Comment ID

10/09/18 01:07Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

My Preference is Option 1

However I disagree with either has they are to restricted on residents/ locals and the timeline for the
bylaw spans over a very long period and impacts across the whole of Hahei. Most of the parking issues
are for the period over the Christmas rush and in a very concentrated area.

I believe the existing Park n Ride carpark is expanded and the costs recovered through increase fees.

As well household's should be able to apply for additional parking permits over the peak time.

This bylaw looks to put far too much restrictions on residents households and not target more the day
tripping visitors

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I am a visitor to the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Craig Brown (83108)Consultee

cbb.contracting@gmail.comEmail Address

78 Cameron StreetAddress
Onehunga
Auckland
1061

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Craig Brown (83108)Comment by

PC_251Comment ID

10/09/18 01:08Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei Parking amendment.
Submission

Files

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As per document attached

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in
support of your submission?

0272707964Telephone

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but I
live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei Parking amendment.
Submission

Upload your attachment here (file limit 4MB)
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This submission is in response to the consultation Proposed Hahei Parking Changes  

 

This submission is Opposed to the introduction of widespread parking controls in the Hahei area 

including Opposed to Options 1 and 2 provided with the consultation form. 

The Parking Control Bylaw 2014 Statement of Proposal document attached to the consultation refers 

to only 2 of the options in the Thames Coromandel District Council (TCDC) council officer’s report:  

Amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 – Hahei, 6 June 2018. 

This report summarises the perceived issue in section 3) Issue and evaluates this in detail in section 

4) Discussion as well as presenting options for consideration.  Each option is evaluated with 

probable outcome and implications.  

This report identifies the perceived issue as presented by the Hahei Residents and Ratepayers 

Association (HRRA) as Congestion and Safety however these issues are not quantified or otherwise 

substantiated. The HRRA has provided anecdotal impressions and a non-scientific survey of 

membership as input.  

The report discusses possible options with reference to usage of these options in other situations. In 

paragraph 3 of page 3 the report identifies that Resident Only parking is used in few other cities in 

New Zealand. All of the identified cases offer regular year-round public transport alternatives that 

Hahei does not have. 

This report also identifies in paragraph 2 of page 3 and elsewhere that the HRRA proposals amount 

to privatizing a public amenity, the public roads that service the public beaches and parks. The 

report identifies the HRRA proposal is ‘disproportionate to the issue being addressed’. 

This report identifies in the section Compliance Implications of parking permit system on page 4 the 

onus of setup costs, compliance monitoring and costs of ongoing operation to the council and 

therefore all Thames Coromandel district ratepayers. 

The report concludes in section 5 page 6:  

2) Determines that option 1 'do nothing' is the most appropriate response at this time to 
the Hahei visitor parking issues which have been raised by HRRA.   

The group calling themselves the Hahei Residents and Ratepayers Association (HRRA) are a non-

elected body that comprises a small subset of the residents and visitors to Hahei. The HRRA has 

identified concerns with:  

a) parking Congestion at seasonal ‘peak’ times without defining the duration of this peak time; 

b) perceived Safety issue related to this seasonal peak time without providing any evidence of 

safety issues that have occurred. 

The beach, parks, DOC and council areas are public amenity for general enjoyment and not the 

preserve of a minority of residents. Just as these few residents (titled the HRRA) may well enjoy 

public amenity in other regions of New Zealand they must accept that the public areas of Hahei 

should be accessible and not made unnecessarily difficult to access. Making Hahei village resident 

permit only 24/7 from 1st October thru 30th April (Option 1) and/or extensive year-round No Parking 

(option 2) is to practically exclude people from beyond Hahei village from using this public amenity. 

It is not practical to access Hahei other than by vehicle and the village entrance Hahei visitor carpark 
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designed for the seasonal Cathedral Cove shuttle service is of insufficient size and remote (over a 

kilometre) from the beach for families with children and beach equipment.  

With regard to the HRRA perceived Safety concern there is a mix of vehicles and many pedestrians 

with no evidence of safety issues identified. The unscientific, non-representative and statistically 

dubious survey provided by the HRRA does not substantiate Safety as an issue. Indeed, drivers in the 

area during the peak summer holiday weekends are very cognisant of the mix of people around and 

courtesy should continue to be encouraged rather than alienated.     

There is no doubt that visitor numbers have increased substantially over the last 40 years due to a 

number of factors including: improvements in the road access; creation of the Marine Reserve; 

extensive use of photos of Cathedral Cove (and Hot Water Beach) in overseas tourist literature; and 

growth in the Auckland isthmus (and with it, increased visitor numbers to the whole Coromandel 

Peninsula). 

During the peak Christmas/New Year period, traffic is indeed extremely busy as it is in most seaside 

communities throughout the Coromandel Peninsula. I could take photos at any one of those 

communities which would indicate congestion of a similar level, if not greater. For example, the 

congestion that occurs in Tairua at peak times and the resulting traffic backups that occur while 

vehicles try to negotiate the one lane bridge.  

In my experience, anecdotal (as are most of HRRA’s views), traffic during peak times in Hahei is 

extremely busy but well-mannered and tolerant especially since most beachgoers walk along the 

side of the road, given the lack of pedestrian facilities. Yet despite that, in my 40 years experience, 

there has not been one related traffic/pedestrian accident that I am aware of. 

I have been visiting Hahei since 1979, normally on holiday but occasionally residing there. I have 

family living nearby. I own a holiday home on the outskirts of Hahei. I pay rates, as all the other non-

resident holiday home owners throughout the Coromandel Peninsula do, and expect those rates to 

be properly managed by Thames Coromandel District Council (TCDC) for the well-being and good 

management of the entire district in accordance with its Ten Year Plan.  

In HRRA’s Presentation to TCDC Meeting 26 June 2018, they make mention under Key Principles of 

Plan, point 4, that the benefits of the traffic management plan would be to “maximise income from 

visitors, re-invest locally”. It should be noted that those visitors presently contribute significantly to 

the region in terms of local businesses which without them, in most instances could not survive. But 

of more concern is the concept of “re-investing locally”. Should the traffic management plan go 

ahead is it the stated intention of TCDC to provide monies received from parking to a local unelected 

body such as HRRA to manage? Or if this is not the case, is such income to be ear-marked for a 

particular community with no recourse to the imperatives of the Ten Year Plan? 

A recent special meeting in August of the HRRA was attended by a significant number of local 

residents who overwhelmingly voted against both Options 1 and 2, and directed their 

representatives to make submission to reflect this. With no confidence that they will do this nor 

sway from their vested-interest agenda, I make this submission myself. 

This submission agrees with the council report Amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 – 

Hahei, 6 June 2018 conclusion of ‘do nothing’ as an appropriate response to the very seasonal 

Congestion issue and undefined Safety issue.  

Thank you for accepting my submission. 
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Comment.
Jennifer Mahon (79390)Consultee

jennifer.mahon@tcdc.govt.nzEmail Address

Mercury Bay Community BoardCompany / Organisation

C/- TCDCAddress
Private Bag
Thames
3540

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mercury Bay Community Board ( Jennifer Mahon -
79390)

Comment by

PC_252Comment ID

10/09/18 01:42Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Background
Managing the growing tourist and visitor demand on Hahei infrastructure has been under discussion
for a considerable period of time. A close working relationship has been developed with the Hahei
community via the Ratepayers Association. This has led to the development of an Action Plan for Car
Parking and Traffic Management for Hahei. The full Action Plan is Attachment A.
The proposal to introduce resident only parking on the streets of Hahei is part of a wider action plan,
which needs to be introduced sequentially. Each step is dependent on the previous step being
implemented.

Context
The Parking Bylaw change under consultation deals with only one of the nine steps in the Action Plan.
In making a decision on the Bylaw change it is essential that the full action plan be considered so that
the correct context is understood.

It is submitted that Council, in considering the bylaw change, take into account the full context
of the wider Hahei Parking Action Plan.
Proposed Bylaw
In relation to the part of the action plan subject to the Bylaw Consultation the Community Board wish
to reiterate its current position. The following is submitted for consideration:
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1 Option 1 aligns with the current Community Board resolution.
It is submitted that Option 1 - resident only parking restrictions be applied to all Hahei Streets
with the exclusion of Grange Road, as it already has no stopping lines in place, be approved.
1 The proposal in option 1 has three significant differences from the Community Board resolution.

The following points address those differences:
1 The proposal is for the restriction to apply to all streets in Hahei. The current Community Board

resolution is that it apply only to a number of specified streets. The change to include all streets
in Hahei is supported on the basis that it would provide the opportunity for all residents to be free
of cars parking in front of their properties and leave them free to use the parking on the road
without restraint.

It is submitted that the restriction apply to all residential streets in Hahei.

1 The proposal is for one resident parking permit to be provided for each rating unit. The Community
Board proposal is for two permits. This would enable property owners to accommodate visitors
to their property during the period of the restrictions where they are not able to park off the street.

It is submitted that the bylaw provide for two parking permits for each rating unit.
1 The proposal is for the restrictions to apply from 1 October to 30 April each year. This differs from

the Community Boards current resolution but is supported as it more accurately reflects the peak
parking demand period at Hahei. Further the Community Boards current resolution provides for
the restriction to apply from 7:00am to 7:00pm each day during the restriction period. A more
appropriate period would be from 9:00am to 5:00pm each day as this more accurately reflects
the period when parking demand is at its peak each day.

It is submitted that the period of the restrictions be from 1 October to 30 April each year and
apply during the hours of 9:00am to 5:00pm during the period of the restrictions.
1 In relation to the visitor car park it is noted that the provisions of the action plan and proposed

bylaw will displace a significant number of car parks from the streets of Hahei necessitating the
provision of additional car parking at the visitor car park.

The Community Board wish to be heard in support of its submission.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

8680438Telephone

Nicole MiellEmail

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5552999.pdf
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Comment.
Michael Grogan (83130)Consultee

mike@kayaktours.co.nzEmail Address

88 hahei beach roadAddress
hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Michael Grogan (83130)Comment by

PC_253Comment ID

10/09/18 01:49Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I do not support the amendment to existing Parking Control Bylaw 2014.

Both suggested options are not suitable for locals and holiday makers in Hahei.

The village entry car park needs to offer free parking to encourage people to park there.

Temporary parking restrictions / solutions are adequate to manage the summer influx of visitors.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Petra Merrick (83131)Consultee

petramerrick@hotmail.comEmail Address

116 Pa RoadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Petra Merrick (83131)Comment by

PC_254Comment ID

10/09/18 01:54Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I do not support the amendment to existing Parking Control Bylaw 2014.

Both suggested options are not suitable for locals and holiday makers in Hahei.

The village entry car park needs to offer free parking to encourage people to park there.

Temporary parking restrictions / solutions are adequate to manage the summer influx of visitors.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Greg Bennett (83132)Consultee

gregbennett2014@gmail.comEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Greg Bennett (83132)Comment by

PC_255Comment ID

06/09/18 01:56Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

How about another option: status quo; instead of using people who visit the beach as a cash cow.There
should be a law preventing this council from even thinking of doing this. Enjoying the beach free of
charge is a cultural right of all those who live in this country. This is not the USA or somewhere in
Europe.While council may think it is only rich people who visit the beach and can afford the parking
they are wrong. Poor people like to visit the beach too.Any parking anywhere at any beach provided
by council should be free to all rate payers and tax payers and citizens of the country. If this council
has already done it and got away with it elsewhere it does not make it acceptable. The concept is
repulsive.Please remove any such proposals to charge public for parking near the beach from the
council agenda. Hahei Beach is not a Business district where parking meters may be accepted.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550033.pdf
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Comment.
Jane and Russell Fergusson (83133)Consultee

russell.fergusson@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

19a Victoria AvenueAddress
Morrinsvill
3300

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Jane and Russell Fergusson (83133)Comment by

PC_256Comment ID

07/09/18 02:04Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We do not agree with either option that has been proposed by the Council.
Neither option adequately addresses the issues of peak summer parking on Hahei Beach Road and
it's surrounding streets without major inconvenience to all ratepayers in the whole of Hahei. The
use of the words "could include" leaves a lot of room for change or misinterpretation and does not
allow us to make any sort of informed decision.

We have outlined our main concerns for each option and some proposed changes.

Restricted Areas Affected
The two options propose either resident permit parking or no stopping lines on EVERY Hahei street.
Our observation is that the parking congestion problems are predominantly caused by tourists and
day trippers to Cathedral Cove, shopping around the Grange Road area and beach goers accessing
the beach at the northern or southern end of the beach. To impose restrictions to Christine Terrace,
for example, would be an unnecessary measure while trying to solve a problem that is over a kilometre
away.We have spoken to Scott Summerfield from TCDC to try and ascertain further details
about the proposals but it appears there are none at this stage.
Capacity and Location of Proposed Carparking
We did clarify with him that our own adult children and visitors would have to pay $10 a day to park in
the carpark. This carpark would have to drastically increase its size to take cars that are not day
trippers but rather family staying with parents etc in Hahei.The location of the one carpark and aily
cost is inconvenient and we would like to understand how this has been benchmarked against other
coastal settlements.
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Has this due diligence been carried out? Regardless, our view is that this is not what Hahei is about.
The relaxed character of Hahei that we all enjoy, is to have our families and friends come to stay and
be welcomed without the hassles of having to travel to a carpark and then walk to our property and
pay for the privilege on a per day basis.

Our property like many others in Hahei due to either existing building placement or a steep site
does not have the ability to park extra cars due to family or friends visiting. And those that can
accommodate cars then have nowhere for children to play and families to enjoy backyard games. This
is the New Zealand family holiday experience and should not be put in peril by such regualtions.

Parking Permits
We find it an insult to suggest one parking permit per household for permission to park on the
berm outside our homes for over half the year. This is unacceptable.
If permits were to be introduced we would suggest four permits per property and only to be used
from December to February. Then if you are going to police the parking and give fines at least our
nearest and dearest wouldn't be affected.

Berm Parking
Parking on the road is not the answer as it restricts the width of the roadway and with tractors and
boats there just wouldn't be enough room to use the roadway safely, therefore berm parking is
necessary. This is the norm in other beach settlements around New Zealand and should not be
abandoned in Hahei.

Tourist Growth
The parking problems at the northern end of Hahei to the beach carpark are getting worse as more
people are being encouraged to come to the area via tourism initiatives before solving the parking
problems. The upgrade of the Cathedral Cove track means yet more people can now make the trip
by foot. In recent years the council has given permission for a boat to operate at the northern end of
the beach to take people to Cathedral Cove and these same people obviously want to park near the
embarkation point so yet more vehicles are trying to park in the same amount of spaces. Add to this
the current plans to provide a Coastal Walkway and even more people will be encouraged to come
andmeanwhile you suggest that answer is that the owners/ratepayers should be disadvantaged
by not being able to park outside their properties on the berms, which they maintain, for over
six months of the year. This is excessive.
Our Proposal
Hahei Entrance Signage and Visitor Carpark and Hahei Beach Road
The Council is to be commended for providing the parking at the entrance to the village and we believe
this is to be increased in the coming months. More signage to encourage its use for day trippers
to the beach would be helpful, not just those needing a bus to the top of the hill for the Cathedral
Cove walk. Signage could include "Beach Car Park Full. Residents Only Beyond This Point. Day
Visitors Park Here." It is a good idea to have another drop off point for the bus at the shops so that
our commercial operators do not feel they are being ignored. It's not too far to walk from the shops to
the beach. Perhaps a footpath on the northern side of Hahei Beach Road from the shops to the beach
and installing yellow lines on that side would allow for better safety for pedestrians.

Wigmore Crescent Parking
Yes, there is congestion at the Southern end of the beach in Wigmore Crescent for about 10 days of
the year, December 27th to January 4th. This is manageable and acceptable through parking on
the berms. Please do not change the parking bylaws to inconvenience all ratepayers for seven months
of the year. There is possibly a case for yellow lines on one side of the road for safety but this
should not include no parking on the berms.
Annual Review
There needs to be annual review of any decision made by Council regarding the parking in Hahei.
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NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550011.pdf
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Comment.
Mrs Amanda Forsyth (83129)Consultee

amanda_cahill1988@live.comEmail Address

1322D Tairua whitianga roadAddress
Whenuakite
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Amanda Forsyth (83129)Comment by

PC_257Comment ID

10/09/18 02:05Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I work as an air bnb cleaner, if the proposed NO PARKING goes ahead, does that mean I haven't pay
the $10, and then WALK with my cleaning products, linen and other stuff to the place I'm cleaning?
That will not work. I need to be able to park where I do, for as long as I need. I do not live in Hahei so
how do I get a resident parking thingy if I am not technically a resident?

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Peter Smith (83134)Consultee

peterandjanine@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

595 Rangihau RoadAddress
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Peter Smith (83134)Comment by

PC_258Comment ID

07/09/18 02:08Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

OtherSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am opposed to the removal of the free parking on berms and streets of Hahei where it is safe to do
so.

Therefore I am opposed to both options 1 and 2.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5552672.pdf
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Comment.
Toni Butcher (78387)Consultee

gtbutcher@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

761B Purangi RoadAddress
RD, Cooks Beach
Whitianga
3510

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Toni Butcher (78387)Comment by

PC_259Comment ID

10/09/18 02:20Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As a permanent resident of Mercury Bay South, I do not believe either option is viable. As a regular
visitor to Hahei throughout the year I support local businesses, use the community hall, tennis courts,
and visit friends - I should be able to do so in a friendly and relaxed manner, which is part of which
makes Hahei a lovely community. I appreciate that all vehicles need to park sensibly, not block
entrances and exits, and leave room for emergency vehicles but this is perhaps more of an educational
opportunity rather than a draconian yellow road marking throughout beautiful Hahei.

A suggestion based on what successfully happens at Cooks Beach - since the introduction of concrete
footpaths a few years ago it seems that people now park to one side of the verge leaving room for
pedestrians on the footpath. Rather than both groups trying to maneuvere together. This would be
far more visually appealing than yellow lines.

As a rate payer, with a steady number of visitors, I already have to use Pay and Display at Hot Water
Beach so please do not tax us again to go to another beach in our back yard.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Geoff Hick (83067)Consultee

geoffhickbuilders@gmail.comEmail Address

7 Patricia PlaceAddress
Hahei
RD 1, Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Geoff Hick (83067)Comment by

PC_260Comment ID

10/09/18 02:22Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I do not choose either option 1 or 2.

I reject all or any proposed change to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Janine Smith (83135)Consultee

peterandjanine@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

595 Rangihau RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Janine Smith (83135)Comment by

PC_261Comment ID

07/09/18 02:24Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

OtherSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am opposed to option 1 and 2 but agree that areas around the village entrance car park could be
made bigger for overflow of vehicles.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5552671.pdf
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Comment.
Roy Carter (60285)Consultee

roy.hahei@gmail.comEmail Address

5 Tutaritari RoadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Roy Carter (60285)Comment by

PC_262Comment ID

07/09/18 02:26Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Dear Councillors,On reading the statement of proposed parking control bylaw 2014 (HAHEI)

I conclude a group has a resistance to visitors in Hahei over 7 months now and requires the right for
a gated community and a class restriction on the freedom of movement on visitors.I disagree with both
proposals.

I ask the question if the bylaw is changed will the policy be utilised district wide on residences and
visitors on the Coromandel Peninsula communities.

The proposals seems to determine certain specified people can park in a community, have you
addressed the following

> Will the residents in a restricted zone be happy in a gated community and all others classes of
visitors/tourists be concentrated in one area behind a gate and have to pay a gate tax to park for a
visit

> Has the council and Regional Council in the Annual Plan and Long Term Plan have budgeted for
providing public transport for visitors through the zoned communities. The policies planned are for
managed 24hr parking collecting a tax for 7 months. The poor visitors/guests will have to walk one to
two kilometres to their visitor accommodation or friends as there will be NO public transport 24hrs on
demand.

Have you considered policy objective implications.Have you considered the infringements aspect.

+ Book A Batch and Backpacker Tourists, Bed and Breakfast accomodation+ Council Meetings and
weddings at the council owned Hall gatherings if transport provided+ A funeral groups at the Hahei
Memorial Reserve+ Large number of visitors at gala at Kotare park+ Freedom campers outside Hahei
store and the entertainment centre
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The councils statement of proposed by law on car parking; it looks like a policy restriction of movement
on visitors and tourists for 7 months with the winter months allowed for a welcome visit.

The council is the gate keeper under its tourism policies and the proposed options have not addressed
the implications on Coromandel tourism as a friendly welcome.Traffic management should rethink on
better solutions.We do not need

The welcome sign at the gateway to HAHEI

WELCOME RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY
The welcome sign on leaving might call

HAVE YOU PAID YOUR VISITORS TAX

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5552676.PDF
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Comment.
Mrs Jacqui Gillespie (83128)Consultee

jacquit@trifun.co.nzEmail Address

597 Purangi RoadAddress
Cooks Beach
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Jacqui Gillespie (83128)Comment by

PC_264Comment ID

10/09/18 02:58Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I live on Purangi Road so although not a resident of Hahei, I use this as my local beach for swimming
group (8am when there is not congestion at the beach carpark), for beach walks all year (including
winter months when there are very few people around) and in the summer months spending a few
hours on the beach swimming and with friends. With either option proposed, I will no longer have easy
access to the beach although I am a rate payer and a member of the community.

I am seriously concerned about the proposed parking options provided. This is a shortsighted and
narrow assessment of the parking situation if only these two options have come out of whatever
planning has gone into the proposal.

The bad traffic situation at Hahei is not year round and is not 24/7 during peak times. Attempting to fix
the problem with 24/7 and mostly year round (option 2) restrictions is ludicrous. Have proper town
planning and road planning professionals been involved in this process? Have comparisons been
made to other seasonal towns (as opposed to Auckland). I question the qualifications of the planners
to come up with only these two options.

Neither of these two options are acceptable.

Pay and display for peak times (say 10am-5pm) at peak locations over the peak summer period would
be better than the proposal. As a local, I would not have an issue if I did have to pay and display in
peak times at peak parking areas as I would see that as part of the cost of living in the area. Tourists
and other NZ'ers should make payment of the same to contribute to the local cost of maintenance etc.
A decent pay and display fee would encourage people to use the main carpark.
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I have travelled overseas where I have seen the use of remote car park on a regular basis. However,
there is a decent bus/shuttle service that does not cost a fortune that ferries people on a regular basis
to the main destinations. This can not be compared with the 6-8 week service that currently exists.

The white boards need to come out again by appropriately qualified and competent people to come
up with something that is viable in the long term. I am very disappointed by the suggestions from the
council employees and representatives to whom's livelihood we all contribute.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Sarah MacDonald (83022)Consultee

alandsa@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

102D Link RoadAddress
Hahei
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Sarah MacDonald (83022)Comment by

PC_265Comment ID

10/09/18 03:13Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

102D Link Road

Hahei

Re: Hahei Parking Proposal (Change to Bylaw)

Whilst we recognise that parking in Hahei is difficult over summer and increasingly so, we do not feel
all of the issues have been addressed (including campervans, time limits etc) and the options are
limited. We definitely do not support yellow lines, and in the absence of alternatives, have prepared
the following in conditional support of Option 1. Further work should be done however.

In Support of Option 1 (conditional)
This submission is in support of changes to the bylaw for parking at Hahei, Option 1, with free parking
and access to beach for residents provided that the resident catchment area extends beyond the
village itself (with support for the same area as is identified for permit holders at Hot Water Beach, i.e.
Boat Harbour Road/Purangi etc), and includes pay and display areas at any time. By residents we
mean property owners.

Our reasons are that as residents over the summer period we may typically visit Hahei beach three
or more times a day, for walks, supplies and swimming. We are a short drive but long walk from the
beach as are many other ratepayers and beachgoers. Whilst TCDC promotes tourism and Cathedral
Cove in particular, it must balance the needs of its residents and ratepayers and mitigate the effects
for this group. Parking at the carpark at the village entrance is a long way to walk when you’ve popped
down for a five-minute swim at your local beach and is prohibitive for older residents also.
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Though not identified in the options, of particular concern are the campervans that take up spaces and
set up for the duration of a day (at least) leaving no short-term parking for others. Campervans should
be required to park at the entrance carpark or within the campground.

Allen Wilkinson and Sarah MacDonald

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Sinclair and Bev Russ (83139)Consultee

S.BRuss@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

13 Santa Monica PlaceAddress
Auckland
2105

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Sinclair and Bev Russ (83139)Comment by

PC_266Comment ID

07/09/18 03:39Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As owners of a property in Hahei we would like to feedback on the above amendment.

We would like the parking to remain as it is without any amendment. It is part of living in NZ that we
can enjoy our beaches in the summer holiday period and Hahei should be no exception. We cannot
see a problem with visitors to the beach parking on the roadsides/berms as long as they always leave
good access to properties and do not restrict the flow of traffic – perhaps signs to this effect would be
useful. The idea of going to a beach with a young family and having to park so far away (except for
the few lucky early arrivers) would put people off completely. How do the local businesses feel about
the possible down-turn in customers during this period of the year?

We have spoken to quite a few people about this amendment and not one has been in favour. In our
opinion neither of the two options are satisfactory and both have their drawbacks – leave it as it is.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.
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If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550104.pdf
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Comment.
Emeritus Professor David Parry (83137)Consultee

d.parry@massey.ac.nzEmail Address

4 Patricia PlaceAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Emeritus Professor David Parry (83137)Comment by

PC_267Comment ID

10/09/18 03:44Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Whatever system is decided upon will require enforcement. Who will do this and who will pay for it?
We are not convinced that either option will work satisfactorily without penalising or making life for
Hahei ratepayers easier.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.
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Comment.
Mr Chris O'Meeghan (83136)Consultee

cjomeeghan@icloud.comEmail Address

92 Lake CrescentAddress
Hamilton
3204

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Chris O'Meeghan (83136)Comment by

PC_268Comment ID

10/09/18 03:46Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Neither option is attractive to the residents / ratepayers in my opinion. The duration of the limits is too
long - December / January should be sufficient. Who is going to police the limits? The main areas that
need attention is the cathedral cove access, the beach at end of Hahei beach road and to a lesser
extent, whigmore crescent. In order for this restriction to work, it needs to be policed, reasonably
enforced and with a reasonably priced and convenient alternative. This restriction should not be used
as a revenue gathering exercise.

Of the two options, option 1 is the least unpalatable. I am not in favour of option 2. Adequate parking
for people to get to the shops etc needs to be provided.

The Park and Ride is working well and this should be supported better - recover the costs from the
users within reason. A well used slightly cheaper bus is better than an expensive unused bus.

I have heard the Mayor saying the Hahei roads are in gridlock - her officials are telling porkies if that
is what she believes.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr I.W. Carter (79935)Consultee

limousin@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

Hahei Volunteer Fire BrigadeCompany / Organisation

120 Lees RoadAddress
Hahei
WHITIANGA
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Hahei Volunteer Fire Brigade (Mr I.W. Carter - 79935)Comment by

PC_269Comment ID

10/09/18 03:57Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.5Version

Hahei Parking Bylaw Submission.pdf (1)Files

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Please find attached a copy of our "Draft" Submission. As I am unable to get back into the system or
edit our submission, could you please except it as a final submission with the addition .

"We Do not Support either options, but prefer option 1; (Resident Parking only) being the lesser of two
evils if the Parking Control By-law is going ahead."

Regards

Ian CARTER

Chief Fire Officer

Hahei Volunteer Fire Brigade

Fire & Emergency NZ

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

0274779066Telephone
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limousin@xtra.co.nzEmail

I am submitting on behalf of an organisation/company
which is based in the Thames-Coromandel District

Please select the option that best describes
you.

Hahei Parking Bylaw Submission.pdf (1)Upload your attachment here (file limit 4MB)
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Submission Receipt.
Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Hahei Volunteer Fire Brigade (Mr I.W. Carter - 82633)Submission by

PC_Submission ID

21/08/18 3:57 PMResponse Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

DraftStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.1Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We Support option 1; (Resident Parking only) being the lesser of two evils.

As to date their is no plan showing the area of befit / restrictions.

1/ Parking restrictions (Yellow Broken line) outside the Hahei fire station 54 Hahei Beach road, This
means that we legally cannot park out on the fire station or on the berm at 56 Hahei Beach Road. If
their was "residents only" parking in that area most volunteer emergency service personnel have more
than one vehicle per property , so may not be driving a permitted vehicle or reside outside the area of
"Residential parking permits". This would also include St John Ambulance and Hot Water Beach
Lifeguard Services personal.

Solution:Make the berm area outside 54 and 56 Hahei beach road as designated "Emergency Services
Parking" this would help with parking at call outs as well.

2/ Emergency services responding within the area of Residents only parking area ( Not in a Ambulance
or Fire Engine responding to fires [ Parking Control Bylaw 2014, 8.1.e, 11.1a and b]) This is a common
recurrence as backup or support in a volunteer environment like ours. Their is times when we also
required to park in the areas of residential Parking only zones when on lawful non emergency business.

Solution Designate the Fire Station berm and lot 56 Hahei Beach road as Emergency services
parking as per Parking control Bylaw 8.1.e ( Parking areas.)

3/ Exempt Vehicles 11b. This is now out of date and is to specific as fire service and fires. The
organization is now called "Fire and Emergency NZ" (FENZ) and fire engines responding to more
than fires.

Solution; Change the wording in 11.1b to "A Vehicle used by Fire and Emergency NZ for attending
Fire and other emergency's. and in 11.1 add the words "and Resident only parking areas" after the
words " pay and display area."

4/ Volunteer Emergency service personnel carrying out lawful work on behalf of their organizations
Eg, St John, FENZ , Hot Water Beach Life Guards. should not be restricted or penalizes because they
have not got a vehicle displaying a approved Residents parking permit.

Solution; That the local emergency services ( St John , FENZ, and Hot water Beach LGS) managers
apply to TCDC for additional residents parking permits to be displayed in their vehicles as along as
they are active members of their organizations
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YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I am submitting on behalf of an organisation/company
which is based in the Thames-Coromandel District

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Kiwi Dundee Adventures (2018) Ltd John Rich (83138)Consultee

kiwi.dundee@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

Kiwi Dundee Adventures (2018) LtdCompany / Organisation

7 Adams RoadAddress
Thornton Bay RD5
Thames
3575

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Kiwi Dundee Adventures (2018) Ltd (Kiwi Dundee
Adventures (2018) Ltd John Rich - 83138)

Comment by

PC_270Comment ID

10/09/18 04:03Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Kiwi Dundee Adventure Tours is a small exclusive deluxe tour company based on the Coromandel
Peninsula. The company has been providing tours and guiding services across the Coromandel
Peninsula since 1975. Our tours will take you to all of the well-known Coromandel sights, as well as
off the beaten track to discover hidden gems that only locals know about. Experienced and enthusiastic
local guides will give you an insight into local history, geology and wildlife. Discover the stories that
make this region special, the Kauri forests, gold mining history, volcanic geology, birdlife and beautiful
coastal walks and beaches.

Our most popular one-day tour is called "Nature and Coast", which includes Hahei / Cathedral Cove
as one of the destinations, and we bring hundreds of people to Hahei every year. Nearly all of our
clients are from abroad - mostly Americans and British on deluxe holidays. They are mostly also Free
Independent Tourists (FIT's) who contribute sizeably to the local economy.

We operate on the Cathedral Cove Reserve and Te Pari Pa reserve currently under a Department of
Conservation concession, and this year also applied for a TCDC reserve concession. We have received
a letter indicating that the local Community Board recommended approval to Council for this concession
but have not heard anything since.

I wish, in this submission, to point out that either parking option being suggested in this proposed Hahei
control bylaw will severely impact on our business, especially at the end of Pa Road. The Cathedral
Cove Carpark is currently fine for us as using it is covered in the DOC concession, however, we use
Te Pare Pa reserve extensively because it is the best place on this coast to "bring to life" the significant
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Maori history of Te Whanganui-a-Hei. Our international clients are always astounded by the Te Pare
Pa site, its importance to Ngati Hei as a key defense point and its centre of a prosperous village for
hundreds of years. The views are also outstanding and this is regularly identified by our guests as
the highlight of their visit to this area.

We always park at the end of Pa Road to visit Te Pare Pa, and occasionally will also stop beach front
at Hahei.

What I am requesting is to be able to continue to park unimpeded at the end of Pa Road to continue
showing our guests the impressive Te Pare Pa site. I therefore request that Kiwi Dundee Adventures
either be issued with a "residents parking permit" for each of our three vehicles (if this is the option
which is the preferred method of controlling parking), or a space be created large enough to provide two
vans at the end of Pa Road, reserved for vehicles with appropriate concessions (if the "yellow line"
option is the preferred method for controlling parking).

Might I also stress that from April to October there is always plenty of space as the village is very quiet,
and we dont foresee any issues with relaxing any proposed bylaw during this time.

Thanks you for considering my request

John Rich

Director Kiwi Dundee Adventures.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

0274746219Telephone

kiwi.dundee@xtra.co.nzEmail

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

7 Adams Road
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Comment.
Stuart and Judith King (83143)Consultee

judith.stuartking@gmail.comEmail Address

22 Emmerdale DriveAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Stuart and Judith King (83143)Comment by

PC_271Comment ID

06/09/18 20:12Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We are Stuart & Judith King resident at 22 Emmerdale Drive Hahei. We would like to make the
following submission.

1 We support the recent resolution by the Hahei Residents & Ratepayers Assn. that both parking
options proposed by TCDC be rejected. There are a number of matters currently awaiting
decisions. Therefor the Traffic Action Plan approved by the Mercury Bay Community Board in
November 2017 needs to be reviewed/updated once the outcome of key decisions are known.

2 If TCDC do not accept that resolution then we submit as follows:
1 All Hahei properties should get at least 2 permits.
2 The permits should provide for free parking in Hahei Pay & Display car parks
3 The restrictions should apply from 1st December to 28th February each year ( 9.00am to 5.00pm

daily)-to be reviewed annually
1 If a bylaw is implemented, it should provide that the shuttle should not only stop at the store, but

also take people to the beach
2 That TCDC should encourage DOC to implement a daily limit of people walking the track to

Cathedral Cove from Boxing Day (26th December) to say after Waitangi day (6th February). In
our view this could have the effect of pushing more visitors into the shoulder season which would
spread the load so to speak.

3 That there should be parking restrictions outside the general store, the village area behind the
store and the parking area outside the Community Hall & toilet block. i.e. P30. However this
would need to be policed particularly in the December to February permit period.

Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission.
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Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550664.pdf
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Comment.
Jennifer Cook (83144)Consultee

jennifer.cook@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

85 Orchard RoadAddress
Hahei
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Jennifer Cook (83144)Comment by

PC_272Comment ID

06/09/18 20:23Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I oppose both Option 1 and Option 2 as set out in the proposal. Both options would generate a
hostile environment for residents and visitors. Both options would have repercussions which are
unintended and undesirable. Both options would produce an environment which is cumbersome and
unfriendly to all visitors including the many invited visitors, which by evidence of TCDC’s surveys,
appear to be the majority of the visitors over the peak period (i.e. they stay overnight). The reasons
for the proposed bylaw: Representations from HRRA subcommittee on traffic issues. The
Council has been misled by a small part of the committee of the Hahei Beach Residents and
Ratepayers Association: The Council has been encouraged to propose these options by a small
unrepresentative group of three men who are apparently trying to recreate an environment similar to
the one they bought in to years ago. They do not have the support of the majority of the residential
or rate-paying community, as they pretend. Some may support their ideas, but I believe the majority
have pulled away from engagement with HRRA and the traffic issue (if there really is one) because of
the relentless obsessive determination of a few to drive the discussion in their direction. The
questionnaires the HRRA have put out using “Survey Monkey” are invariably presaged by their own
biased assumptions and hence are only ever able to produce biased results. Moreover, the biased
assumptions at the outset of each questionnaire discourages one from filling them out. The options
that are offered within these questionnaires are generally unsatisfactory and can only be addressed
by lengthy comments, which make the response time to the questionnaires lengthy, and which are
ignored by the above-mentioned people who collate the results. This further encourages the low rate
of response. I believe the small group of people which has been making representations to the Mercury
Bay Area Board on this matter is suffering from the bias of its own media bubble. Safety The more
motor vehicles present in restrictive or congested driving areas the slower the vehicles go, and the
proportionally fewer and less significant are the accidents and incidents. The incidence of driver
frustration may increase, but the incidence of risk to health and safety decreases. I believe the traffic
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safety issue is a Trojan horse for those who wish to turn back the clock. Is there a problem?
Commentary from many residents who live in the part of the village near the beach indicates that
parking congestion occurs for a short duration at the height of summer, and somewhat but less so
at holiday weekends. Those parking who were not the commentators own guests were observed to
generally be families with children and equipment to get to the beach. They did not see it generally as
inconsiderate or problematic, (except when camper-vans parked on their verge and expected to stay
overnight). A call to TCDC Customer Services will promptly sort such an issue. Thank you TCDC.
The Bylaw 8. Parking Areas The Council already has sweeping powers to restrict parking. They
could be put to use more deftly, if they were required. 9. RESIDENT ONLY PARKING AREAS Any
terms of this clause can be changed by resolution, without reference to the affected community.9 c)
This gives the Council the right to change the circumstances of resident-only parking at its will. The
powers it confers are far reaching and offer the opportunity for further revenue collection off suburban
streets for which the residents and ratepayers have already paid via their rates or rentals, or which
property developers paid for during the subdivision process over the years.I have no faith in the TCDC
financial controllers to refrain from utilising their ability to charge for residents to park on the berms of
Hahei village, or any other coastal suburb in its jurisdiction. I also see the control and monitoring of
resident’s parking permits as unwieldy and/or costly, which would drive the Council toward charging
for permits.I object to the entire clause. Duration of RestrictionsThe duration of proposed restrictions
and charges on parking are too far-reaching and way in excess of any real need. The proposals for
revenue collection from parking areas point to a desire by Council to reap a financial benefit from its
existing roading assets. However this has the effect of inhibiting the use of the natural environment by
those residents of the TCDC area and beyond who less able to sustain the additional costs, and who
also have already paid or are paying for this asset. AlternativesThere are many alternatives to the
two options presented. Safety can be (and has been in part) addressed by a more deft arrangement
of paths and parking areas near the beach end of Hahei Beach Road and the shops of Hahei. Another
option would be to have restricted parking times in Council and DOC parking areas, which increased
in allowed duration the further they got from the most desirable focal areas, e.g. shops and beach.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

021320666Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5550655.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)
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SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.6Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I was alarmed by the alert my phone received this afternoon with the breaking news "Would you pay
$10 to visit this beach?" Upon further scrutiny I realised the article was about the proposed law changes
in our beloved Hahei. The following is a collection of my thoughts in relation to these changes.

My family have owned a property on Grierson Close since 1986 and it is now where my elderly parents
have chosen to retire and where we all as a now large family come together for holidays and
celebrations. Hahei holds a very special place in all of our hearts and will continue to for generations
to come. The impact tourism has already had on this area is astounding, particularly over the last 10
years. Whilst I understand the attraction of Hahei, there are certainly bylaws that need to be instigated
to retain our piece of paradise and protect it from the perils of tourism.

Firstly, I support the option of only resident/ratepayer parking in the streets/grass verges of
Hahei for the following three reasons;

Firsty, my husband and I have travelled extensively around the world and have often encountered
resident only parking options in the villages and towns of tourist hot- spots. Tourists should be made
to park in the proposed extended car park, use the bus and pay the associated fees.
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In addition, the immense traffic burden from tourists over the holiday period is quite frankly unsafe
around the small roads that surround the village and the beach. The tourists dominate the grass verges
and push the limits on where they park and I am in constant fear for the safety of my young children
when walking to Hahei beach. For example in 2015 my 5yo niece was hit by a reversing boat near the
garage; luckily resulting in no injury. The entire area around the shopping precinct is an accident waiting
to happen over the busy summer period.

Lastly, the yellow lines approach is unfair on residents and visitors will interpret the lines to mean no
parking on the road itself and they will drive up onto the berm thinking it is allowed. There is no ideal
solution and all restrictions will be ignored by some people. This is not a reason to not put resident’s
interests first.

The beachfront car parks should remain free of charge to residents/ratepayers so that residents
can easily use them outside of the peak season. As I mentioned earlier, my parents who are elderly
often drive down to the beach to go for a walk or just to sit and enjoy the beautiful surroundings. They
have done this for the last 30 years, so why should that change with the proposed parking fees. A
simple parking permit for residents/ratepayers would easily solve this issue. Tourists should pay for
parking at the beach just as we pay through the roof at tourist destinations in their countries for parking,
nature parks etc so it's only fair.

Finally, the tourist shuttle bus departing the tourist car park should first stop at the beach and
then go on to Cathedral Cove. The bus should be free to residents and ratepayers of the Mercury
Bay area. Again, this is often the case overseas so it makes perfect sense to me that we follow suit.

I hope that you consider my proposal carefully when making your decision.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5551620.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am a Cooks Beach resident and would like to state my objection over having ANY parking
restrictions in Hahei.

I believe this would spoil the easy going atmosphere both locals and tourists enjoy with no parking
restrictions. They can come and go as they please, park close to the amenities they want to use and
not have to worry about rushing back to the car if their time limit is up. To introduce any kind of
restriction will make like harder for us all, having to find money for parking, park some distance from
facilities and then be worried about what time it was in case your parking ticket runs out.

My view is that this proposal would have a serious impact on businesses in the area, both food and
rental, as people will choose to go to others place that are ‘easier’.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5551722.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)
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SubmittedStatus
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I wish to make a submission on the Council’s proposed change to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 in
relation to Hahei.

Option 1
While I am generally in favour of residents only parking, the provision of only one permit per property
is flabbergasting.

Hahei is a village that is not easily accessible via public transport. Moreover, non-permanent property
owners usually head there to use their bach over summer for an extended period and have a
considerable amount of luggage, etc as a result. This, together with other family joining them for days
at a time, results in many vehicles at each property. While sections can accommodate some off street
parking there is a need for multiple permits per section. The rate payers association has already
sought feedback from the community regarding this issue and approximately 80% of those who took
part indicated at least two permits would be needed.

Option 2
No stopping lines on every street in Hahei is the most ridiculous thing I have ever heard. What other
village, city or town anywhere in the world has no stopping lines EVERYWHERE. In fact, this submission
by the Council is so absurd it is making national headlines in the media including the Herald and Stuff.
It makes me wonder if the Council is taking this issue seriously and in my opinion deserves no further
comment.

General Comments
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1 The parking issues in Hahei only apply for a few streets in particular, namely Grange Road, Hahei
Beach Road and the area immediately surrounding the shops. There is no need for any sort of
restrictions on the streets outside of these areas.

2 I was astounded by a suggestion in the Herald that the Council intend to charge people to use
the carpark at the entrance to the village. So not only will people have to pay to take the bus up
to Cathedral Cove but they will also have to pay to park there. This is the Council taking advantage
of a situation to gain revenue. This carpark should be free to encourage people to park here and
walk no matter where they are headed in the village. On what basis is a charge of $8 to $10 per
vehicle justified?

3 The park and ride shuttle bus needs to run earlier to fully utilise this initiative. People very often
want to walk to Cathedral Cove before the day gets too hot.

4 As a ratepayer in the district I feel insulted at this submission from the Council. Already we pay
rates based on a global approach across the region while ourselves seeing no benefit for these
- no footpath, no sewerage, no water supply. We pay for the library and for rubbish. Now we
are going to have the ability to park outside our property removed as well, either completely or
for all bar one. Come on Council, this is surely not the best you can do?

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5551720.pdf
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(View)
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SubmittedStatus
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Neither proposal is workable both are impossible to implement.Roads (which include the berms),
reserves and the beach belong to us all, no just those in Hahei.Hahei beach is know NZ wide, to park
a kilomotre away is a travesty. These proposals will severely inhibit the future development of Hahei
Village.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

8664842Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5553047.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)
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SubmittedStatus
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

In my opinion, I feel all options offered are of no resolve. As a transport operator in the area, I feel the
status quo needs to remain as it is. Before any more funding is wasted on a "money grab"and destroying
the dynamics of a quaint villiage, other important factors need attention. Like footpaths, streams,toilets,
water supply etc.I also feel using my business name in TCDC Park&Ride & on main road signage is
absolutely despicable & is a take over of my original business concept and have expressed this at
community board meetings, needs addressing. If you wish to use my NZTA registered business name
then you need to pay me, for usage or buy my business out.The proposals offered have an underhand
tone and feel if these options go ahead won't fix anything, just create more mayhem. 'Some changes',
is not taking over the monopoly of the whole villiage. There is enough work there for everybody not
just the select few. Each and every business and tourist will be affected drastically by these options
on offer.This would have been an easy fix, had DOC gone ahead with existing plans, to extend Grange
Road carpark. There is ABSOLUTELY no reason this could not have been done, apart from creating
a transport business for someone else. By creating a carpark 2 extra kms away from where people
need to begin a nature walk from, puts pressure restrictions on what they wish to tote and time
restrictions.I would also like to add the carpark looks fabulously clean and tidy, no pot holes and great
to see ragwort and trees trimmed.Thanks to those involved.TheGrange Rd carparkWELCOME signage
NEEDS to be half the size as this is a HUGE eyesore.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?
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debelle3@xtra.co.nzEmail

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5553817.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)
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SubmittedStatus
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

PROPOSED CHANGE TO PARKING CONTROL BYLAW 2014 AT HAHEI
Thank you for your letter dated 10 August 2018. Our property is at 14 Florence Place, Hahei and we
have owned it since early 1970s.

We support Option 2. We see no need for resident parking permits. all property owners have parking
areas within their properties and issuing resident parking permits is a messy system - ensuring permits
are always visible on a particular vehicle in use at the time.

PA ROAD
We need to point out the very real safety hazards associated with parking on Pa Road over its full
length. This road has now become one that is only suitable for moving traffic (cyclists, cars, towed
vehicles such as boats and tractors - one lane in each direction over its full length to the DOC walkway
and the Pa Reserve.

There is also no pedestrian footpath beyond the bridge on Pa Road. As a result pedestrians often use
the road surface creating health and safety issues.

The pedestrian crossing set up with yellow markings must be replaced with a permanent very visible
pedestrian crossing before someone is involved in a serious accident.

FLORENCE PLACE (OFF PA ROAD)
Florence Place with its vehicle turnaround must be added to the Grange Road no stopping lines. This
short access street with parking becomes reduced to one lane for vehicles and pedestrians. With a
deep drain on one side it is for health and safety reasons inadequate for any street parking over the
holiday periods.
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Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5552670.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)
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SubmittedStatus
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I would like to make a submission AGAINST the proposed parking restrictions bylaw for Hahei.

As a local resident, I OPPOSE BOTH OPTIONS that have been given on the TCDC website.

Please find another solution to the parking/traffic issues that DOES NOT affect our whole community
as badly as I feel the two given options will.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5538278.pdf
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(View)
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SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

The Coromandel Outdoor Language Centre is a small English Language school in Whitianga, that has
been here a long time but still struggles to keep its head above water in a competitive industry, plagued
with compliance.

I a good year we bring close to a million dollars into the local economy, and even in bad years the
amount is considerable. Almost all of it goes out in wages or other costs.

We are very environmentally and community minded, and as examples:

We are just preparing to give 2500 plants to the Taputapuatea Spit restoration group for their up coming
planting,

In the last 2 years we have donated and planted 500 kauris at the Comers Rd fire site,

In the last couple of years we have put more than 600 donated hours into the maintenance of the
Waitaia Loop Track in a partnership with DOC,

And there is much more.
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We recently gave 20 staff hours to some maintenance work with DOC on the ramps at the entrance
to the Cathedral Cove Walkway. This is pertinent because this is where my question lies. Yesterday
we took a group of students there as we often do as part of the activities side of our business, and we
did know that there was likely to be a parking charge brought in there. It was a quick stop and we
were going to be there for an hour and a half. We were charged $15 dollars, for 4 hours, and I certainly
couldn’t find any way to reduce the time frame. It cost me $10 dollars an hour to take my students
there, which may not seem much but as it is not something I can recover, every time I go there, or to
Hot Water Beach for that matter the price comes off my bottom line. I say it is not recoverable because
I can’t justify putting my prices up across the board, because of a few parking fees each month.

As a very popular local attraction I see the reason for the parking fee, but I wonder if there should be
some sort of concession for local businesses who go to there places with our clients on a regular basis.
I am certainly not going there for me, I am taking others to promote our beautiful region.

We bring many people to this region all of whom spend money while they are here. We do a great
job promoting our region. We work tirelessly on environmental and community projects, and yet the
support we get from Council is almost non existent.

I wonder if you would be interested in picking up the baton for us and see if there is any possibility that
as a local business we could either get some concession or relief from what we see as an unfair charge.
If we could pay a one off annual fee and then display a sticker in our sign written vans we would at
least feel that the Council recognised the worth of what we are doing for our district when we promote
these places to our students.

I would be happy to discuss this situation with you further.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5553792.pdf
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I do not agree with the council's proposal regarding the issue of parking in Hahei. Both options, in my
opinion are inappropriate.

TCDC should have forecasted this problem knowing the numbers of tourist that have increased in the
district.

It’s a good idea having the village entrance carpark for the Cathedral Cove traffic and it seems to be
working well, I can see when the walking track from Hahei to Hot Water Beach is completed people
will also use this carpark.

But for the day visitors who come to enjoy Hahei beach they should be able to park by the beach.

1 It is quite a hike to expect people with little children to walk from the village entrance carpark with
bucket/ spades towels umbrella’s & chilly bins. What you might find is people still driving to the
beach stop, drop off the family and unload all their stuff.
1 Which is all good but you will need to provide a loading bay
2 This of course will not stop the congestion of vehicles going to the beach

2 I must admit there is a congestion problem on Hahei Beach Rd but I find that council should have
really catered for this, I may be wrong but I don’t think the size of the original carpark has changed
at all for 20 odd years or more.

3 And now with the Cathedral Cove ferry this has made the parking matters even worse

So the parking issue was always going to happen!
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The problem I have is why does council not provide more parking at the original carpark by going into
the reserve next door this can be extended and still leave enough room to have a grass reserve.

Also more angled carparks can been provided on Hahei Beach Rd maybe just on one side of the road
there is ample room for this on the grassy berm.

I also think there should be footpaths provided for safety.

I do not support option 1 or 2 and I cannot see the reasoning behind having no parking on berms for
all of the streets in Hahei I am strongly opposed to this.

Whangamata, Whitiangi, Tairua, all have angled parking at the beaches people also park on the
berms.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554504.pdf
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I write this submission as a joint property owner in the Hahei area.We have owned our property at 7
Cathedral Court in Hahei since 1997. In the last 21 years we have seen the gradual growth in visitors
to this special part of NZ. This inevitable increase does not bother us or detract the attractiveness of
the area.Whilst we are aware that this increase in volume of visitors causes certain headaches and of
course stretches the resources of this quiet little coastal village, we are however disappointed in the
two proposals that are being considered.Neither one or a combination of the two will in our view fix
the issues. It seems to be an overkill that will drastically change Hahei forever.Last summer we were
embarrassed to see that the Cathedral Cove walk car park was fenced off and completely unused.
Surely the x number of parks up there would have helped to cope with the demand? It is not a very
welcoming look to anyone. We don’t see the need to completely remove the parks for the whole
summer?So point by point our opposition to the two proposals:-1/ The October 1st to 30th April period
for the restrictions is far too long.The main busy period is two to three weeks from Xmas.2/ The park
and ride currently works well and suggest that this is enhanced , fine tuned and grown.3/ yellow lines
on all streets in Hahei not fair to locals and their visitors. An over kill of an idea.4/ 1 parking permit per
house hold is totally unreasonable and unworkable.We have two families involved with our property
and a total of 9 owners via our family trusts who all drive and at times are staying in Hahei. We currently
have no issues with parking in or near our property.( mostly on the berm by the road. It is not possible
to park all the vehicles on our property.5/ Parking on the berms in Hahei should not be made illegal.
This is part of the fabric of Hahei and most sea side villages on the Coromandel and probably NZ wide.
The berm parking is the only way that Hahei can cope with the extra volume of mostly property owners
visitors during the busy time . Removing this would cause more problems.When looking to solve the
perceived parking / traffic problems of Hahei we believe that it very important not to disadvantage
those who have an investment in the area. You need to ensure that ,firstly those who reside full time
in Hahei are looked after and satisfied,then secondly those who have a holiday home needs are
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met.Then thirdly the needs of the visitors to the area.And lastly the needs of the tourist. ( where to park
them?)I.e where do they park the camper vans and buses.The two proposals totally disadvantage the
local property owners and their visitors. This is unacceptable as we have chosen to invest in property
in this area, pay rates to be here and if either of the proposals go ahead we will be limited/ compromised
in the way that we chose to spend our time in Hahei.In our view the congestion in Hahei is not as big
an issue as being made out. The village is very very full for Two to three weeks of the summer and
then it slowly tapers off. During our holiday stay in Hahei we have learnt to share this time and make
certain arrangements to cope . Our kids actually enjoy this busy time of the summer. So how can we
improve things?Increase the size of the carparks. Allow more parking on the grass areas by the beach
parking during the busy times to accomodate more cars.Disallow buses and campers vans down to
the beach front areas.No parking on the street up to the cove carpark . Already in place.Allow berm
parking Install a footpath on one side of Hahei beach road . Suggest extending the footpath on the left
hand side all the way to the beach.Limit the time allowed to park by the shops. Park one hour?Erect
sensible signage for the summer as you drive into Hahei advising visitors of the options and available
parking. And directing certain vehicles such as buses only to the parking area.Look at the concessions
granted and get those who are benefiting to contribute to the movements within Hahei. I.e the water
taxi to Cathedral Cove and the Kayaking ( currently with the water taxi people park close to the beach
and then disappear to the Cove on the water taxi......this encourages people to drive to the beach).
They need to work in with the bus shuttle service.All small campervans should stay only in a designated
area or within the campgrounds We look forward to the Council’s consideration of the opposition to
the two proposals and a sensible outcome that doesn’t disadvantage those with a vested interest.It is
really only a problem for a small part of the year........please don’t over react to try to fix this.........

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554492.pdf
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Comment.
Paul Wilson (83154)Consultee

haheipaul@yahoo.co.nzEmail Address

71 Grange RoadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Paul Wilson (83154)Comment by

PC_283Comment ID

08/09/18 22:24Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Option 1:

This Option is slightly more attractive than Option 2 but may mean more signage and a cost to enforce
this system. As a rate payer in Hahei, I would use the Exemption Sticker for our daily trips to the beach
and visiting friends in the village. But without constant Council enforcement officers on site I can see
local rate payers taking the law into their own hands or new visitors just parking where ever. As I
mentioned already I am concerned that Hahei has far too many signs now, it feels like a military zone
already, and with the amount of signage that will be required it will turn into one big bill board. This
option does not physically provide any extra parking places it just limits the use of existing berms.

Option 2:

This option is a backward step in my mind and means the present parking on the berms from day
visitors would not be able to be utilized at all? And I would ask why? This would exacerbate the problem
even more for no extra value. I don’t see a problem with parking on berms, but it may mean spending
some money and tar sealing and marking out parking places where it is practical to park or to improve
the position of where people park or to guide them to park in a better place. Obviously in places where
parking in not suitable these areas should be zoned no parking with yellow lines, as they are now
already in some places.

My thoughts:
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My thoughts are provide tar sealed angled parking all the way down Hahei Beach road from the
shops to the beach either one side or both, this would provide approximately 60 – 100 parks. These
could be metered or have 2 hour parking limits or not?

Also take out the posts and relocate the BBQ and link the 2 existing beach carparks and create more
angled carparks possibly with a center aisle as well. This could potentially increase the number of
carparks at these 2 car parks by another 100 spaces.

Also expedite the Lees road carpark for the Cathedral Cove visitors.

Change the Cathedral Cove Taxi and the Kayaks so that they meet further back in the village and are
bused to the beach as these 2 businesses can potentially take up most of the present parking.

I feel the Cathedral Cove walkers, and the Kayaks and Water Taxi users are taking up a lot of the
prime beach front parking for the beach goers.

Day trippers, tourists and visitors that come to enjoy Hahei beach are being penalized by permitted
business companies that by the nature of their business are taking up a lot of the beach front car parks.

Option 1 is a band aid solution and does not address the problem of not enough car parks. Option 2
is an over the top knee jerk reaction and will have a negative effect on all residents, tourists and Day
trippers to Hahei beach.

I would suggest create as many extra carparks within the village as you can, mark out and seal suitable
berms, build the Lees road car park ASAP and re look at existing business operating in Hahei to ensure
their activities are not creating most of this problem.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554478.pdf
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Comment.
Ian MacFarlane (83155)Consultee

jane@shanahanslaw.co.nzEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ian MacFarlane (83155)Comment by

PC_284Comment ID

08/09/18 22:31Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I wish to make a submission on the Council’s proposed changes to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014
in relation to Hahei. In a recent letter from the council you had outlined two proposed options, which
I will address individually.

Option 1

While I am generally in favour of a residents only parking option, the provision of only one permit per
property is completely unworkable, leaving us unsure why the council would make such a
recommendation.

Hahei has a high number of non-permanent property owners who usually head there over the summer
for extended periods, and who often have several vehicles. I know that in our situation we see Hahei
as a family focal point over summer, with extended family travelling to Hahei from around the upper
North Island. This results in a number of vehicles on the property and often several parking on the
road/berm. A single permit per property is completely impractical and would have a detrimental impact
on ratepayers and residents.

Another aspect is the this high number of short term rental properties in Hahei, especially during
summer. How would the council see a single permit per property being a workable solution in this
situation? The council will be forever replacing parking permits when renters forget and drive off with
them.
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Our Hahei Rate Payers Association has already sought feedback from the community regarding this
issue and approximately 80% of those who took part indicated at least two permits would be required.

Suggestion: One solution might be for property owners to issue their own parking permits to cover
vehicles linked with their property, much like what a campground does to identify vehicles associated
with people staying with them.

Option 2

I agree that this option would be more visible and potentially easier to comprehend, especially for
foreign travellers. However, no stopping lines on every street in Hahei is the most ridiculous proposal
we have seen to date. I’m not surprised that this made national headlines in the media, not for its
innovative approach but more for the total absurdity of the suggestion. Not really a lot of thought went
into this one…I won’t comment further on this option.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554465.pdf
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Comment.
Helen Walters (83156)Consultee

helenwalt@gmail.comEmail Address

PO Box 74629Address
Auckland
1546

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Helen Walters (83156)Comment by

PC_285Comment ID

08/09/18 22:37Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I strongly oppose and reject either of the options which are proposed to change the Hahei parking
plan bylaw. The occupants of the property have a vehicle each. This equates to multiple vehicles for
the property. Also I have a family who come from Wellington and Australia over the holiday period
including Easter and parking would need to be available for them on the street. The visitors that I
have during the summer season would also need to be able to park on the street. I look forward to
some sensible plan being developed.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554460.pdf
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Comment.
Anna Kym Trapski (83158)Consultee

haheibeach@hotmail.comEmail Address

63 Orchard RoadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Anna Kym Trapski (83158)Comment by

PC_286Comment ID

08/09/18 22:41Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

" I live at 63 Orchard Road. This would affect me, my guests and visitors. I use Hahei Beach as my
closest beach, I go to playgroup and need to park in the village, I have friends in Hahei, I consider my
community to include Hahei, I feel that most of the year the traffic and parking is not an issue, it is an
excessive measure to control an issue I don't see as a problem for more than two months of the year,
It takes rights and freedoms away from residents while not having any data to show that it will control
or manage traffic flows in Hahei, etc I submit that/I think that these two options are not suitable and
I do not support either one of them. The concept of Parking permits only for Hahei Residents excludes
the needs of all the other communities in the area (Cooks Beach, Lees Road, Hotwater Beach,
Whenuakite, Coroglen, Tairua). There are no details provided of how Parking Permits will work, nor
the boundary of the area to be given parking permits and requires such a massive change that I do
not support either option 1 or 2.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554446.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Sarah Leakey (83159)Comment by

PC_288Comment ID

08/09/18 22:50Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Re: Proposals for parking in Hahei

To Whom it may concern,

I write this submission as a joint property owner in the Hahei area.

We have owned our property at 7 Cathedral Court in Hahei since 1997. In the last 21 years we have
seen the gradual growth in visitors to this special part of NZ. This inevitable increase does not bother
us or detract from the attractiveness of the area. Whilst we are aware that this increase in volume of
visitors causes certain headaches and of course stretches the resources of this quiet little coastal
village, it is also very important for the future of Hahei.

I am very disappointed in the two proposals that are being considered. Neither one or a combination
of the two will in my view fix the issues. It seems to be an overkill that will drastically change Hahei
forever.

Last summer I was embarrassed to see that the Cathedral Cove walk car park was fenced off and
completely unused. Surely the x number of parks up there would have helped to cope with the demand?
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It is not a very welcoming look to anyone. I don’t see the need to completely remove the parks for the
whole summer. Why remove parks when having parking available is the issue?

So point by point my opposition to the two proposals:-

1/ The October 1st to 30th April period for the restrictions is far too long. The main busy period is two
to three weeks from Xmas.

2/ The park and ride currently works well and suggest that this is enhanced, fine-tuned and grown.

3/ Yellow lines on all streets in Hahei is not fair to locals and their visitors. An over kill of an idea. 4/ 1
parking permit per house hold is totally unreasonable and unworkable. We have two families

involved with the property and a total of 9 owners via our family trusts who all drive and at times

are staying in Hahei. There is currently have no issues with parking in or near our property.

(mostly on the berm by the road. It is not possible to park all the vehicles on our property. We

also have many visitors and can sleep up to 20.

5/ Parking on the berms in Hahei should not be made illegal. This is part of the fabric of Hahei and
most sea side villages on the Coromandel and probably NZ wide. The berm parking is the only way
that Hahei can cope with the extra volume of mostly property owners visitors during the busy time .
Removing this would cause more problems.

6/ Visitors such as family and friends is very important to the dynamic of a classic kiwi summer, by
adding in such permits and adding yellow lines would be a true disruption to the socialising and
memory making aspects of summer. Our visitors may not want to come visit if they have to pay to
see us, as this adds up over time especially for students and minimum wage earners. This could also
add stresses to our normally relaxing summer escape from the big smoke.

7/ People would be lugging things a long way to get to the beach which could be super stressful also
not ideal for little legs.

8/ The idea of putting in one of these proposals seems very unfair because the people who come in
summer help to keep the community going, they don’t cause any trouble in terms of litter or
disruptions and they just want to enjoy a place that is truly one of the best in the world at

the most carefree and relaxing time they possibly can. Adding paid parking is not the answer. This
isn’t Auckland we shouldn’t handle this problem with an Auckland approach.

When looking to solve the perceived parking/traffic problems of Hahei we believe that it very important
to not disadvantage those who have an investment in the area. You need to ensure that, firstly
those who reside full time in Hahei are looked after and satisfied, then secondly those who have a
holiday home needs are met. Then thirdly the needs of the visitors to the area. And lastly the needs
of the tourist - where to park them? i.e. where do they park the camper vans and buses.

The two proposals totally disadvantage the local property owners and their visitors. This is
unacceptable as we have chosen to invest in property in this area, pay rates to be here and if either
of the proposals go ahead we will be limited/ compromised in the way that we chose to spend our time
in Hahei.
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In our view the congestion in Hahei is not as big an issue as being made out. The village is very
very full for two to three weeks of the summer and then it slowly tapers off. During our holiday stay in
Hahei we have learnt to share this time and make certain arrangements to cope. Our kids actually
enjoy this busy time of the summer.

So how can we improve things?

1/ Increase the size of the carparks. Allow more parking on the grass areas by the beach parking
during the busy times to accommodate more cars.

2/ Disallow buses and campers vans down to the beach front areas.

3/ No parking on the street up to the cove carpark. Already in place. 4/ Allow berm parking.
5/ Install a footpath on one side of Hahei beach road. Suggest extending the footpath on the left
hand side all the way to the beach. This could also extend to making it yellow lined on one side of the
road if this is seen to be a problem or unsafe for pedestrians.

6/ Limit the time allowed to park by the shops, for example could make it park one hour.

7/ Put into place sensible signage for the summer as you drive into Hahei advising visitors of the
options and available parking, and directing certain vehicles such as buses only to the parking area.

8/ Look at the concessions granted and get those who are benefiting to contribute to the
movements within Hahei. i.e. the water taxi to Cathedral Cove and the Kayaking (currently with the
water taxi people park close to the beach and then disappear to the Cove on the water taxi, this would
encourage people to drive to the beach). They need to work in with the bus shuttle service.

9/ All small campervans should stay only in a designated area or within the campgrounds. We look
forward to the Council’s consideration of the opposition to the two proposals and a sensible outcome
that doesn’t disadvantage those with a vested interest. It is really only a problem for a small part
of the year. We want you to hear our voice and please don’t over react to try to fix this, as we would
hate for our kiwi summer to change.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554431.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Deirdre van beynen (83160)Comment by

PC_289Comment ID

08/09/18 22:55Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As a rate payer in Hahei I am appalled at both parking suggestions.The beach and shopping area are
really busy for 3 to 4 weeks of the year.Bearing that in mind why change the parking rules, if visitors
park on grass Berms that technically belong to the council, surely we would welcome these people,
who clearly do not live in the area or perhaps within walking distance to the beach.

Many residents who are elderly or physically unable to walk to the beach also park their cars at the
beach and as they are ratepayers why would they wish to have a sticker on their car or have to pay
for the privilege of going to the beach if they are not using the one car that is designated as a beach
car.

If the council require an income why have they not put a user pay system at the car park at the drop
off point to the cathedral cove walk. make the fee more than it is to park your car, camper van at the
campground to deter those who like to stay and set up a cafe next to their car park.For over 25 years
I have witnessed overnight campers washing their teeth on the curb side, sleeping in their cars, urinating
between the cars and more! Once again leaving it as purely a pick up drop off area is not convenient
for those in wheelchairs and with young babies in strollers , so I believe there is a need to have some
car parks for longer term use at a price.

Some of the local residents are profiting nicely, ten dollars cash per car park. They have long profited
from young families and elderly who want to remain closer to the cathedral cove car park.Its a shame
they are not raising money for the local playgroup or some other deserving charity, maybe its time the
TCDC profited from a well run car park of their own at the cathedral cove car park.

Nobody, ratepayer or otherwise should be paying for the privilege of parking a car to go to Hahei
beach.In Auckland city nobody pays to park their car at Kohi beach, St Heliers Bay beach, and Orakei
Bay beach. Please don’t ruin the set up like they have done at Hot water beach, it’s greedy and so
unnecessary.
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Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554429.pdf
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Comment.
Eden Saunders (83161)Consultee

shmeedinsaunders@gmail.comEmail Address
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Not Supplied
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Eden Saunders (83161)Comment by

PC_290Comment ID

08/09/18 22:58Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I don't agree with either options. Both are doing the bare minimal to make things easier for locals. Try
again thanks

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554417.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name
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PC_291Comment ID

08/09/18 23:00Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I advocate that neither of the two options, (residents only parking OR no stopping lines) be implemented,
and that the status quo be maintained until a more agreeable option be posited. I do support however,
that there be a ban on the large white motor homes from entering the village. These should use the
parking facilities at the entrance to the village. As a local resident I do avoid Hahei Village/Beach
from the end of December to February due to the congestion and crowds. I believe the increase in
tourist numbers is negatively compromising the area for locals, and likely also for the tourists themselves.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554365.pdf
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Comment.
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ray and Sharyn Watson (83162)Comment by

PC_292Comment ID

08/09/18 23:17Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.6Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We wish to make a submission for the change to Parking Control By Law 2014 in Hahei We have
been visiting Hahei for over 40 years. First as holiday makers in the camping facility and then for the
last 20 years holiday home owners. Over the time that has elapsed the visitor numbers have increased
immensely and has now become an acute problem over the height of the summer season with parking
and not enough facilities to satisfy the growing numbers in the village shop area, Grange Road, Beach
Road and the main beach carpark. Visitor numbers are also affecting Wigmore Cres creating parking
congestion as well. All access ways to the beach where there is existing parking has become a huge
problem with more numbers than Hahei is able to cater for. Going forward we feel that the problem
will get worse and the beauty of Hahei with its village like feel and look is going to be spoilt. These
New Zealand gems such as Hahei need to be protected and valued for the future and for the ongoing
pleasure of our children and grandchildren and generations to come. We therefore support Option 1
as positive step forward in overcoming the problem now and in the future.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554361.pdf
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Comment.
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Not Supplied
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Joanne Martin (83163)Comment by

PC_293Comment ID

08/09/18 23:21Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

My thoughts as a marriage celebrant who lives in Whitianga but who frequents Hahei for the purpose
of marrying couples, is that imposing either one of the proposed parking restrictions is going to prove
a nightmare for folk such as myself coming over generally in the summer months, and not to mention
wedding guests. Weddings are expensive enough without wedding vendors having to tack on extra
charges for parking, and what are us Celebrants supposed to do? Lug tables and sound gear km’s
down the road in our high heels? Parking permits will be available, but no extras? Why no extras? I
need to park somewhere when I come over! Could temporary permits not be issued on a daily basis
for persons such as myself? These could be obtained a week/few days prior from council, and placed
on windscreen on the day of the event. This will effect photographers, musicians, chauffeurs also, to
name a few.

It also poses a pain in the rear for regular beach going families. Not everyone has a bach at the beach,
the majority of folk have to lug towels, bags, boogie boards, chilly bins, fishing rods etc etc with them
to enjoy a day at the beach. Its madness to expect a family to have to pay and/or walk for miles to
enjoy a beautiful kiwi summer.

I understand having an allocated parking area and a bus headed up to Cathedral Cove walkway, as
that saves congestion at the top, and I do empathise with property owners plight, but denying people
the right to park as close as they can is madness.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?
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I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554337.pdf
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Comment.
Mrs Svenja Thornber (80009)Consultee

00goldner@gmx.deEmail Address

4b Nicholas AvenueAddress
Whitianga
3510

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Svenja Thornber (80009)Comment by

PC_294Comment ID

08/09/18 23:23Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.6Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I had a look at option 1 and 2 and I’m against both of them. There has to be a better option. I live in
Whitianga and quite often visit Hahei. This can’t be the best solution!

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554325.pdf
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Comment.
Helen Syron (83165)Consultee

hsyron@gmail.comEmail Address

27 Awatea RoadAddress
Auckland
1052

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Helen Syron (83165)Comment by

PC_295Comment ID

07/09/18 23:53Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Please accept this email as my submission on the proposed changes to the Parking Control Bylaw
2014, as presented for consultation in the letter (the Letter) from the Thames-Coromandel District
Council, (TCDC) dated 10 August 2018. I object to both the "proposed bylaw amendment" and the
"two key options" presented in the Letter on the following grounds: A. The Process is Flawed 1.
Failure of the HRRA and MBCB to Provide an Analysis of the Alleged Problem. The Letter fails
to articulate what the problem is that the "two key options" are supposed to solve. "Unrestricted visitor
parking" is not a problem; it is a description of a parking arrangement. Neither the HRRA nor the
MBCB have ever undertaken an empirical study of parking capacity at Hahei Beach. Therefore, given
that the alleged "parking issues" have not been measured, nor any of the alleged "parking issues"
articulated in the Letter, I believe insufficient information has been provided to respondents to make
an informed submission on the "two key options." 2. The Wording of the Proposed New Bylaw Is
Not the Same as either of the "TwoKeyOptions" Being Presented for ConsultationRespondents
are being asked to "provide feedback" on "two key options." but the wording of the proposed new
bylaw is not the same as what is presented under either of the "two key options." The wording of the
proposed new bylaw is more wide-ranging and considerably less specific than the "two key options"
being consulted on. Consequently, the wording of the proposed new bylaw would allow the TCDC to
implement any variation of Option One or Two, yet any variation will not be what people were asked
to provide feedback on. 3. The "key options" do not include a free-of-charge option The options
offered for consultation do not include a free-of-charge solution to address the alleged parking problems.
Because the TCDC has decided to impose paid parking for all TCDC-controlled carparks in Hahei,
adopting either of the "two key options" will impose a charge on people who park at Hahei, who do not
have access to off-street parking or do not qualify for the residents parking benefit, as they will be
forced to pay for parking in TCDC-controlled parking areas. I believe charging people for access to
their beaches is undesirable. Therefore, if parking capacity is truly under-supplied, the option of free,
time-restricted parking at identifiable peak times should also be considered for all car parking areas.
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For example, allowing people to park for 120 minutes on Hahei streets and at the beachfront, at
identifiable peak parking times, with all-day parking available at the Village Entry Carpark for visitors
who need to park for longer, would allow people access to their beaches without charge. While I believe
it is desirable to provide people free access to their beaches, I also believe it to be required under
Section 26 of the Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011. B. Submission on the Two
Key Options 7. Option One - Residents Only Parking I object to this proposal on the following
grounds: a) residents-only parking provides a private benefit of public property to a select few people,
for no identified reason. "Parking issues" and "unrestricted visitor parking" are not explanations of a
problem. b) prohibiting non-residents from parking on public streets will require signs on all streets to
tell these people they are banned from parking on public roadsides in Hahei, for no identified reason.
I believe both the signs and their message will negatively impact the current relaxed, beachside
environment of Hahei. c) The effect of adopting this option, combined with the imposition of paid parking
at all TCDC-controlled parking areas, will be to charge people, who do not qualify for the residents
parking benefit, for access to their beaches. I believe this to be both undesirable and contrary to Section
26 of the Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011. d) This option does not solve the root
cause the alleged parking problem. If there is a parking issue, I believe it is because Hahei is the
parking lot for visitors to Cathedral Cove and insufficient parking has been provided to cater for these
people. Reducing the supply of public parking will not resolve an under supply of parking for these
people. 8. Option Two - No Stopping Lines I object to this proposal on the following grounds: a) No
Stopping Lines effectively confiscates usable public land for no identified reason. "Parking issues"
and "unrestricted visitor parking" are not explanations of a problem. b) No Stopping Lines will visually
pollute the current relaxed appearance of the roads of Hahei. c) The effect of adopting this option,
combined with the imposition of paid parking at all TCDC-controlled parking areas, will be to charge
people, who do not have available off-street parking, for access to their beaches. I believe this to be
both undesirable and contrary to Section 26 of the Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011.
d) This option does not solve the root cause the alleged parking problem. If there is a parking issue,
I believe it is because Hahei is the parking lot for visitors to Cathedral Cove and insufficient parking
has been provided to cater for these people. Reducing the supply of public parking will not resolve
an under supply of parking for these people. Thank you for inviting me to submit my views on the
"two key options" and the wording of the proposed change to the Parking Bylaw 2014.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554195.pdf
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Comment.
Brett and Pamela Harries (83166)Consultee

brett.harries@stantec.comEmail Address

17 Wigmore CresAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Brett and Pamela Harries (83166)Comment by

PC_296Comment ID

07/09/18 23:58Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Thank you for the opportunity to submit on the two proposed parking changes for Hahei.

My wife and I are property owners in Hahei. The prime reason we invested in Hahei was because of
its attraction as a beautiful, quaint, somewhat rustic coastal village. While we accept that there are
many other people who want to visit Hahei especially during the summer peak, it is critically important
to us, and every other Hahei property owner / resident that I’ve spoken to on this subject, that Hahei’s
essential coastal village character remains intact and of paramount consideration.

Given:

1 the huge and rapidly growing number of visitors that are already coming to Hahei / Cathedral
Cove;

2 the growing implications this is having on parking demand / supply, and traffic management within
the village; and

3 the complexities associated with traffic and parking systems, (and especially the ease with which
unintended consequences can completely overwhelm the best intentions);

it is very clear that maintaining Hahei’s essential coastal village character presents a considerable
challenge for us all. However, this must be the vision that leads every decision to bemade in responding
to Hahei’s traffic and parking issues.

In this regard, my 36 years as a practising specialist traffic engineer has taught me time and again
that the most dangerous response to such a challenge is a knee-jerk response that is taken largely in
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isolation, and outside of the context of a clear vision, strategy and action plan to address the challenges.
I am aware that the Hahei Beach Ratepayers Association (HBRPA) has a strategy, and has done a
lot of this work in association with TCDC staff to produce an action plan, but this is not referred to at
all in the presentation of the current two options.

In terms of the options that are presented, my responses are as follows:

Option 1 – Resident Parking only
The concept behind this option may have some merit, but only if it fits within the context of an overall
Action Plan. For examples, its implementation must be considered against factors such as:

1 whether there will be adequate capacity within the enlarged Village Entrance Carpark to cope
with existing demands plus beach visitor demands that will be displaced by the presumably more
expensive paid parking at the beach carparks; plus residentially-based visitors. This is a critical
issue that strongly suggests that a more cautious, structured approach to this option will be
necessary.

2 Parking charges (if any) within the Village Entrance Carpark must be very carefully determined
to achieve what is being sought without creating unintended consequences. Visitors must see
parking in that carpark as an attractive option that they are happy and keen to utilise in preference
to parking elsewhere.

3 the walking connections between all areas within Hahei, (and most especially between the Village
Entrance Carpark and the beach), must be made much more apparent, safe and all-weather.
Creating a more walkable village where walkability is meaningfully and overtly achieved is the
Yan to the parking control Yin.

4 With residentially-based visitors being required to park in the Village Entrance Carpark, this will
introduce much more overnight parking there than currently occurs, which may have some
implications in terms of lighting, vehicle security, CPTED, etc. I haven’t heard or read of any
consideration of this point to date.

5 Consideration will need to be given to how the scheme is signed and enforced i.e. doing so
without impacting on the vision of retaining a Coastal Village character

6 Further consideration will need to be given as to whether one or two permits are provided per
residence. I would think that it must be two per residence, not one.

7 It is agreed that parking on berms should not be permitted, particularly as berm areas will become
muchmore valuable for inclusion into the associated strategy of achieving significantly enhanced
walkability within the village.

8 If the parking permit option is adopted, then it should be on the basis that resident parking permits
can be used for parking in one of the beach carparks. There are many residents in Hahei who
live quite a way from the beach, and/or who are too infirm to walk any distance, but who should
be able to go down for a swim when they need to. Perhaps an option in this regard is to better
form the reserve area to the east of the existing beachfront carpark (i.e which has access from
Harsant Ave and is where the kayak business operates from), and use at least part of this area
as a free resident permit parking area.

Option 2 – No Stopping Lines
It seems to me that this option has been put up as a straw-man option, as I can’t imagine that anyone
would take it seriously. Aside from the fact that yellow no parking lines throughout Hahei would be
completely incongruous with the vision of retaining a Coastal Village character; it’s probably also
unlikely to be achievable without the development of even more parking capacity within the Village
Entrance Carpark or elsewhere. This is certainly a sledgehammer response that lacks strategic context
to the issues that it purports to address.

While I understand that political and regulatory processes are slow and need to be initiated in a timely
manner, it is more important that decisions are made with proper regard to an overall strategy. I would
therefore strongly recommend that before pushing ahead with either of Options 1 or 2, that there is a
pause so that the HBRPA / TCDC Action plan can be reconsidered (and if necessary refined), so that
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TCDC is working within an agreed, structured approach. Nobody wants reactive responses to individual
issues to start wagging the dog.

Thank you for considering this submission. I would be happy to elaborate on any of the above as may
be required.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

021966077Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554191.pdf
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Comment.
Andrew Stevens (83167)Consultee

awateaproj@gmail.comEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Andrew Stevens (83167)Comment by

PC_297Comment ID

08/09/18 00:03Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I very strongly oppose the proposed changes to Parking Control Bylaw 2014 and reject both of the
options specifically in relation to Hahei village on the following grounds.

1. Changes to the Bylaw.

The changes to the Bylaw will allow the council to restrict parking on any street anywhere within the
Thames Coromandel district at any time when no parking issues have been identified. This is completely
unnecessary and all parking restrictions need to be considered on a case by case basis with the
affected parties properly consulted after appropriate data has been collected and analysed.

Although the Mayor is on record as saying that no parking charges will be introduced without thorough
consultation with affected residents this Bylaw change does not include this as a requirement. It is also
noted that the TCDC has not consulted with Hahei residents in respect of paid parking and council
staff advise that no consultation process is required.

2. Specific changes to Hahei.

Both of the proposals has the effect of eliminating free access to Hahei beach for visitors and some
residents. Free access to our beaches is an extremely important right that all New Zealanders currently
enjoy and one that our council should be seeking to protect not destroy.

It is despicable that the council would attempt to remove this long enjoyed practice.

Hahei is a summer holiday destination for many New Zealanders and as such is relatively crowded
over the summer school holidays. The property owners in Hahei understand this and accept it as part
of a owning and enjoying property at this lovely beach.

Hahei property owners know they are fortunate to own property in Hahei but readily accept that they
do not own the beach and cannot and should not restrict access.
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The council should focus its attention on helping New Zealanders to enjoy their beautiful coast line
rather than seeing it as an opportunity to raise money.

If there is an issue with parking at Hahei, then it only relates to visitors to Cathedral Cove. This has
been successfully managed with expansion of the visitors entry carpark and shuttle service. Further
development of parking options for Cathedral Cove visitors along Lees Road will ensure Hahei beach
is accessible to beach goers.

It is clear that the TCDC's only motivation is to raise money from the village entry carpark but restricting
free access to Hahei beach is a far a too high a price to pay.

The use of free time restricted parking and paid longer term parking is successfully used in all other
busy tourist destinations in New Zealand. Why does the TCDC believe that these cannot work in the
Coromandel?

I would like to remind the council that it is their obligation to provide great living places for their
communities not to destroy much loved and long enjoyed free activities.

I recommend the council reconsiders how a perceived need to fund the maintenance of a carpark has
lead it to become the only council in New Zealand to destroy free access to our beaches. Is this really
in anyone's best interest?

I believe that council should reject this Bylaw change and undertake a proper consultation process
concerning all parking charges and restrictions in Hahei village.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554151.pdf
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Comment.
Kristy Hood (83168)Consultee

steve.kirstyh@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

18 Entrican AveAddress
Remuera
Auckland
1050

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Kristy Hood (83168)Comment by

PC_298Comment ID

08/09/18 00:09Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.6Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am a bach owner and have been since 2002. I have been lucky enough to spend about 8 weeks in
Hahei each year throughout the year. My children have grown up holidaying in Hahei and it is hoped
that the bach will be passed down to my children and their children in years to come. Our place is
next to the campsite on Harsant Avenue and we are lucky that it is a flat, site. The site during the
holidays has been transformed into cricket pitches, rugby fields, volleyball and badminton courts,
children's play ground, gymnastic arena and campsite. My children are now older and the oldest two
have cars, so it is not unusual for us to have 4 vehicles down at any one time. If what you are proposing
to have only one permit per rate, we are going to have a problem. Clearly we can pile the vehicles
onto the section, what they happens to the fun backyard we have always know and is 'typical for a
Kiwi bach'. Also I am concerned about visitors using the house, how does that work for them.

I also feel that the village feel needs to be kept intact as much as it can I would not like to see formal
lines marked out one berms where designation of parking is regimented. I know that something needs
to be done, people who visit Cathedral Cove don't necessarily then visit Hahei beach, these I think are
possibly different groups and different strategies need to be put in place to to accommodate each.
We grew up walking to the beach with a small family, I do hope that these opportunities are not taken
away from families in the future.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?
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Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554136.pdf
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Comment.
R J, R M and J K Lloyd (83169)Consultee

ngairene.c@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

8 Cathedral CourtAddress
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

R J, R M and J K Lloyd (83169)Comment by

PC_299Comment ID

08/09/18 00:20Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

OtherSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We are totally opposed to options 1 and 2 of the proposed Hahei parking changes.
Every council in New Zealand provides footpaths curbs and channeling with underground drainage.
We are a tourist destination town which is encouraging park and ride and walking with promoted walking
tracks, how any more surveys and meet the locals meetings need to take place before we see
meaningful progress to provide safe passage for pedestrians who have to walk on the road. Increased
use of electric cars will only cause added problems. Council own berms should be utilised for
parking.We live in Cathedral Court opposite the shops and if cars are not allowed to park on the
berm, vehicles that park legally on the road prevent other vehicle access. see attached photos.

The council has a duty of care to provide safe walking access for all pedestrians. That includes small
children on bicycles, mums with pushchairs and the elderly. Hahei Holiday Park guests use the roads
all around the village as pedestrians.

Hahei has narrow roads and super wide berm areas to utilise eg: footpaths from Dawn avenue down
Hahei Beach road to Hahei Beach, Harsant Avenue to the main camping ground. Also angle parking
would utilise the the land available.

If the Hahei Beach front car park was sealed and extended (as was proposed some years ago) in
conjunction with the present Park and Ride car park impending improvements, this would go a long
way to solving some of the parking problems. Temporary use of the reserves grass area would provide
extra parking.

The problem is over a short period of time 25th December to Anniversary weekend and fine and sunny
weekends in February.

Enforcement fines and parking fees will result in a lot of angry locals, rural families coming to the beach
for the day and tourists alike.
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Restrictions to campervan parking in the Hahei Beach car park and on the berms should be put in
place to alleviate some of the parking problems and danger to pedestrians. We suggest that they have
designated parking in the park and ride car park.

Fencing off the Grange Road car park in the busy period form 1 October to 31st March looks like a
commercial building site which is not in keeping with magnificent views, not to mention the sunset and
sunrise photo opportunities. A charged parking fee all year round would be to the councils benefit.

We are convinced if the council use the and current park and ride resources available, the short to
medium term needs would be met without draconiun parking proposals being required.

NOTE: See original submission for attachment.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554129.pdf http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554130.pdf
http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554131.pdf http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554132.pdf
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Comment.
Norman John Wallace (83170)Consultee

16 Harsant AveAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Norman John Wallace (83170)Comment by

PC_300Comment ID

08/09/18 00:38Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

OtherSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

You are going about this the wrong way. Roads are dangerously narrow maybe even illegal: no
footpaths, no kerb or channeling.Berm is twice as wide as the road and you are proposing to totally
ban the use of this except to mow the grass.I know as I only have a mobility scooter and never leave
my house except to go to the library one a weekI have never heard of the Hahei R & R Association
and I am a long time resident.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554094.pdf http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554095.pdf
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Comment.
Mike and Maree Franklin (83171)Consultee

mikeandmaree56@gmail.comEmail Address

1095 Purangi RoadAddress
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mike and Maree Franklin (83171)Comment by

PC_301Comment ID

08/09/18 00:47Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Where is the logic? Outside tourists are the problem not tcDC ratepayers. Why should we have
to park up to over a kilometer away if we want to visit friends for dinner. Give all rate payers a radio
frequency I d car sticker if you want to persue this path. This is just a money grabbing exercise $10 a
day in a 400 car park that could have many more cars than that parking in a day to help pay for the
car park is a bit of an understatement!!. This all beggers belief. You seem to have become hell bent
on destroying the NZ way of life.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5553914.pdf
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Comment.
Mark and Pauline Walynetz (83172)Consultee

tribeca@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

83 Pa RoadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mark and Pauline Walynetz (83172)Comment by

PC_302Comment ID

08/09/18 00:57Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.7Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am a hahei resident and live at 83 Pa rd. My opinion is, as you know, to bring in pay and display in
firstly the beachfront car park and if possible some of the other areas not sure if the reserve areas you
can do that but maybe just in summer. Along beach road would also be good too. $4.00 per hour is
fair unless 5 min parking in front of shop for quick shopping. It works great in Hot Water Beach just try
to get the machines to work 90% of the time and enforce it!! Write tickets and put more larger no
freedom camping signs up. Then upgrade toilets at beach , playground hall area and anywhere else
that you can hook into mains sewers. The parking revenue will pay for this and yes all year round
charge for parking not just summer.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

0274901776Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5553867.pdf http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554740.pdf
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Comment.
Vicky Muston (83173)Consultee

Jonmuston@outlook.comEmail Address

37 Kapowai RoadAddress
Coroglen
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Vicky Muston (83173)Comment by

PC_303Comment ID

07/09/18 01:02Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As a frequent visitor to Hahei (having holidayed at the comping ground previously for 25 years) and a
resident and TCDC ratepayer nearby (Coroglen) I have a very real interest in the proposed changes.
Additionally I have a large number of friends and family who holiday at Hahei on a regular basis. There
are a number of considerations I would like to raise and I fully expect that some of these may have
already been discussed.

1 During the high season the parking available for local businesses does not cater to the demand,
eg the shops, dairy, restaurants, camping ground. All these businesses rely on the busy summer
trade, and restricting parking will have a detrimental effect on their businesses. Currently street
parking is used extensively around all these businesses.

2 Regular users of the beach area are not all cashed up tourists. Forcing all visitors to Hahei to
pay for parking in designated carparks will make the beach area very elite and attractive to tourists
only. Frommy own position, Hahei was the reason wemoved to the area, but we live in Coroglen.
To say it will be disappointing to be excluded from using this amazing beach because of parking
is an understatement. Additionallly it would be difficult to visit friends and family at Hahei over
summer. These activities are fundamental to the kiwi lifestyle.

3 Would consideration for parking permits be entertained for local vicinity residents other than
Hahei residents, also for business suppliers and Hahei employees.

4 The summer busy season is also Christmas, a time when people with holiday homes often have
friends and family visiting and staying and also a time when as a nation we entertain in a big way
eg Christmas celebrations, bbqs etc. Will these new restrictions mean people have to park
outside the village and pay to visit friends – very discouraging and in some cases preventive.
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I fully accept some changes need to be made, but surely a less severe first step should be trialled.

A suggestion would be to increase signage to the out of village parking area, encouraging use of this
area.

Mark the high danger areas of road as no parking.

Provide marked angle parking on one side of appropriate roads, maximising the use off space most
efficiently.

Allow parking permits to be applied for by: - delivery vans, employees, TDC ratepayers, local residents.

I look forward to seeing the results, and hope my thoughts will be taken into consideration.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

021558966Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5553833.pdf
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Comment.
Cameron Leakey (83174)Consultee

cam.leakey@gmail.comEmail Address

7 Cathedral CourtAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Cameron Leakey (83174)Comment by

PC_304Comment ID

09/09/18 01:21Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I write this submission as a joint property owner in the Hahei area. We have owned our property at 7
Cathedral Court in Hahei since 1997. In the last 21 years we have seen the gradual growth in visitors
to this special part of New Zealand, this inevitable increase does not bother us or detract the
attractiveness of the area.

Whilst I am aware that this increase in volume of visitors causes certain headaches and of course
stretches the resources of our quiet little coastal village, I am however disappointed in the two proposals
that are being considered for On Street Parking in Hahei. Neither proposals will fix the supposed
parking issues and it seems to be an overkill that will drastically change Hahei forever.

So point by point my opposition to the two proposals:

1/ The October 1st to 30th April period for the restrictions is far too long. The parking is only very busy
around the christmas period for about two weeks.

2/ The park and ride currently works well and I suggest that this is enhanced and promoted to be used.

3/ Yellow lines on all streets in Hahei not fair to locals and their visitors. This is a complete overkill for
the current situation and one that will anger many ratepayers.
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4/ Only allowing one parking permit per house hold is totally unreasonable and unworkable.

We have two families involved with our property and a total of 9 owners via our family trusts who all
drive and at times are staying in Hahei. We currently have no issues with parking on the street by the
property and all of the homeowners within the street are able to find parking with no issue. Even when
there are visitors parking on the street, they do not interfere with our ability to park.

5/ Parking on the berms in Hahei should not be made illegal. It is a necessary part of owning a property
in a beachside community. The berm parking is the only way that Hahei can cope with the extra volume
of mostly property owners visitors during the busy time . Removing this would cause more problems.

When looking to solve the perceived parking / traffic problems of Hahei I believe that it very important
not to disadvantage those who have an investment in the area. You need to ensure that, firstly those
who reside full time in Hahei are looked after and satisfied, then secondly those who have a holiday
home needs are met. Then thirdly the needs of the visitors to the area and lastly the needs of the
tourist. The two proposals totally disadvantage the local property owners and their visitors. This is
unacceptable as I have chosen to invest in property in this area, pay rates to be here and I believe
that the majority of the community will not support these proposals.

I look forward to the Council’s consideration of the community’s response to the two proposals and
hope you will see that this is a complete overkill to a limited problem. I expect to see that my rates are
contributing to sensible outcomes that do not disadvantage those who wish to spend time in Hahei
and support our community by spending money in our establishments, promoting our village and
enjoying their time in our place.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554576.pdf
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Comment.
Annette Brown (83177)Consultee

dbbrown@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

78 Cameron StreetAddress
Auckland
1061

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Annette Brown (83177)Comment by

PC_305Comment ID

10/09/18 01:27Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I strongly oppose the proposal to amend the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 and I am opposed
to Options 1 and 2 provided to introduce parking controls in Hahei.

The paper prepared by the Principal Planner and the Policy & Planning Manager (Amendments to
the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 – Hahei) submitted to Thames- Coromandel District Council on 6
June 2018 indicated a cautious approach and ‘do nothing’ as the most appropriate response at this
time.

I am a non-resident ratepayer on Link Road/Hahei Beach Road who was born and grew up in Hahei,
as was my father and his father. I object to any form of parking restrictions imposed on ourselves and
the public in general who in the past have enjoyed our beautiful beach and just want to continue to do
so. We are effectively being shut out from visiting Hahei and being made to feel we are not welcome
as is anyone else who wants to visit from nearby. Hahei should not yet be compared to overseas
hotspots when only coping with a peak busy period and congestion over Christmas, New Year and
school holidays/long weekends which is no different to anywhere else in the summer. This is not the
major problem that Hahei Residents and Ratepayers Association (HRRA) are claiming and definitely
does not warrant rushing restrictions without assessing properly. Restricting access is not going to
solve any problem and smarter solutions need to be put in place.

The HRRAwere unhappy with the ‘do nothing’ recommendation from the report submitted and pushed
forward their views and recommendations to get TCDC to put forward the proposal to amend the
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Bylaw. The HRRA are a non-elected body comprising of a small number of residents who claim they
are committed to a consensus driven democratic approach to the development of better tourist
management to find an interim solution to the challenges faced. I did not vote for anyone on the
HRRA nor do I wish them to represent me on these perceived issues. I believe it is misrepresentation
for them to hold themselves out as being the main voice of the Hahei community in general.

The initial interim short term traffic management plan was only put together by the HRRA with little
input from the community and this was done in November 2017 followed by a meaningless ‘survey
monkey’ traffic survey worded to get feedback on HRRA views alone. When challenged the response
from HRRA was:

1 Unfortunately Hahei has become an international tourist destination and we have no choice but
manage the rapidly increasing visitor numbers that are pouring into our little piece of paradise.

Rather than focussing on traffic management, this committee want to retain Hahei for themselves,
preserve their property investment and as mentioned numerous times in newsletters ‘to reclaim some
degree of peace’ and as soon as possible.

Traffic data has only been collected at the peak times such as 30 December or 4 January. These being
the peak times for all holiday spots around the country especially on the Coromandel Peninsula. No
substantive follow up data has been gathered for the rest of the year and if it had been, I believe it
would show quite a different picture. The Grange Road

carpark did not become drop off only until January this year and mainly because the people of Grange
Road did not appreciate so many cars driving up a public road and disturbing their peace and quiet.

Consideration needs to be given to those who live outside the ‘village’ and in the general Coromandel
Peninsula/Hauraki area. Not all ‘visitors’ are overseas tourists visiting Cathedral Cove, which was
widely promoted by the previous Mayor in his quest for it to become a ‘great walk’. The beach is a
public amenity for general enjoyment and not just for the benefit of a minority of residents who happen
to own a Bach there. Making the ‘village’ resident permit only and/or extensive year round no-parking
is effectively excluding people from enjoying the usual family beach holiday at our safe and beautiful
part of the Coromandel.

The ‘village’ carpark was designed for use with the Cathedral Cove shuttle and not for families to park
and then walk over a kilometre with children and beach gear. To maximise use of the ‘village’ visitor
car park it should be free to provide parking and not be seen as a way to generate significant revenue
from visitors/tourists. The issue of traffic management seems to now be seen as a way to generate
revenue and a total over reaction for a very small part of the year over the peak summer period. The
government and councils need to look at smarter ways to collect some form of revenue from overseas
tourists visiting our ‘free to visit parks and natural attractions’. This is not for the Council and HRRA to
do under the guise of traffic management. Parking has worked with some enforcement on first come
first served basis until now to cope with the peak period. A free ‘village’ entry carpark will then also
help at peak times.

My submission agrees with the council report Amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw – Hahei dated
6 June 2018 of ‘do nothing’ and retain the status quo as the correct response to the seasonal
congestion/possible safety issue. I urge the Council to take notice and ‘do nothing’ as the appropriate
response at this time, instead of listening to a small special interest group who have manoeuvred
themselves into a position of power and who want to limit the number of people driving into Hahei over
the Christmas period.

Thank you for accepting my submission.
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Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554579.pdf
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Comment.
Susan Bower (83178)Consultee

susanbower@outlook.comEmail Address

595 Boat Harbour RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Susan Bower (83178)Comment by

PC_306Comment ID

09/09/18 01:32Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I strongly oppose the policy of introducing parking charges in Hahei or indeed throughout the
Coromandel area.

The main busy period for visitors is the “Christmas/New Year” NZ school holiday period and perhaps
signs erected to discourage people from parking blocking resident’s driveway etc would help solve
that problem.

I think the Council, Government and local businesses should instead be thinking of additional ways
(eg perhaps more festivals and events) whereby we can encourage more people and families to visit
the area throughout the year as this generates much needed income which in the end benefits the
local businesses and the Coromandel economy in general. At the moment, many local businesses
rely on busy tourism in the summer to survive the quiet winter period.

I think imposing charges and restrictions of any kind would send the wrong message to visitors and
their families and, ultimately in the long term will deter them from visiting or returning to the area for
their holidays.
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Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554582.pdf
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Comment.
Lyn Way (83180)Consultee

randmway@kinect.co.nzEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Lyn Way (83180)Comment by

PC_307Comment ID

10/09/18 02:24Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Regarding The parking at Hahei I reject both options 1and 2

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554600.pdf
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Comment.
Ms Tonia Calderwood (83106)Consultee

tonia.calderwood@dga.nzEmail Address

19 Lochiel RoadAddress
Remuera
Aucjkland
1050

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ms Tonia Calderwood (83106)Comment by

PC_308Comment ID

10/09/18 02:28Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.7Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am a rate payer in Hahei and am very much against both the parking options presented by TCDC.

As a resident in Hahei over the summer months I am well aware of the parking issues but putting up
signs, painting yellow lines all over the road is not the answer. Hahei is a beachside town in the
Coromandel not inner city Auckland and it’s character needs to be preserved. Both options are untenable
and what I would suggest a knee jerk reaction to the increased crowds. The problem really only occurs
for January and February and so maybe a way of physically policing the parking would be a better
option. Have a notice that you cant park on the berms during thesemonths and have someone employed
for January and February managing the berms if that is deemed necessary.

The problem is the numbers visiting Cathedral Cove and so managing the numbers that can walk on
the track would be a wise first step.

I think it is important to still have a positive visitor experience when tourists visit NZ but having a charge
would be a better way of managing the numbers that visit this little piece of paradise.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.
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If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554627.pdf
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Submission to proposed BY Law changes relating to Hahei Parking issues. 

Tonia Calderwood 

108 Pa Road  

Hahei, 

Dear Sir/Madam 

I am a rate payer in Hahei and am very much against both the parking options presented by TCDC. 

As a resident in Hahei over the summer months I am well aware of the parking issues but putting up 
signs, painting yellow lines all over the road is not the answer. Hahei is a beachside town in the 
Coromandel not inner city Auckland and it’s character needs to be preserved. Both options are 
untenable and what I would suggest a knee jerk reaction to the increased crowds. The problem 
really only occurs for January and February and so maybe a way of physically policing the parking 
would be a better option. Have a notice that you cant park on the berms during these months and 
have someone employed for January and February managing the berms if that is deemed necessary.  

The problem is the numbers visiting Cathedral Cove and so managing the numbers that can walk on 
the track would be a wise first step. 

 

I think it is important to still have a positive visitor experience when tourists visit NZ but having a 
charge would be a better way of managing the numbers that visit this little piece of paradise. 

 

Kind regards 

Tonia Calderwood     
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Comment.
Kevin and Mary Milroy (83181)Consultee

mary.milroy@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

10 Patricia PlaceAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Kevin and Mary Milroy (83181)Comment by

PC_309Comment ID

10/09/18 02:32Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Please receive our feedback re this 'Proposal' First, we understand that this 'Proposal' has been
instigated by a flawed process of democracy. The so called survey by the Hahei Resident and
Ratepayers Association was haphazard, limited in consultation, misleading and pointed to its objective
and from our understanding not the consensus view of most Residents and Ratepayers. This we can
attest to having attended the recent Resident and Ratepayers meeting.Second, Neither option is
acceptable to us: Option 1 would create an elitist environment which would send a most unwelcome
message to our visitors and tourists. We should be welcoming visitors and tourists with open arms not
layers of restrictions and controls. The enforcement controls and administration required to adequately
manage this option would render this option as a nightmare to say the least. Option 2: No stopping
lines.Again, this sends a most unfriendly, Police State type message to all including residents not only
visitors and tourists. We consider that this is not necessary and the current regime should remain at
least until the full effects of the proposed Lees Road carpark are known. Third, Let the status quo
remain. The traffic problem is over a relatively short period and adds to the vibrancy of 'summer in
Hahei' in our beautiful Village. Berm parking restriction would also be unmanageable for many residents.
Fourth, We see no need to amend the current bylaw given all the above. Finally, We should not

allow the views of a limited few dictate to the many and create what would look like a 'Police State'
and involve many layers of bureaucracy and expense to adequate manage and control.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554680.pdf
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Comment.
Debbie and Richard Ellerm (83182)Consultee

tatahi_lodge@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

Grange RoadAddress
Hahei
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Debbie and Richard Ellerm (83182)Comment by

PC_310Comment ID

10/09/18 02:42Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I wish to provide feedback on proposed parking changes in Hahei

My wife and I via our family trust own properties at 3A,5 & 87 Grange Rd,Hahei

We do not support resident only permit parking.We do support only in principle limited use of yellow
lines in problematic identifiable congested areas. ( one side of road only ) i.e option 2

We are very concerned that this village parking issue has been blown out of all proportion.Themeasures
being proposed are extreme when the problem is essentially one between 25th December and 31st
January.Hahei is not unlike other settlements on the Peninsula during this time as far as traffic
congestion is concerned.The council is to be applauded for the village entrance car park initiative and
the planned expansion thereof.Time should be given to enable the full benefit of this infrastructure to
take effect before any decisions are made on any additional measures.Focus should be applied to
leveraging this car park investment by improving pedestrian access from the carpark around the Village
i.e footpaths,road crossings and shuttle movements.

Finally TCDC focus should be on making it easier for everyone ( residents & visitors ) to move around
the Village.To deny visitors reasonable access to village amenities and the Beach is a mistake.We
have endured enough bad press about the proposed parking changes.Our economy is tourism
dependent with our reputation as a must visit destination at risk for all the wrong reasons.

Thank you for taking the time to consider this feedback.Please acknowledge receipt.

thank you
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YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

8663992Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554696.pdf
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Comment.
Joanna Shand (83183)Consultee

djshand@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

25 Harsant aveAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Joanna Shand (83183)Comment by

PC_311Comment ID

10/09/18 02:46Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am writing with regard to the proposed change to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014. We have been
fortunate enough to own a property in Harsant Ave, Hahei for nearly 30 years. As with all residents,
we have noticed the increasing visitor numbers, particularly over the summer holiday period. As our
property is situated on a road close to the beach, we frequently have visitors parking on our grass
berm. We have not found this to be a particular problem as it is generally only at peak times of the day
and peak times of the year

Hence I do not see the need for residents only parking and oppose option 1.

The residents of Hahei have sort to keep the environs as natural as possible. As such, over time we
have sort to keep the grass berms and have limited curbing and chanelling in order to keep it as a
relaxed seaside town. It would be less than desirable for the area to be overrun with yellow lines and
excessive signage. This would have such a negative impact on the attractiveness of the area. The
use of these strategies would only transform Hahei into an urbanized area, contrary to what the majority
of the residents wish for and the very reason most have chosen Hahei as a place to live or visit. Hence
I oppose option 2

I appreciate the effort that the Hahei Residents and Ratepayers have made over the consultation
process and their continuing commitment to encourage further feedback and ideas. Hopefully collectively
through ratepayers, TCDC, DOC and any other interested parties we can come to a more welcoming
solution to this increasing traffic management problem.
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I oppose both options 1 & 2 but also agree that status quo will not solve the issues.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554699.pdf
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Comment.
Ms Sue Dorrington (66461)Consultee

sue@netaction.co.nzEmail Address
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Hahei
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ms Sue Dorrington (66461)Comment by

PC_312Comment ID

10/09/18 02:49Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I do not support either of the proposed options put forward by TCDC in your letter dated 10 August
2018.

Option 1) Resident Only Parking

In theory this sounds like a good option but would depend entirely on:

1 sufficient alternative parking being available for visitors
The current village entry car park is already at capacity at peak times as are the other beach car parks.
Where will visitors park once these are full?

1 who is defined as a ‘resident’
Would this include people who live on Orchard Rd, Link Road, Purangi Rd etc who also visit Hahei
regularly for activities, visiting friends etc. If not, then they would not be able to continue to do this and
this would greatly impact on their day to day lives.

1 how long the restrictions would apply for
This should only be necessary for Xmas/ New Year, summer school holidays and holiday weekends
eg 20th Dec to Waitangi Weekend and perhaps Easter. Not from Oct – April.
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The remainder of the year will still be busy at times, but should be manageable with parking in the
Visitor car park and permitted on streets and berms.

1 the number of resident parking permits per rating unit to ensure this is practical

There are plenty of examples of popular tourist villages in the UK eg Cornwall, France etc that restrict
parking within the village to residents. So I do not agree with those who say this is creating unnecessary
exclusivity. Rather its just an unfortunate consequence of increasing tourist numbers.

Option 2) No stopping lines & no resident parking permits

This is definitely the least desirable option for Hahei and seems like complete overkill.

Firstly, it is totally impractical for local Hahei residents to have no permitted street parking anywhere
in the village – all year round! We all have friends to visit, regular activities such as Book Clubs held
at resident’s homes and other social occasions. There is not always sufficient off street parking to cater
for this and we need to be able to park on the street or berms.

Also, many residents as well as visitors need to be able to drive to the beach and park near by – many
times we are carrying beach chairs, sun umbrella etc so its not always possible to walk to the beach.

Yellow no stopping lines everywhere throughout the village would be visual pollution.

Again, its not necessary for parking restrictions to be applied all year round. Even though there are
visitors coming in the off season, the number of cars is low and there is plenty of parking.

I cannot agree with any changes to bylaws or parking restrictions in Hahei that do not include ongoing
FREE parking for residents in Hahei pay and display areas – especially the beach front car park. This
was always part of the equation in the past when discussing potential parking changes (as was Hot
Water Beach!). Or any changes that impose other restrictions that negatively impact on our day to day
living.

Hahei is our home. It’s a living community of residents young and old who want to be able to move
around the village freely, make use of the beach and reserves and continue to live the lifestyle that is
the reason we live here.

I do not have a problem with TCDC obtaining revenue from tourists & visitors from parking or shuttle
services that can then be put towards costs and local infrastructure development. But TCDC should
not be looking to obtain this from local ratepayers who already contribute to this through rates etc.

The fundamental purpose of this exercise is to try and alleviate parking issues due to increased visitors
during the peak season – not to make money for TCDC from local residents.

Local tourism operators who operate from Hahei beach (& TCDC who allocate their concessions with
no cap on the size of their operations) also need to take some responsibility for the parking and traffic
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issues. There is no doubt that their customers greatly contribute to the numbers coming to Hahei and
parking problems. Especially the water taxi which operates off the beach and can carry several hundred
passengers daily who naturally want to park as close to the beach as possible for a number of hours.

At some point parking in Hahei will be saturated – then what? We do not wish to see our village turned
into a parking lot and see more car parks built in the village. What about the Lees Road car park option?
At least this would potentially provide additional alternative parking for Cathedral Cove visitors.

Perhaps its time to be looking at alternative parking options outside of Hahei village to service both
Cathedral Cove and Hot Water Beach with a park & ride shuttle service.

The Future

But the crux of this issue is the ever-increasing number of visitors coming to Cathedral Cove. Therefore,
part of the solution would seem to be putting a cap on visitor numbers to Cathedral Cove.

Are we just going to let visitors numbers continue to increase 15% or more per year ad infinitum?What
will this do to Hahei village and surrounds?What will this do for the environment - both for Hahei Beach
and Cathedral Cove? And what quality of experience does this provide for visitors?

We should also be looking at reducing promoting Cathedral Cove similar to what other overly popular
destinations are doing overseas eg Tourism Coromandel and TNZ.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554707.pdf
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Comment.
Gilbert Bannan (83184)Consultee

gilbert.bannan@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

Hahei Residents and Ratepayers AssociationCompany / Organisation

35 Grange RoadAddress
Hahei
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Hahei Residents and Ratepayers Association ( Gilbert
Bannan - 83184)

Comment by

PC_313Comment ID

10/09/18 02:55Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

In response to the Councils invitation for feedback on the proposed changes to the Parking Control
Bylaw 2014, the Hahei Residents and Ratepayers Association (HR&RA) wishes to make the following
submission

1 Background
For several years, we have been working closely with the Mercury Bay Community Board (MBCB) to
develop solutions to the traffic and tourist management issues in Hahei. Most recently, the MBCB
approved the Hahei Parking Action Plan (Nov 2017). The plan was well communicated to our community
through our newsletters, discussed at meetings including our AGM and feedback encouraged.

Council presentations to date have revolved around this plan. Furthermore, we have been working
with MBCB staff to implement the plan and despite outstanding issues around signage, Stage 1 Grange
Rd car Park (drop off/Pay and Display) has been executed successfully.

2 Consultation Process
Firstly, we wish to express our disappointment over how the consultation process has been managed..
Specifically,

1 Failure to provide context – the letter mailed to ratepayers, and the relevant page of TCDC’s
website did not explain the visitor management issues that Hahei faces or describe the Hahei
Traffic Management Strategy developed, and is continually being updated by the Mercury Bay
Community Board. For instance, it did not discuss the shuttle bus which will take visitors to shops,
Grange Rd Car Park and the beach. Nor did it provide information on the Lees Road Car Park,
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implementation of the Cathedral Coast Walkway project, forecast visitor number growth and the
hours that residential parking would operate for. The failure to provide adequate background
information has made it very difficult for our community to make informed recommendations.

2 Lack of Collaboration in preparation of Letter to Ratepayers “Proposed change to Parking
Control Bylaw 2014”. To date our organisation has not received a copy of the letter, Changes
to Hahei Parking Control Bylaw 2014 nor was there any opportunity to discuss a draft. Had we
been given the opportunity to review the letter, we would have requested that the second
paragraph of your letter be modified. It states that HR&RA has raised issues concerning
unrestricted parking in Hahei. No context is provided, and some have inferred that we support
Option 1.

3 Failure to offer alternative options– many of our members found both options offered in the
consultation unacceptable. Unfortunately, the consultation proposals did not give responders the
opportunity to offer alternative solutions. Further, there was no option to reject any change to the
bylaw or reject of both options 1 and 2.

4 Mercury Bay Community Board Ignored – We are disappointed that there was no mention in
the consultation of the good work done by theMercury Bay Office/Community Board. With TCDC’s
local empowerment policy, it is vital that they take leadership in this matter. We have discussed
extensively with the MBCB the critical need to review each stage through proper consultation
with our diverse community to ensure it is delivering the outcomes we promised.

3 Our Recommendations
1 Reject both proposals –We submit that we reject any change to the Hahei Parking Control

bylaw as neither proposal is acceptable to our community.
2 Delegate leadership to Mercury Bay Community Board – we recommend that the Council

support the Mercury Bay Community Board and delegate responsibility to them to continue their
development of the Hahei Traffic Management plan. Parking restrictions are only one aspect of
a complex visitor management challenge in Hahei. Changes should be implemented cautiously
with careful analysis and feedback of their effects. Most importantly, we need the flexibility to
make appropriate changes as visitor numbers increase. Our local Community Board is well aware
of the complexities of Hahei parking.

We look forward to working with you through the consultation process, and importantly, a resolution
to Hahei’s traffic issues.

We request the opportunity to speak to our submission.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

0276280033Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554711.pdf
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Comment.
Bernard Hermens (83185)Consultee

bernardfhermens@gmail.comEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Bernard Hermens (83185)Comment by

PC_314Comment ID

08/09/18 02:57Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Pay to visit beach bylaw

I believe that the job of a council is to provide services and infrastructure to and for the people who
pay rates.I am disappointed that the council's are actually running as a business focused on monetary
base policy and not looking at the bottom line being the people who voted for the council director's
being councillors.As a result the individuals who do a job mainly for love, not money are not listened
to and the administrators for their policies starting at the top with the C.E.O. have a top heavy
infrastructure, management for managing managers to manage a service that is not policed to meet
policy requirements.

Parking should be free for the residents when using council services and infrastructure.I believe that
is what the rating system should concentrate on.Beach parking should be 80% for tourists, designated
accordingly being non local ratepayers and 20% for New Zealand residents at a reduced rate and
locals free.The cost to park should be determined based on this scenario with parking spaces painted
accordingly.Subsidised parking for locals/ratepayers is an option just as requiring a minimal fee for
the citizens of New Zealand who come to visit the amazing clean green gift nature has given us.

This requires a chance in mindset that the council's are not in business for financial gain or proffitt but
social fiscal policy based on the ratepayers being the family.This requires the administrators to change
and set up the infrastructure to make sure that the policy is adhered to. By this I mean be in the position
to prosecute the individuals who abuse the system.

I find it sad that in society today you can change almost any situation or action created by others for
your own personal advantage/gain usually to eliminate having to spend ones own personal financial
wealth and know that you will not be made accountable for it.We need to be in a position to change
this first and foremost if things are to change for the betterment of the environments created that we
live in.Using the existing infrastructure and services the security industry have at their hands is a useful
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tool to help make examples of a few individuals and very soon people's attitudes will have to change.If
you realise that you are not going to get away with it and actually be prosecuted with face definition
evidence it is not circumstantial any more but the TRUE reality.The technology is in existence and
used extensively in the virtual reality of social media. There is no reason why it can not be used to
make people accountable for their own personal actions except the market for the usage is managed
to facilitate the future projected financial profit of it's use and of course security issues.We need to
ensure that we have approved and appreciate legislation to cover the use of the technology and
services in place not set for financial greedy individuals to abuse but for human beings to utilise for a
better future for the people being by the people.

It's time things change to how people operated back in the good old days where people were
conscientious, thought of others first and the consequences of one's own personal actions on others
and society.To be true to yourself and not be afraid to admit it when you get something wrong. To
follow up and make amends rather than simply hide the facts and accept the fact that it is most people's
reality and reaction in society today.The ability to cover ones tracks using all the current methods of
communication to do so where people choose to block the truth and the true paths for coordinating
and collaboration of the truth so easily.

Thanks for the opportunity to express my interest and opinion.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554718.pdf
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Comment.
Annabel Wharton (83186)Consultee

whartonz88@gmail.comEmail Address

443 hot Water Beach RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Annabel Wharton (83186)Comment by

PC_315Comment ID

10/09/18 03:00Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

My husband and I own 2 properties affected by the parking options38 Orchard Road and 443 Hot
Water Beach Road.

We are permanent residents and oppose both options 1&2. We also oppose any changes or
amendments to the 2014 parking by-law.Please takemore time to find a solution. Both of these solutions
seem rediculous as it is only a few weeks of the year when cars are parked all over the place and you
will find the same in most Coromandel hot spots such as Whangamata at the same time. I think it is
over the top regulation which only suits a handful of people but will make most residents very restricted
and unhappy.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554721.pdf
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Comment.
John North (60048)Consultee

j.t.north@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

72 Pa RoadAddress
Hahei
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

John North (60048)Comment by

PC_316Comment ID

10/09/18 03:40Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Submission ‘Proposed change to Parking Control Bylaw 2014’

Introduction -John North
Hahei Pa Rd 1978 and moved here permanently in 2005.

HBRPA 2005 -Community Plan, Chair 2006 to 2010.Rejoined 2016, currently as secretary.

This is my personal submission

Over the years I have heard numerous concerns and opinions expressed from our diverse Community
and also fromCouncil staff and contractors who service our Village in regard to Traffic Issues associated
with Cathedral Cove.

I also turn to professional reports and analysis

1 Cathedral Cove -Department of Conservation (DOC) (track data Annual/Month/day/hour)
2 MWH -Hot Water Beach to Ferry Landing Peak Summer Traffic & Parking Assessment
3 2015/16 TDG (Brett Harries) -peer review of the above July 2016
4 TCDC Peak survey 2016/17 Quirios report Hahei
5 TCDC Hahei peak traffic 2017/18-26,600 vehicle movements recorded on Hahei Beach Rd

opposite Dawn Avenue 27-12 to 6-01
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6 Survey responses -including TCDC Lees Rd Car Park/ feedback over traffic/ pedestrian safety
in and around Hahei

7 Village entry car peak occupancy records Local and Central Govt etc etc
Background
1 Cathedral Cove Visitor traffic issue raised in the 2005 Hahei Community Plan
2 2007 Cove Visitor Impact Workshop -MBCBD/HBRPA
3 Traffic Mg (2008) report - Grange Rd part yellow lines and signs
4 Park & Ride 2008/09 10-day trial /Paddock/ $1 fare WRC/TCDC sub/ Volunteers
---Cove visitors 100,000pa
1 2018/19 TCDC Car Park, planned seasonal capacity 500 vehicles; October to April. Fares $5

Cove Visitors 2017/18 320,000
2 Grange Rd -partially then reclaimed via foot path/yellow lines/signage. 2015
3 Grange(Rage) Rd Car park issues continue-over parking vehicle circling, others by waiting causing

traffic congestion —Drop off only introduced january 2018.
UnintendedConsequences -No Parking on Grange Rd - conflict with Beach vehicles merging resulting
chaos as both seek to park as close as possible -problem transferred down into the Village.

Option 1- Parking Charges Beach Front Park. Prior to implementing please consider the following
suggestions:

1 Beach front car park -incorporate a designated ' Vehicle drop off zone
2 Beach Bus service -Village Entry carpark/Village Centre (peak period only)
3 Period 1st May to 30-09 free parking, -businesses need to encourage Visitors to spend time in

Village/ Destination Coromandel /NZ off peak

Grange Rd Car park -Support Parking Charges. Grange Rd Properties offering $10 visitor parking
have established that Visitors are willing to pay to secure parking spaces close to Visitor attraction.

Village entry Car park- Objective maximise utilisation to minimise impact. Careful evaluation needs
to be conducted as to when and how. This can only be determined when other components of the
Plan have been introduced Then associated revenue streams quantified and consideration to the
unintended consequences

100% supportive of Revenue initiatives that assist to fund Visitor Infrastructure E.g. Hot Water Beach
Pay and Display (CEO TCDC June 2018 Report. Revenue up by 33%/$78,000 over previous year.

Supportive of the MBCB Hahei Parking Plan, with the expectation that

the proposal would reflect the collaborative empowerment process that was embraced.

Report to Council June,2018 Williamson/Summerfield Amendment to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014

3 Issue

Visitors parking on residential streets in the Hahei village increases traffic volumes, particularly at peak
times, on streets which have not been designed to accommodate such a volume of traffic. As a result,
there is an increased risk of accident to vehicle occupants as well as pedestrians and other road users.
Parking of vehicles on these streets also reduces visibility, space for manoeuvring and creates
congestion. From a community perspective there are related issues affecting amenity values and
conflict between visitors and residents/property owners, often competing for the same road space.

Seem to recall Health Safety -Identify the Hazard and address by 1. Eliminate the Hazard if not then
2. Isolate the Hazard and finally 3. Minimise the Hazard

The Proposed change to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 would most certainly assist
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to Minimise a Hazard -a Hazard that has been acknowledged by the parties concerned.

The following missing components from the MBCB -Hahei Parking Plan (Nov 2017), approved by
our Local Community Board are the reasons I can no longer support Option 1 as presented.
Action Plan
Following extensive discussions with the community via the Ratepayers and Residents Association
the following actions are proposed to address the issues.

These have been prepared so that they are introduced sequentially as
one will lead to the enabling of the following action.

On Street Parking. 2 permits per residential property

Resident parking -That one permit per property be provided to permanent residents and ratepayers
of the area bounded by Boat Harbour Road, State Highway 25, Hot Water Beach Road, Purangi Road,
Hahei Road and the Purangi Estuary to permit free use of all Council car parks in Hahei and Hot Water
Beach

Review- That the success of the action plan be monitored and reviewed, in association with the Hahei
Ratepayers and Residents Association, on an ongoing basis and modified to meet changes in demand
and circumstances, with appropriate Community Board and Council approval.

Suggestions/Recommendation to consider:

1 Unrestricted street and berm parking hours 9am to 5pm -more appropriate aligns with parking
demand and perhaps reduces inconvenience g. Work hours /visitor departure /summer
entertainment etc.)

Signage Village 5okm/hr speed limit has 2 signs at the Village entry and that there are few or any
signage relating to Alcohol Ban Therefore a similar considered approach could be trialled (2 or 3 signs)
after all every property in Hahei is involved.

Berm no parking Bylaw certainly facilitate opportunities to create save walking areas and shared
space concept options all leading towards the vision of creating a Walking Village/Hybrid Coromandel
version.

Bylaw approval Village entry car park extension, appreciate Council supporting the project by bringing
forward the 2019/20 budget.

The Bylaw, if approved should/could not be implemented until the car park is expanded. Parking within
Hahei at peak times does not have the carrying capacity to accommodate the parking demand created
by the Bylaw.

What discretionary options are there to approve and implement at a later date?
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Option 2 No stopping lines The Community express clear desires in reserving the Village character.
An escalation of road markings and signage is

totally unacceptable. There is no support to replicate the Grange Road restrictions throughout Hahei
(also costs associated of annual maintenance).

The Grange Road Car park transition project has been a fine indictment as to what can be achieved
through the Empowerment model Mercury Bay Area

Manager initiated by preparing a Plan, South Mercury Traffic Plan that led to the Hahei Parking Plan.
Embraced and endorsed by those that represent the best interests of those in the Mercury Bay Area
-Mercury Bay Community Board.

Dairy Industry Infrastructure is planned around peak milk production. Cathedral Cove presents similar
challenges to both Department of

Conservation(DOC) Thames Coromandel District Council and other effected parties. Inevitably there
will be a time when visitor numbers to Cathedral Cove walking track and Beach is no longer tolerable
nor sustainable. We need therefore to be proactive as challenging as it may be. I Urge Mayor and
Councillors to lobby DOC; Central and National governments as to the feasibility of introducing Cathedral
Cove track limit during peak periods.

I would appreciate the opportunity to speak to my submission.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

8663310Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554749.pdf
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Comment.
Michelle Saba (83187)Consultee

colewaterfordfarm@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

2 Cathedral CourtAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Michelle Saba (83187)Comment by

PC_317Comment ID

10/09/18 03:44Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As the property owner at 2 Cathedral Court Hahei, I wish to oppose both the options suggested in the
proposed change to the parking bylaw.

Hahei is not ready for residents only parking, and I don’t believe we have reached the stage where
we need pay and display on the beach front. Especially for the length of time suggested.

The parking problems are really only for at most 6 weeks of the year.

From my perspective the park and ride worked well last year, as did the roped off section on the berm
in Hahei Beach Road, enabling pedestrians to walk safely to the beach. I believe this should be trialled
again this summer.

As a resident I don’t think that parking on the berm in Hahei Beach Road in peak times in summer,
while it is unfortunate if managed is not really a problem. The freedom campers parking on the beach
front is of more concern.

The addition of yellow lines on one side of our street has definitely helped the parking issues we faced
as residents. We have found that day trippers who tend to park in our street do so for only a couple of
hours while they shop at the stores or have lunch. Usually those wanting to park longer ask if they can
park for that time.

The popularity of Cathedral Cove and Hot Water Beach will continue to grow if Tourism New Zealand
and the TCDC keep promoting it to the extent that they do, so something will have to be done to build
the infrastructure to cope with it, but these options are not the answer andmore thought and consultation
needs to be considered.
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NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554752.pdf
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Comment.
Michelle Boulle (83188)Consultee

michelle.boulle@gmail.comEmail Address

18b Kentigern CloseAddress
Auckland
2010

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Michelle Boulle (83188)Comment by

PC_318Comment ID

10/09/18 03:47Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

This submission is in response to the consultation Proposed Hahei Parking Changes

This submission is Opposed to the introduction of widespread parking controls in the Hahei area
including Opposed to the Options 1 and 2 provided with the consultation form.

The Parking Control Bylaw 2014 Statement of Proposal document attached to this consultation refers
to only 2 options of the report by Thames Coromandel District Council in the council officer’s report:
Amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 – Hahei, 6 June 2018.

This submission agrees with the council report Amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014 –
Hahei, 6 June 2018 conclusion that the best current option is ‘do nothing’ as an appropriate response
to the very seasonal Congestion issue and the undefined Safety issue.

The postulated congestion and safety concerns are unsubstantiated by any professional reports and
rely on anecdotal Hahei Residents Association (HRRA) feedback. The scale and duration of the
seasonally busy peak is unquantified as is the also unquantified impact. The outcomes of the selective
2 options of the range of possible options are undefined.
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These selective 2 options attached to the consultation, amount to an attempt to privatise a public
resource. Blocking these public roads and parks off at Hahei (or other holiday hotspots) is a reaction
inconsistent with the perceived problem and no professional evidence is provided to substantiate the
need for this proposed change.

There is little regular public transport to Hahei for near settlements, the wider Coromandel region or
further afield. The Cathedral Cove shuttle carpark at the Hahei village entrance is over a kilometre
from the public beach and public parks.

Use of the public roads for transport and parking is usual and consistent with other holiday hotspots.
Thank you for accepting my submission.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554763.pdf
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Comment.
Mike and Anne Goold (83189)Consultee

mikegoold@me.comEmail Address

23B Hahei Beach RoadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mike and Anne Goold (83189)Comment by

PC_319Comment ID

10/09/18 03:50Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

TCDC has invited us to provide feedback on Hahei Parking Issues and we would like council to consider
the following comments:

1. Our interest: Doing nothing is not an option as tourist growth is inevitable and a significant problem
already exists. We have owned residential property at 23B Hahei Beach rd for over 40 years. In the
last 5+ years the tourist promotion of Hahei and Cathedral Cove has resulted in a massive increase
in traffic and parking issues close to our home during the summer. Our experience has included: 1.1
One “near miss” experience when we were forced to walk to the beach on the road as the berms were
choked with parked vehicles. This experience could easily have resulted in personal injury and the
driver was very apologetic and shaken. 1.2 Berm parking outside our property allows no opportunity
for our guests to park when visiting and on infrequent occasions has impeded our driveway access. 1.3
Buses occasionally park on the berm and overlook directly into our property which is otherwise screened
from the road by a hedge. There is an invasion of privacy. 1.4 Camper vans often park on the berm
and stay for considerable periods, occasionally resulting in “picnics” and family gatherings (usually
overseas visitors). 1.5 Berm parking restricts walking access and in many places forces pedestrians
to walk in the road. 1.6 Rubbish and beer bottles etc are pushed into the hedge which is used as a
convenient rubbish tip. 1.7 Excessive visitor berm parking restricts our access for hedge trimming and
lawn mowing etc. 2. TCDC Option 1 - "Resident Parking Only" We believe this to be the best
solution currently to the parking issues for these reasons: 2.1 Residents would retain some “ownership”
of the berms and would assist “overseeing” the concept. There would be a significant Hahei resident
“buy in” to the concept if there was resident parking only on berms. 2.2 Parking on berms is required
for such temporary use as builders, tradespeople, hedge cutting and bermmaintenance, visitor parking
and temporary parking for boats and tractors to off load etc. 2.3 One residential parking permit per
residence is minimal and could be inconvenient (most families have 2 or more cars). Permits would
normally be kept in the vehicle - a problem if that vehicle is away at work or elsewhere.We suggest
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two permits per residence is more practical. 2.4 Permits should be strictly for residential use and not
available to be “traded” or exchanged for any form of remuneration. There is a risk that a very few
residents may wish to profit by making their permits available to general visitors. This behaviour is
already present in Hahei where one or two residents have turned their properties into “carparks” on
Grange Rd for Cathedral Cove visitors. We wonder if a change in the by-law might assist in curtailing
this behaviour which is generally found unacceptable to the great majority of residents. 2.5 Permits
should enable residents to park at no charge in “pay and display” carparks. Many residents live some
distance from the beach and habitually like to drive to the beach for a swim or walk, often daily. 2.6
Permit parking should apply during "normal carpark shuttle bus hours” e.g. 9am - 5pm from Oct 1st -
April 30th. 2.7 Resident Parking Only signage could be attached at regular intervals to street lighting
posts or power poles etc. 2.8 Resident Parking Only should apply throughout Hahei. If only a few
major streets are selected for this regulation, it will encourage visitors to drive around looking for other
opportunities. 2.9 The regulation should be reviewed annually - in consultation with Hahei Residents
- to allow for amendments in accord with success or problems encountered. 3. TCDC Option 2 -
“No Stopping Lines”We are not in favour of this option for the following reasons: 3.1 Residents will
not be allowed to park on berms at all, and there could then be a loss of “ownership" of the berms. 3.2
Considerable inconvenience could be caused for example if a trailer or tractor/boat needs to load or
off-load, or visitors to stop temporarily. 3.3 Not all properties have good access to on-site parking. 3.4
If only a few streets, parts of streets, or one side of a street is marked no parking, it will simply displace
parking to another location nearby. 3.5 This summer, for a few days, temporary no parking signage
was trialled on the Eastern side of Hahei Beach Rd. This had the effect of pushing parking to the
Western side which became severely congested. 3.6 Many visitors would assume that the dotted lines
meant no parking on the street only - and assume the berms are still available. We believe this is
very likely to happen as the berms are wide in places and look inviting for parking. One or two cars
parked illegally would then attract a flood of “followers” - especially rental vehicles. Dotted lines on
Grange Rd work as there are no wide berms. Please feel free to call us if you need any clarification.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554795.pdf
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(View)
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the proposed bylaw changes for Hahei. This
is a personal submission. I have owned a property in Grange Road since 1993 and have been a
permanent resident for close to 8 years. In the last 8 years there have been significant changes to the
village through increased vehicle and visitor numbers including reduced parking in Grange Road, which
residents have had to adjust and adapt to. For the last three summers I have worked at both the
Hahei Visitor and GrangeRoad car parks as an ambassador and thus been able to first hand
assess/discuss visitor trends/demands and seek feedback. Many international visitors are surprised
that they do not have to pay for parking and walking to the Cove. Hahei is a small coastal village with
changing population demographics (great to see more younger people and families living in the village)
thus creating a diverse and more healthy community. Like other coastal villages, where the majority
of property owners are absent for most of the year, our population swells over the peak summer months
as many families, extended families and friends come to “the bach” to enjoy our attractive beach.
However, we also have the international tourist destination of Cathedral Cove as well as Hot Water
Beach, a few kilometres down the road. Increasing numbers coming to our village are impacting on
residents lives, the environment and putting pressure on our infrastructure. A media release on 7
August 2018 from DoC stated that 320,000 visitors are attracted to Cathedral Cove annually. Going
back 5 years or so that number was around 140,000. Also New Zealand Tourism forecasts from MBIE
(May 2018) indicate that visitors to New Zealand could increase from 3.7mil in 2017 to 5.1mil by 2024.
Therefore we need to be proactive in managing the continuing increase in visitor numbers. This will
not be an easy task and can’t be solved overnight. Over the last 4/5 years there have been a number
of public meetings called to discuss the Cathedral Coast walkway, freedom camping and increasing
visitor numbers to the village. It has been very clear from those meetings that our community wish to
have infrastructure (parking areas, toilet facilities, water and sewerage) upgraded before visitor numbers
increase and that the cost of such upgrades should not fall solely on residential ratepayers and that
resident and visitor safety is taken seriously. The first objective for the Council is to manage the
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visitors/traffic situation to ensure safety and a pleasant experience for all. Many of us wish to retain
the coastal village atmosphere but factors outside our control makes this a very challenging task, even
for the experts. The secondary objective is to consider ways to attract revenue so that the burden of
infrastructure upgrades is shared more evenly. The current bylaw proposals as set out in the Council
letter of 10 August do not address the wide range of issues that need consideration should residential
parking be introduced. In fact option 2 is should not be taken seriously and one wonders what the
Council’s intention was in presenting this option. I therefore reject both options. Having said that what
can we do? Demand on our village in many ways is driven by the Cathedral Cove experience. It is
now time that the Council work closely with DoC, Ngati Hei and our community to assess the demand
for Cathedral Cove over the peak months. Reduction of visitors on the track and at the Cove during
that time by spreading demand over a greater period will therefore spread the impact on the village
as well, so that we may be able to cope within existing limits. This will require some bold decisions by
both Central and local government but the conversation must be had. There could well be financial
advantages to many from this. Should the Council determine that option 1 is the way to proceed then
there are a number of matters that are in the process of, or will be starting shortly, that will impact on
implementing this option. The Council should wait and assess the outcomes of these matters that
include: -Extension of the Visitor car park. Timing of this and what will the capacity be - will it be
sufficient? -Lees Road car park. Flying under the radar at the moment and if it is operational this coming
summer how many visitors will park there?. -Reserves Management Plan review. Impact of no, or
reduced parking, at the beachfront. Is the control of the DoC portion of the car park going too be
transferred to the Council in the near future? -The DoC “Share with Care Programme”. Currently being
scoped but the outcome may impact on track visitor numbers. -Any application that the Council makes
to the TIF fund may require the Council to fund part of that expenditure. Who will pay for this? In
addition the following must also be addressed: -Residential permits need to be at least 2. Allowance
made for emergency services, employees and community volunteers who live outside the area.
-Restrictions to apply between say 9am and 3pm. Peak visiting times are around 10am to 2pm. For
example finishing at 3pm will allow families, during the school term, to have unrestricted access to the
beach. -A shuttle service from the Visitor car park to the beach will be required as will a drop of/pick
up area the is close to the beach. -Those receiving permits should be in the wider catchment areas
outside the immediate village boundaries. -Free parking as noted in the Hahei Action plan adopted by
the Mercury Bay Community Board in November 2017 - for Hahei and Hot Water beach paid car parks
must be allowed. -A more detailed plan to determine how the “walking village” and a hybrid “shared
space” concepts could be incorporated into managing visitors and enhancing village life. I would also
suggest that proposed parking charges at the Hahei Visitor car park be deferred until such time as a
more comprehensive plan is developed, including proposed capital expenditure, updated receipts from
the Grange Road car park, park & ride shuttle service and reviewed concession fees. Even the method
of charging should be reviewed. Change for some is not easy and often the end result is not as bad
as first thought. I do not wish to speak to my submission at the hearings in October.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554796.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)
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SubmittedStatus
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I feel very strongly about providing a submission on the parking proposals in our beloved Hahei. My
family have owned a property in Hahei for the past 32 years and it has always felt like my second
home. I now have a family and children of my own and there is nowhere in the world we would rather
spend our holidays. My parents, who are both retired, live in Hahei now permanently.

The number of visitors/tourists to Hahei has immensely increased over the years and this has created
a number of issues in a town which is poorly equipped and lacks the infrastructure to manage these
vast numbers during peak times. I believe TCDC is one of the reasons for this issue as they continue
to promote and advertise Hahei and Cathedral cove and yet have done little to provide the infrastructure
to accommodate the increased number of visitors. There is simply just not enough room especially
with regards to the number of vehicles that populate Hahei at these busy times. We always choose to
walk to the beach during these busy periods and we are in constant fear for our young children, on
the way, of the sheer number of cars on the roads and of cars reversing out of self appointed car parks
all along the way to the beach.

Tourists/visitors should be made to park in the proposed extended car park, use the bus and pay the
associated fees. The existing bus service already shuttles tourists from the existing car park to Cathedral
cove and back. Surely it is feasible for this service to extend to a drop off at Hahei beach prior to the
stop at Cathedral cove. The tourists would be charged accordingly to help ease the cost of extending
the existing car park which is suitably situated out of the main centre of town. This will greatly reduce
the amount of cars on the roads and therefore greatly increase the safety for pedestrains/foot traffic.

I strongly support the option of only resident/ratepayer parking in the streets/grass verges of Hahei,
at the beach front and at the Cathedral cove car park through the use of a one permit per
resident/ratepayer system. I have no issue with charging tourists to park in front of the beach in the
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existing car parking strip. Both of these systems are common practice worldwide and my husband and
I have personally encountered these whilst travelling overseas. It is the ratepayers that should be able
to park freely as they pay rates which contribute to the infrastructure in Hahei.

These issues can not be ignored and action must be taken in favour of the rate payers/residents. Hahei
will always be a strongly sought after destination so lets be proactive in making it functional, safe and
fair for all who reside primarily and those who visit.

I hope you will take time to consider my submission,

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554799.pdf
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(View)
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Summary

On the basis of the two options offered, I must oppose any bylaw change at this stage. It is unclear
what council is exactly proposing (there are several different wordings in various places).

If it is for residents permits, then this should only be considered if it is..

For more than one permit per property

For the busy season only

And allows for an exemption for residents in pay and display carparks (ie no charge)

Some acceptance by the community would be likely on that basis, but not as it appears to be proposed
(1 permit, no pay and display exemption). However there is also opposition to this proposal in any
form, so further discussion and consultation would be needed.

If it is yellow lines everywhere, this is totally unacceptable with big impact on both residents and visitors.
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In spite of some congestion over the busy period, Status quo should remain at least until various other
initiatives are completed (village entry expansion, Lees Rd carpark, improved shuttle service). Then
an informed decision could be made based on assessment of the situation with these measures in
place. There should be no Pay & Display until these measures are completed.

Discussion and impacts etc

There has been considerable engagement with the Hahei Community regarding traffic over the last
3-5 years

This included a costly MWH report in April 2016 and development of an Action Plan, accepted by the
Community Board in Nov 2017. Peer reviews were done and public meetings held.

Now it seems that council Planners have pretty much ignored previous discussion and recommendations
and suggested 2 new kneejerk options for solving what they perceive to be the issues. In actual fact
the impetuous for this seems to be to ensure that council can implement and then maximise revenue
for Pay and Display parks, not to come up with the best solution for any perceived parking issues.

Just because council officers have seen a number of cars parked on berms for a few weeks of the
year does not mean that that is actually a problem! Perhaps it actually isn’t too much of a problem
compared with the alternatives offered and the impact of those. Berm parking, while creating some
congestion for a short period, may actually be the best option.

All along in the process the key focuses and outcomes have been

1) Manage traffic and visitor parking in Hahei in the most appropriate way and during the busy periods

2) Ensure that there is minimal inconvenience and cost to residents and Ratepayers in any solution.
Do not prioritise solutions for tourists over impact residents and ratepayers.

3) Generate income from visitors to assist in paying for infrastructure etc if feasible.

Management of traffic and minimising inconvenience and cost to residents and Ratepayers have been
the key principles. Revenue generation certainly seems to be the driver now.

Two options have been offered. The wording in various documents does not match and is ambiguous
so for the benefit of this submission I am assuming that the options are

1 Yellow lines all around Hahei Streets preventing any parking for any one all of the year
2 A residents only permit with only 1 permit per property and no exemption for paid carparks.

Neither option is acceptable. And neither of them is as agreed to in the Traffic Management plan
adopted by the Community Board in Nov 2017
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Both impose considerable inconvenience and cost upon Residents.

Here are some examples of the impacts that may not have been considered.

Swim Group and casual beach visits

We have a swim group that does distance swimming from the Beach at the end of Beach Rd. Up to
20 people participate 3-4 times a week in all weathers. Some swim everyday and some swim all through
winter also. Some come from Link Rd, Cooks Beach Purangi etc so may not qualify for a Residents
Parking permit under option 2. We live up a steep hill approx 1.4kms from the meeting point so of
course would normally drive there.

For us as residents

For non Village residents (no permit)

Option 1 - Permits

Park on berm near beach (not in pay & display)

Pay and park in village entry if space. Walk from there

Option 2 - Yellow lines

Walk from home 1.4km with wetsuits, swim, then walk back 1.4kms wet and perhaps cold

Or

Park & pay at Beach Carpark ($6-$10 each day?) if space.

If no space return to entry carpark. Pay $10(?) and walk 0.9kms, arriving probably 30mins late for
swim

Or

Return home and walk 1.4kms from there and back with gear. 45 mins late?

Pay and park at entry carpark, walk 0.9 kms with wetsuits etc

Or

Pay at Beach Carpark if space. If no space return to entry carpark and walk 0.9kms, arriving probably
30mins late for swim, walk back

The cost per week for the exercise swims alone could be around $50+!

The same people (and many others) often visit the beach for a “quick dip” or for a few hours of “beach
time” Then they might have chairs, food, brollies etc. The same issues and options as above apply.

For someone with kids they may also have kids beach toys, chilly bins etc. A visit to the beach for a
“quick dip” could become a 2 hr exercise (with shuttle timings, wait time etc). Or may not happen if no
parking spaces anywhere.

At present the shuttle does not go to the beach. If it did, would everyone load all their beach gear on
the shuttle? That would be chaos for the operator and customers!

Bookclubs and social occasions
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There are a number of Book Clubs and other social gatherings in the village including birthday
gatherings, pot lucks, functions and meetings at hall or Fire Station etc etc. Or public meetings, AGMs
etc at hall. And a regular monthly community get-together/harry hour at the hall.

Some of the attendees live outside the immediate village and are over 80 and not very mobile. Many
properties do not have off street parking for a number of cars (if any)

Without permits, or with no parking restrictions everywhere, are these people expected to pay to park
and then walk up to 1km from the carpark to the hosts house or to wherever the venue is?

If the meeting or function crosses over the end time of restrictions (6pm?) people will need to park at
the paid carparks and walk with anything needed (eg hot food for potlucks)

Tour operators/clients

If the kayaks, water taxi, Dive shop and Explorer have people booked on tours they need to park
somewhere.

It is possible they will eventually have to organise their own customer shuttle service from the Village
entry carpark.

At peak it is conceivable that customers could be told “sorry the carpark is full and you cannot park on
the streets so you need to leave” They may have prepaid several hundred dollars for their family for
a trip. The operators cannot be expected to refund money for cancellation because there is no parking
available. And the clients will obviously not want to forfeit the cost!

So, if either of the 2 options is implemented, Council will need to say the customers must park in the
Entry carpark. To be fair to the customers and operators, council will need to reserve enough space
here for “Tour parking”. This could mean reserving space for up to 150 cars (80+ people on Kayaks,
150+ on Taxi, 40+ on Explorer, 10+ on Dive trips). That means 150 less parks for other visitors – where
will the overflow if streets are unable to be used? Also a pickup area for the “Tour shuttles” Tour clients
may also have gear to carry such as dive tanks – will they go on a public shuttle?

There are numerous other examples of how this bylaw change with inconvenience and cost residents
as well as random visitors.

Several things should happen before any change is made around the streets

1 Completion of any changes and size increase to the Entry carpark
2 Decisions and direction determined for Lees Rd carpark plus completion of any work
3 Decisions and implementation of an expanded shuttle service including beach stops. If there are

yellow lines to be implemented this would need to be year round. That would be a challenge for
the operator

4 A review of the situation once these things are in place – the new wil be fully able to asses if
there are specific issues needing resolution.

Only then should there be any consideration of and Pay and display options anywhere, Yellow line
restrictions or residents permits.
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With these things still happening, now is to premature for restrictions or paid carparks.

If a residents permit is introduced at that stage it certainly should allow 2 or more permits per property
and parking exemptions in Pay & Display parks for permit holders.

It is however desirable that there be some realistic time restriction around the shops and community
centre in the meantime.

Status Quo for now and sensible planning that considers impact on residents and ratepayers later
please.

Please contact me for further input, clarification or information

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

078663929Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554812.pdf
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10/09/18 00:11Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

My husband and I are ratepayers in the TCDC. The current Hahei parking proposals seek to unduly
limit all TCDC ratepayers and visitors to the area. Seeking to limit street parking to Hahei permit
owners only will have an impact on ratepayers like ourselves who visit the town and beach area. It is
not ideal for elderly visitors or young families to have access to only the large car park recently added
at the entrance to village. Both the proposals are very restrictive, and I hope that you would consider
other options.Hahei is not a gated residential town, residents currently pay the same rates per property
size as other TCDC owners. Hahei is one of many towns in the Coromandel who have increased
traffic and pedestrians. It is manageable in other towns and visitors welcomed as businesses rely on
the high summer season customers. Ratepayers in the TCDC should expect that they are able to
access their local attractions.It would seem fairer to TCDC ratepayers that if no permitted parking is
to be implemented, then: Hahei residents to pay further rates if they wish for no traffic on their streets
during the busy visitor season: Hahei residents contribute to parking wardens salary for the busy
Christmas season. : TCDC allow limited time parking on streets which would allow local ratepayers to
access the beach

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554824.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)
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SubmittedStatus
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am writing to you as a resident of Hahei to let you know that I opposed to a change to the current
parking system in Hahei. I live very close to the beach and use the car park there on a regular basis
and I know in summer a lot of people park on the side of the road for easier access to the beach, but
it has never bothered me. The two options that were recently present to stop the practise of holiday
makers parking near the beach would make life for residents of Hahei simply unnecessarily complicated.
So to state for the recored I Scott Mitchell am opposed to both suggestions and am happy with the

current by laws governing parking in Hahei.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554826.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name
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SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am writing on behalf of the Hahei Hall Committee to voice our concern over the proposed changes
to the Hahei parking situation. We oppose both options as they would severely restrict the amount of
people who could park and attend community meetings, events and gatherings in our community hall.
This carpark is also used by employees within the complex , trades people and customers.

We also say no to the 2 amendments to the 2014 parking by-law.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554827.pdf
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(View)
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As per your website options, I am submitting our comments via email on the proposed changes to
parking in Hahei. To clarify, I am stating below our position (the thoughts of Bachcare Holiday Homes),
and I have attached the submissions by 7 of our owners separately to this email, with our position
restated at the top. Please note there is a variety of opinion across our owners and for the sake of
completeness and transparency have included them all in their entirety. The position of Bachcare
Holiday Homes
The issues we see with either of the two currently proposed options is the overall impact on guest/visitor
experience. Unless there is space for a lot of parking within the boundaries of a holiday home, its
guests will not be able to park anywhere, and this will also restrict overflow parking for visitors to the
beach itself.

Additionally, if you have rented a holiday home out to a group of people, they may have three or more
cars between them which can also cause problems if they are unable to park within the boundary of
the property.

We acknowledge that the current status quo is not sustainable as tourism growth is not going
to let up anytime soon.We’d therefore like to see Resident Only Parking introducedwith Parking
Permits created that can be used by guests of the rating unit (ie the holiday home). As a recent
Hahei ratepayers email suggested, Resident Only Parking should be achievable, and one we
believe will protect the guest experience of visitors to your holiday home.
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“Resident Only Parking - conceptually, it should be possible to devise a Resident Only Parking bylaw
that i) allows resident and ratepayers to enjoy their investment in Hahei, ii) enables visitors to have a
great experience, and iii) allows our wonderful businesses to operate profitable, successful operations.”

We’d also recommend that rate payers can request and pay for additional permits for upto 2 cars,
particularly useful for larger properties.

Restating Bachcare’s Position + Owner Submissions

The position of Bachcare Holiday Homes

The issues we see with either of the two currently proposed options is the overall impact on guest/visitor
experience. Unless there is space for a lot of parking within the boundaries of a holiday home, its
guests will not be able to park anywhere, and this will also restrict overflow parking for visitors to the
beach itself.

Additionally, if you have rented a holiday home out to a group of people, they may have three or more
cars between them which can also cause problems if they are unable to park within the boundary of
the property.

We acknowledge that the current status quo is not sustainable as tourism growth is not going to let up
anytime soon. We’d therefore like to see Resident Only Parking introduced with Parking Permits created
that can be used by guests of the rating unit (ie the holiday home). As a recent Hahei ratepayers email
suggested, Resident Only Parking should be achievable, and one we believe will protect the guest
experience of visitors to your holiday home.

“Resident Only Parking - conceptually, it should be possible to devise a Resident Only Parking bylaw
that i) allows resident and ratepayers to enjoy their investment in Hahei, ii) enables visitors to have a
great experience, and iii) allows our wonderful businesses to operate profitable, successful operations.”

We’d also recommend that rate payers can request and pay for additional permits for upto 2 cars,
particularly useful for larger properties.

***

Owner Submissions

Submission 1

Don Seagar

donx@xtra.co.nz

7 Pa Road, Hahei

What are your thoughts on the proposed parking changes in Hahei? *

Residents should be allowed two parking permits that are transferable to guests

Is there anything else you would suggest instead of the proposed changes, or anything else to add to
your submission?
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Residents should be allowed two parking permits that are transferable to guests

***

Submission 2

E and s.a. payne

Matatea

What are your thoughts on the proposed parking changes in Hahei? *

We have already submitted our response. We do not support your permit proposal. We suggest that
the problem pertains to the major streets and then only at peak holiday time. If we have to use permits
we have lost Hahei and what it stands for and you have helped this happen since it suits your business
to promote unlimited tourism. Why don't you look at limiting numbers using a house.

***

Submission 3

Jonathan Williams

Hahei Serene

What are your thoughts on the proposed parking changes in Hahei? *

I believe that the proposals put forward by TCDC are not well considered . I don’t believe that there is
a real issue in relation to car parking for tourists /visitors that would require a Hahei wide consideration
for a residents parking scheme to include for residents only parking in any form nor the the installation
of yellow lines throughtout the village. Hahei is no different to any other beachside holiday resort over
the busy Christmas /summer holiday period , the traffic surveys provide evidence that the really busy
period is only for a short 3 week period from circa the 20th December through to mid January . I believe
therefore continue with “ status quo” and NO Changes . Residents and property owners should be
considerate and practice patience towards Visitors and tourists who wish to share the beauty of Hahei
Beach and Cathedral Cove in an inclusive open way which I believe is very much the more in keeping
with the Kiwi spirit of friendliness, openness and fairness - the proposal provided by TCDC go against
these by providing a closed non inclusive environment.

Is there anything else you would suggest instead of the proposed changes, or anything else to add to
your submission?

It is recognised that the beach is a popular destination and the beach end of Hahei Beach Road , from
Grange Road to the beach , could benefit from a permanent considered solution for vehicles and
pedestrians separation. Pedestrians tend to use the grass berms on either side of the road , these are
also used by children on bikes . Perhaps a timber post and rope safety separation could be installed
for the length of this section as an economical solution.

***

Submission 4
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Linda Lay

freedomtraveller56@gmail.com

2383

What are your thoughts on the proposed parking changes in Hahei? *

I agree with Bachcare’s proposal

Is there anything else you would suggest instead of the proposed changes, or anything else to add to
your submission?

Let everyone feel welcome and enjoy beautiful Hahei and its surroundings

***

Submission 5

Kirsty Hood

steve.kirstyh@xtra.co.nz

Fantastic Family Set up

What are your thoughts on the proposed parking changes in Hahei? *

I agree that there needs to be additional parking on offer for tourists. I think it is going to be a pity if
the berms are not allocated to parking for the summer months, as people want to be able to get to the
beach with their children. I don't necessarily think that everyone coming to visit Cathedral Cove
necessarily comes for time on Hahei beach, so there are almost different parking issues that need to
be addressed here. If parking permits are initiated, one will not be enough for each property, which
is going to cause more problems at the height of the season also the issue of visitors staying in B &
Bs and bachs needs to be addressed. How will this work, as guests sometimes in multiple vehicles
will need access to park. The beauty of the sites in Hahei is that most people are able to use their
sections for the additional tent, game of cricket, volleyball, badminton, petanque, children riding bikes
and if the vehicles are going to have to be parked on site in each section this is going to change "the
family bach set up as we knew it". Most people want the flat piece of grass that can be transformed
into holiday fun backyard and not a car park. Hahei has a lovely village feel that is natural with the
grass berms etc - it would be a shame to alter this pretty unique feel that it offers.

Is there anything else you would suggest instead of the proposed changes, or anything else to add to
your submission?

Hahei is a family holiday destination with a great beach and I would not like to see this being altered
because of severe parking restrictions. Is there not another access point that can be looked at for
Cathedral Cove?

***

Submission 6

ELIZABETH MACINTYRE

macintyreliz@gmail.com

Cedar House Hahei
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What are your thoughts on the proposed parking changes in Hahei? *

Resident only permits that are transferable to the renters of holiday units would be the ideal solution

***

Submission 7

mary gray

marygraykiwi@gmail.com

Tiramotu

What are your thoughts on the proposed parking changes in Hahei? *

No resident only parking. No yellow lines.

Is there anything else you would suggest instead of the proposed changes, or anything else to add to
your submission?

Grierson close uses the middle grass strip during the summer peak times. this is not a problem for
street users nor does it damage the grass

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554843.pdf
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Comment.
Kristen Russell (66761)Consultee

kristen@oceaniahelicopters.comEmail Address

PO Box 530Address
Pukekohe
2340

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Kristen Russell (66761)Comment by

PC_327Comment ID

10/09/18 00:48Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.6Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I broadly supportOption 1-Resident ParkingOnly in an altered form as a trial for the 2018/19 summer.
See below for my feedback:

I do not support yellow lines throughout Hahei or banning roadside car parking.

I do not support Pay and Display parking anywhere in Hahei.

I do not support any more footpaths or curbing anywhere in Hahei.

As background, our family has owned our section at Hahei since 1969. Our extended family now own
2 properties in Hahei and both are on or near the corner of Harsant Avenue and Hahei Beach Road.
This is one of the most affected areas for parking pressure.

My submission supports all of Hahei become resident’s only parking including all car parks other than
the entrance car park. I would like to see each property issued with four residents parking permits
(cards to sit on the dashboard of their cars). Visitors would need to park at either the Hahei entrance
car park or proposed Lees Road car park. This may sound like trying to become an exclusive community
but that is not the reason, having one of New Zealand’s top tourist attractions means the volume of
traffic and parking required is putting undue pressure on the area and it needs to be solved. This is
also happening in other popular tourist spots around New Zealand as tourism demand has increased
exponentially over recent years close to breaking point for local communities.
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If only some areas are made residents only this will just force the parking pressures to other parts of
Hahei. The entrance car park needs to be sufficient in size to fit up to 1000 cars for current demand
and have provision for expansion in future years for growth in demand. I believe the council will need
to work with DOC regarding a maximum daily capacity on the Cathedral Cove walk as this will help
plan the maximum size of the carpark required in the future.

The reason for 4 parking permits per property:

1 Many properties don’t have off road parking and therefore need to park on the road.
2 The nature of holiday homes is that there are often many different family members staying so

the need for more car parks.
3 Having 4 residents parking permits will cause a lot of roadside parking as when you walk around

Hahei in the evening or early morning there are very few cars parked on the verge. Therefore,
residents parking is not currently a high volume of roadside parking.

4 Ratepayers should have the option of parking up to 4 cars outside our property as and when
required. Permits could be issued initially for one year and then reassessed to see the impact of
4 permits per property.

5 All ratepayer properties should get permits regardless of location as people further back need to
park closer to the beach.

6 I don’t think the campground should get resident parking permits. Currently camping ground
overflow parking spills out onto the surrounding roads, the campground should have to provide
parking within their grounds or overflow parking could park at entrance carpark.

Regarding the car parks at the Hahei beachfront my suggestion is that these are also residents only
and I strongly oppose pay and display at Hahei. My reasons are:

1 If car parks are pay and display you are still going to have a high volume of traffic coming down
the road to try their luck for a carpark.

2 Pay and display is unfair for local residents who pay their rates and haven’t created the very high
demand for parking. Many residents live up the hill, have equipment they want to take to the
beach e.g. boogie boards or are elderly so walking to the beach is not an option. These residents
should be able to park in this carpark or roadside free of charge.

3 If the front car parks are open to non-residents parking, you again have the same problem where
people will come down to look for a carpark. It would be much simpler to have a sign at the
entrance to Hahei saying residents only parking beyond this point.

4 Pay and Display parks do not create any additional car parking.
5 Pay and Display are purely a money earner for council.
6 Pay and Display detract from the relaxed beach feel.
7 Pay and Display parks force people to look for free car parks.
8 Ngatihei would like to see beachfront car parking stopped and have green spaces for people to

enjoy.

I strongly oppose any spending on footpaths and curbing in Hahei because:

1 They spoil the relaxed beach atmosphere.
2 They lead to increased water runoff.
3 Hahei is a small coastal village not an inner city suburb, even in cities now they are moving away

from formal concrete pathways in nature areas.

Signage: My preferred signage for residents only parking would be a large sign at the entrance to
Hahei saying “Residents only parking beyond this point. Cars not displaying a residents permit will
be towed or receive a $50 fine”. Then a sign at the top of Pa Road, one on the corner of Dawn and
Hahei Beach Road, one on the corner of Hahei Beach Road and Harsant Ave. Would not like to see
these everywhere, just where essential. The signage could also say there is an infringement fine of
say $50 and tow away. Tradies vehicles could be exempt.
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Would not like to see the shuttle bus come down to the beach as it is not far to walk from the shop,
hard to turn a bus leading to a traffic danger for small children and create fumes.

Parking around the shop area should all be 10 minutes to prevent people parking all day and help
businesses with customers having access to the shops. May need a few longer term parks for customers
eating at the café and restaurant.

Concession holders, e.g. Kayak and Water Taxi, should have to provide car parking away from the
beachfront car parks and shuttle their customers down to the beach. They should also be charged a
much higher fee for their concession, this money could be put towards providing car parking further
back.

Alternative parking solution:
An alternative suggestion to solve the congestion problems faced by both Hahei and Hotwater Beach
communities is to set up a mega carpark on cheaper land near Whenuakite. Tourists could park and
catch a shuttle service to both attractions. This would solve the problem of expensive land for car
parks in Hahei and Hotwater Beach and mean TCDC would only have to fund one carpark for the two
tourist attractions. In addition to this TCDC could charge say $20 per night for campervans and provide
toilets to make an income from this park and discourage freedom camping in the area. The shuttle
could be $5 per person with free car parking. To make this work adequate signage would need to be
at Whenuakite to advise residents only parking past this point. This shuttle could also go via Ferry
landing to encourage tourists to leave cars in Whitianga. This carpark could have a café to make an
income from renting out to a concession holder as income for the council.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554845.pdf
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Comment.
Andrew Watson (83198)Consultee
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Andrew Watson (83198)Comment by

PC_328Comment ID

10/09/18 00:58Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

This is a few hours late but I hope you will accept our submission on the proposed changes to parking
in Hahei.

As the four owners of a house in Dawn Ave we submit as follows:

We do not think either of the two options that are proposed are workable in Hahei.

A residents-only car parking system for Hahei is going to be un-workable because there are many
houses that have multiple families staying in them over summer, plus there are large numbers of
properties that use Bach Care, AirBnB and etc.

We don’t think the problem of parking on the berms at the peak holiday period is that bad, as long as
pedestrian safety is protected. The fencing off of a footpath down Hahei Beach Road over the last
couple of years has worked well, and we think this could be extended to other streets where there are
sufficient pedestrians, berm parking and traffic to warrant it. Some of these footpaths could be properly
formed (concrete or asphalt) to help with the demarcation.

If TCDC does decide to proceed with residents-only parking then a whole lot more thinking and planning
needs to be done. We think this needs to include:

1 Developing a residents-only system that is truly workable. One that relies on honesty and/or two
permits per house just isn’t going to cut the mustard.

2 If car parking is expanded at the entrance to the village then a decent footpath needs to be created
from there to the beach.

3 Better signage.
4 A shuttle from the car park to the beach.
5 Probably manning the system over the very peak period (Boxing Day to say the 5th of January)
6 Some kind of system to allow families to drop off their stuff and the family at the beach car park.
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Depending upon timing one of us may be able to attend a hearing in support of our submission.

Andrew Watson on behalf of the owners of 39 Dawn Ave.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554847.pdf
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Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Lance Roulston (83199)Comment by

PC_329Comment ID

10/09/18 01:02Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

OtherSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I don't know how many people will feel the way I do about not only tourists but New Zealanders
potentially being charged car parking fees to visit a pristine part of New Zealand. Your part of the world
is known around the globe for its obvious attractions. How does a blanket ban on visitor parking and
fellow New Zealanders enhance that reputation? Option 1 Residents parking only: that could be setting
a precident, personally I think that is a no go zone, (wasn't trying to be funny as it happens) Option 2
is a better option, no stopping lines on parts of these streets where the hazards to road users are most
exacerbated by visitor parking or parts of the street only or only one side of each road. Is charging
everybody else who visits this fantastic area with car park fees your only option? Its probably the
easiest. How about a mini bus service in peak times or bike hire or instigating better safer walking
options for visitors hey anything almost beats people having to pay a car parking fee doesn't it? New
Zealanders visit this area, not only tourists.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5554863.pdf
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